HP's new concept in DMM's gives you more time to be creative.

Free yourself from time-consuming lab-bench measurements with HP's new 3467A Logging Multimeter.

It is a total measurement station, doing jobs that used to require several instruments. The 3467A combines a 4½-digit DMM, four-channel scanner, digital thermometer, math functions, and printer with timer in a single instrument. It simplifies setups and measurements and gives you a record of data in the units you need (°C, dB, etc.) unattended or manually.

**Identify “hot spots.”** The multi-channel 3467A lets you measure temperature changes directly in °C or °F at more than one location. And, with its built-in math functions, printer and timer, you can get a permanent record of temperature changes with respect to time.

**Characterize amplifiers and filters directly in dB.** The 3467A does the work for you. It combines true RMS measurements to 100 kHz, four inputs, and math functions. The 3467A will give you dB response directly; and print automatically at preset time intervals, or manually when you press the “Print” button.

**Analyze temperature dependent parameters.** Use the 3467A’s mixed function capability to measure temperature on channels 1 and 2 plus voltage or resistance on the remaining two channels. Then, using the math functions, you can get direct printout of such parameters as amplifier gain vs. temperature.

**Component selection.** Sort resistors to desired tolerance without a precise reference resistor. Simply select the ohms function, enter the reference value as a stored constant and measure your resistors. The 3467A calculates and prints out tolerance values in Δ% directly.

Find out how the new HP 3467A Logging Multimeter, priced at $2200*, can make your R&D measurements easier. Your local HP field engineer has all the details. Call today.

* Domestic U.S.A. price only.

Circle 900 on reader service card
The World's First LED Displays You Can View in Bright Sunlight.

Now available from Hewlett-Packard are displays designed for high ambient conditions. These seven-segment displays optimize the contrast between the digit segments and the background. A specially designed P.N. junction and larger top contact metallization permit operation at high peak currents. This feature enhances display light output and permits strobed operation of long display strings. Combined with proper filtering these displays can be used under high ambient lighting as bright as 10,000 footcandles!!!

Available in High Efficiency Red and Yellow, the HDSP-3530/4030 series are designed for use in outdoor terminals, gas pumps, airplane cockpits, instruments, weighing scales, agricultural instrumentation and point-of-sale terminals.

The High Efficiency Red (HDSP-3530/3730 Series) displays are priced at $2.05* (7.6mm/0.3") and the Yellow (HDSP-4030/4130 Series) displays are $2.25* (10.9mm/0.43") in quantities of 1000.


HEWLETT PACKARD

1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304

For assistance call: Washington (301) 948-6370, Chicago (312) 255-9800, Atlanta (404) 955-1500, Los Angeles (213) 877-1262
The last time you saw a really new bench/portable DMM was 1972.

That's the year our 8000A was introduced. Its custom LSI and solid owner benefits quickly established it as the world's leading DMM.

Now, look at the new 8010A and 8012A: single-chip CMOS designs for problem-solving in the eighties!

RAZOR-SHARP LCD for large, no-strain answers at first glance—in any light.

TOUCH AND HOLD probe option, so you can thread your way through a component jungle and capture the reading you need.

FUNCTION POWER: 22 ranges of AC and DC volts and current, six ranges of resistance, and three ranges of conductance—the missing function on other bench multimeters.

CONDUCTANCE RANGES for noise-free leakage measurements to 10,000 MΩ. A valuable function for bench-testing boards and components, conductance also measures transistor beta [using a bias resistor] and light intensity [by using a photocell].

OVERLOAD-PROTECTED—like no other DMM, including rejection of 6000V transients and up to 600V applied to the current terminals.

HONEST AC ANSWERS derived from a Fluke hybrid true rms converter. You'll even see the difference on your AC line between the correct value and what your average-responding meter reads. And 50 kHz bandwidth won't let any significant distortion products go unmeasured. Plus, 10 times the basic response you may be limited to now!

SPECS YOU EXPECT from Fluke—like ±0.1% on DC for one year. Both models available with rechargeable batteries, and backed by the same solid warranty and worldwide service that helped make the 8000A the industry standard.

LEADERSHIP HAS TO BE EARNED. And we're committed to keeping the price of your confidence as realistic as possible. Like $239 for the 8010A with a 10A current range, and $299 for the 8012A with two extra-low ohms ranges that allow measurements from 0.001Ω to 10,000 MΩ—making it the widest range ohmmeter available!

Contact one of the more than 100 Fluke offices and representatives, worldwide, or CALL [800] 426-0361 TOLL FREE. In the U.S., and all countries outside Europe, write: John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 43210, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043, U.S.A.

In Europe, contact Fluke (Nederland) B.V., P.O. Box 5053, Tilburg, The Netherlands. Telephone: (013) 673973. Telex: 52237.

Prices U.S. only.

*Alaska, Hawaii, Washington residents—please call (206) 774-2461.
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Cover: 16-bit board works with 8-bit units, 105
The iSBC 86/12 16-bit single-board computer can execute the 8-bit instructions of its predecessor, as well as its own 16-bit set. Furthermore, it can address a megabyte of memory while working over the same system bus as the 8-bit boards.

Cover is by Gabor Kiss.

Everybody's talking Pascal, 81
The 10-year-old programming language, Pascal, has caught on of late and is proving itself a versatile tool for the microcomputer. An underlying factor is its portability.

Hook can be conquered, 111
Hidden printed-circuit-board capacitance, known as "hook," has been convicted of causing unexplained discrepancies in circuit output. Now it is possible to trace, measure, and design out this effect.

Bird watchers' guide, 120
More than 55 active communications satellites are in geostationary orbit, and more soon will be launched. This handy pullout table summarizes the principal characteristics of the world's satellite programs.

And in the next issue . . .
Electronics' annual technology update . . .

the 1978 achievement award.
Blaise Pascal was a 17th century Frenchman for all seasons—a gifted mathematician, physicist, and cleric. His name is attached to a high-level programming language whose popularity is snowballing among designers and programmers of computers and microcomputers. Niklas Wirth, the Swiss who devised the language in 1968, dubbed it Pascal because he admired the Frenchman’s versatility. Another admirer of both the man and the language is John Posa, our Microsystems and Software editor, who wrote the story on the spread of Pascal that begins on page 87.

As a design engineer who worked on intelligent-terminal development, John appreciates the virtues of Pascal. “It takes the best features and avoids the worst of languages like Algol, Fortran, and PL/1,” he says. “Engineers need to learn high-level languages like Pascal because software costs are rapidly approaching 90% of total system costs. Efficient high-level languages will be absolutely essential for cost-effective and fast design.

“An ideal language would be totally comprehensible to anyone, and at the same time be as efficient as assembly code. I doubt if any one language will meet that ultimate definition, but Pascal has already proved its versatility.”

Incidentally, this issue marks the debut of a newly established technical department under John’s wing. As Microsystems and Software editor, he’ll be watching applications of microcomputers from chips to boards, keeping an eye on development systems and other tools to aid engineers in designing microcomputers, and informing you of the latest developments in software.

A BSEE from the University of Michigan, John put in engineering stints with RCA Corp. and Ann Arbor Terminals. Despite what he has learned about high-level languages, he enjoys working with assembly code. “It’s intellectually challenging,” he says, “and I got reasonably efficient at it.”

In this issue you’ll find a comprehensive fold-out guide to existing and soon-to-be-launched communications satellites (p. 120). It’s unique in that all the major operating parameters of interest to both system designers and potential users are collected in one place.

The guide was assembled by Wilbur L. Pritchard, president of Satellite Systems Engineering Inc. He founded the firm to provide consulting and systems engineering services to governmental agencies and private companies worldwide. He has been associated with communications and satellites for more than 30 years.

After 15 years at Raytheon Co., he became group director of communications satellite systems at Aerospace Corp. Then in 1967, he became vice president and first director of Comsat Labs at Communications Satellite Corp. He served as president of Fairchild Space and Electronics Co. from 1973 to 1974.
Searching for signals buried in noise?

New narrow band filter finds and tracks them automatically

Krohn-Hite’s New Model 3800 Narrow Band Tracking Filter can find and lock on a signal below 100 kHz and track it automatically. With or without an external frequency reference. Even if it’s buried 10 dB below the background noise level. And the Model 3800 costs only $1,995.

Other features include:
- Bandwidth variable from 1 kHz down to 0.001 Hz
- Filter Q to 100,000,000
- Automatic gain control with 70 dB dynamic range

For immediate information call us at (617) 580-1660.
Nobody else has LSI-11 and LSI-11/2 cards like these.

Our digital cards are loaded with unique features such as the ability to use I/O lines as either inputs or outputs in increments of eight, up to 64 TTL inputs or outputs interfaced directly to the LSI-11 bus, the ability to detect contact closures on discrete input lines, and discrete latched outputs with the capability to drive high current incandescent lamps.

The Bus Repeater Card accommodates more devices than the basic bus can handle. The Bus Translator Card allows LSI-11 peripherals to operate with a Unibus CPU.

Both high level and low level analog cards are available with features like direct thermocouple digitizing, 250V CM isolation, six gain codes, up to 64 channels, and program control interface...to mention just a few.

ADAC Corporation, 15 Cummings Park, Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 935-6668.

Readers' comments

Beaten out

To the Editor: The Aug. 3 issue [Electronics Newsletter, p. 36] mentions the microprogrammability of Digital Equipment Corp.'s LSI-11 as "marking the first time a microprogramming option has been offered in a microcomputer." The Texas Instruments TMS 1000 has had that option since its introduction in 1974. It also has a programmable logic array with a mask-programmable output and is available in both p-channel and complementary MOS versions.

Betsy Donner
Texas Instruments Inc.
Houston, Texas

Not fast enough?

To the Editor: Part 2 of "How bit-slice families compare" [Aug. 17, p. 96] states that Advanced Micro Devices' Am2910 microsequencer "makes the 2909 and 2911 obsolete." This statement is misleading in view of the poor speeds of the 2910.

According to AMD's specs dated May 18, the next-to-longest data path is 100 ns (clock to Yout) on instructions 8, 9, and 15. The longest data path has not yet been released; it occurs when prior instructions are 4, 12, or when RLD is low. The instruction selection time, 1to-1, to Yout, is 70 ns. Compare these figures with the high-speed circuits you can design using the fast, flexible 2909/2911, whose longest data path (clock to Yout) is 45 ns, with a select time (S2-S1 to Yout) of 30 ns.

As for the appearance of second sources for National Semiconductor's 2901A-1 [Part 1, Aug. 3, p. 91], NEC Microcomputers Inc. announced samples of its 2901A-1 several months ago.

Max Baron
National Semiconductor Corp.
Santa Clara, Calif.

Poor audio quality is no excuse

To the Editor: I differ with the statement by Mr. Davis in the Aug. 31 issue [p. 6] in which he blames the poor programming of domestic a-m radio on its less than desirable audio quality. For refutation, one only has to listen to international shortwave broadcast stations, which, in spite of an octave-narrower bandwidth and more severe fading and interference problems, have higher-quality music programming than do domestic a-m stations.

James Long
Pasadena, Calif.

Clarification

The output-power comparison in the Aug. 17 International Newsletter (p. 63) for single-mode laser diodes from Standard Telecommunications Laboratories Ltd. and Mitsubishi Electric Corp. is misleading. Performance figures from STL are for a laboratory device; those from Mitsubishi are for production devices. The Japanese firm says its laboratory devices have achieved three times the output power of its production diodes.
THE WIDEBAND RMS VOLTMETER
ONLY FLUKE COULD CREATE.

You're probably accustomed to using analog meters for audio-to-rf measurements. Maybe you've given up hope of going digital at a reasonable price.

**Good news!**
Fluke's new 8920A wideband true rms DMM is loaded with features—some you can't buy anywhere at any price, and it sells at an analog price: $995.

For starters, 8920A bandwidth is 10 Hz to 20 MHz for sub-audio to video AC measurements. Mid-band accuracy is 0.5%, compliments of an exclusive Fluke designed (and built) micro-electronic rms chip. Accurately measuring noise and non-sinusoidal waveforms is easy since the chip responds only to the heating effect of the waveform. You can select the AC + DC function for non-symmetrical waveforms like pulses that have a DC component.

We gave the 8920A dynamic range from 180 μV to 700 volts, to measure from low noise levels to the output of powerful amplifiers. And, fast auto-ranging relieves you of the knob twisting chores!

Put the 8920A into dBV mode and measure from −75 db to +57 db (132 db range), with 0.01 db resolution. If you want your dBV reference somewhere else beside 1V, Fluke's exclusive relative reference lets you store any voltage as the 0-db point. Imagine how simple your gain measurements can be!

To make the 8920A all things to all people, we've included a "dial-an-ohm" feature for dbm measurements. Instead of laboriously correcting each of your readings from a 600 ohm reference, simply dial 50, 75, 300, or one of nine other impedances up to 1200 ohms, and be right on every reading. There are several selections for broadcast, telephone, TV and RF applications.

An analog meter is standard, for convenient peaking/dipping/nulling, as is a linear analog output for continuous recording. Optional are logarithmic analog output and an isolated output to drive a counter. Soon, IEEE 488 interface will be available for systems use.

If your prefer an isolated banana jack input with full floating capability, specify the 8921A (also only $995).

For more information, contact one of the more than 100 Fluke offices or representatives, worldwide. In the U.S., CALL (800) 426-0361*, TOLL FREE. Residents of the U.S. and all countries outside of Europe, contact: John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 43210, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043, U.S.A. Telex: 32-0013.

In Europe, contact: Fluke (Nederland) B.V., P.O. Box 5053, Tilburg, The Netherlands. Telephone (013) 673973. Telex: 52237.

Price U.S. only.

*Alaska, Hawaii, Washington residents — please call (206) 774-2481.

Circle #7 for demonstration

Circle #235 for literature
March to a different drummer.

We have a lot of trouble with giants. These giants manufacture film capacitors. Among other things. So do we. But without the other things. Our capacitors are every bit as good as theirs (maybe a little better). But they have a big drum. We have a small drum.

We've been growing nicely anyway.

Now, we make very good metallized polyester, polycarbonate and polypropylene capacitors and equally good polyester and polystyrene film and foil capacitors. We make them carefully, of the best materials. We're a little fanatic about quality, reliability (our and our products'), uniformity and all. We doubt if anyone makes better capacitors.

But noise is something else. They make much more noise. Giants do, you know.

March along when it's film capacitor buying time. A catalog can make this easier and we'll be glad to send one to you.

SEACOR INC., 598 Broadway, Norwood, N.J. 07648
Tel. (201) 768-6070  Telex 135354

News update

The military services hope this month to establish a beachhead in their latest efforts to obtain a new battlefield telephone exchange system. The reason: Conrac Corp. of Stamford, Conn., is making initial delivery of a Visual Display Unit for the tri-service Unit Level Circuit Switch program [Electronics, Nov. 25, 1976, p. 35].

The Visual Display Unit that Conrac is designing and developing consists of a 14-inch raster-scan cathode-ray-tube display, as well as an alphanumeric generator and an interface to the system's computer. It displays 2,000 alphanumeric characters as 25 lines of 80 characters each. The unit is to be used both in the communications operation and as a device for troubleshooting and maintaining the all-digital tactical telephone switching system.

Conrac's Systems-West division in Duarte, Calif., is managing the Visual Display Unit program under a $250,000-plus contract from International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.'s Defense Communications division in Nutley, N.J., which is prime contractor for the AN/TTC-42 system. According to a Conrac spokesman, options to the firm's contract are valued at $1.2 million.

The military's interest in fiber-optic technology is reaching new heights. For example, the Air Force, which has concentrated its fiber-optic systems developments on data buses for signal transmission in aircraft [Electronics, Aug. 5, 1976, p. 83], now plans to test optical waveguides in outer space.

The Air Force Weapons Laboratory at Kirtland Air Force Base in New Mexico recently advised Corning Glass Works that a long length of waveguide fiber from the Corning, N. Y., firm, will be exposed to space environment. Scheduled for a space shuttle launch in March 1980, the experiment will last 6 to 12 months and determine how optical waveguides and other electro-optical items are affected by the radiation in the Van Allen belts and space's temperature extremes. Bruce Le Boss
Presenting The New 11T03-L®
Featuring
Dual RLO1 Cartridge Disk Drives

- Latest 11/03-LC® 9 slot backplane.
- Dual 5.2 Megabyte Disk
- Provides more open slots.
- Choice of LA36®, VT52®, or VT100®
- DEC RT-11® (version 3B) software included.
- Standard DEC® installation and on-site warranty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard 11T03</th>
<th>New 11T03-L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 slot backplane</td>
<td>9 slot backplane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$17,930</td>
<td>FCC LIST $16,265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-60 Days Delivery</td>
<td>30-60 Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC® Installation</td>
<td>On-Site parts &amp; labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DEC® 90 Day Warranty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT-11® plus enhancements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K bytes Memory*</td>
<td>64K bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Dual</td>
<td>2 Dual or 2 Quad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Other memory modules available 16K, 32K, and 64K bytes.

First® computer is all the computer company you'll ever need to know...

- Attractive OEM and Educational discounts for systems and components.
- Stocking a complete line of LSI-11®, LSI-11/2® and 11/03® products for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
- Custom configurations available.
- Personalized service.
- To order call 312/920-1050

Call First® first for all your DEC® computer needs—312/920-1050

**Registered trademark of First Computer Corporation

Circle 9 on reader service card
Advanced Micro Devices has perfected the world’s first monolithic universal DAC that’s compatible with any microprocessor. Bipolar, MOS,
fast, slow, ours, theirs, any microprocessor.

The BUSDAC™ is completely bus-compatible. Just tie it on and go. You can accommodate any of eight popular coding formats, including 8-bit straight binary and two's complement.

The data hold time is guaranteed to be 10 nanoseconds. The data set-up time and write pulse width are 80 nanoseconds over the entire operating temperature range. Typical power dissipation is 86 milliwatts.

**THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF BUSDAC™:**

**THE AM6080 AND THE AM6081.**

The Am6080 is your basic, superfast-bus-oriented 8-bit DAC.

The Am6081 is the deluxe model. If you’re doing data acquisition and system control, you’ll want the Am6081. You’ll be able to output-multiplex, perform 8-bit + sign coding and output-range selection. You can even use the Am6081 as a transceiving converter for time shared D-to-A and A-to-D operation.

Both come MIL-STD-883 for free.

If you’ve been waiting for a DAC that can get along with everyone, it’s on the shelf. Just call us for parts, specs or data sheets.

The magic word is BUSDAC™.
You're looking at the highest capability universal counters available today by far. With them you can make frequency, period and time-interval measurements that no other counters can do. Although they make ordinary measurement jobs easier, they also give you significant advances in accuracy, speed, performance, range and versatility.

**Advanced measurement techniques** give these counters far greater measurement resolution than other universal counters: up to 1000 times greater for frequency and up to 500 times greater for single-shot time interval.

**The HP 5370A:** ±20 ps single-shot resolution. 11 digits in 1 second. Statistical computation. Microprocessor control.

A new combination of features allows you to easily make measurements that less versatile counters cannot make—like accurate high speed dynamic measurements. These features include: unusually flexible architecture, triggered measurement capability, unmatched logic speed throughout and acceptance of any externally commanded gate time—instead of being limited to measurement times that are decade values of one second.

For systems use, both models offer HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus: IEEE-488-1975) for low cost systems interconnection.
Easily the highest capability counters available today.

The HP 5345A: Reciprocal counting to 500 MHz coupled with 2 ns single-shot resolution. 9 digits in 1 second. Expandable to 18 GHz.

Other unmatched features include:

**Model 5370A:** STATISTICS/microprocessor-computed mean, max, min and standard deviation of time intervals. TRIGGER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/displayed to 10mV resolution with one keystroke. FAST CORRECTION/one keystroke compensates systematic errors such as unequal cable lengths.

**Model 5345A:** PLUG-IN VERSATILITY/optional front panel plug-in accessories expand measurement range to 18 GHz, make automatic narrow-pulse RF measurements to 4 GHz, or add a third 500 MHz channel. HIGH-SPEED LOGIC THROUGHOUT/for higher speed in systems use ... over 50,000 four-digit readings per second in HP's 5391A Frequency and Time Data Acquisition System, for example. The Super Counters offer many other features to help make your measurements much faster, simpler, more convenient and, of course, more accurate. They're described in comprehensive data sheets that are yours for the asking. Prices: 5370A. $6500* including HP-IB. 5345A, $4400* plug-ins and HP-IB extra.

*Price domestic U.S.A.

Your broadest choice of counters from the industry's most experienced source.

The HP counter line is unmatched in breadth of choice from budget-conscious basic counters to the most sophisticated multi-purpose models available today. They're described in an Electronic Counter Selection Guide that we'll mail along with your 5370A and 5345A data sheets. Call or write today.

HEWLETT PACKARD

1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304

For assistance call Washington (301) 948-6370, Chicago (312) 256-9800, Atlanta (404) 955-1500, Los Angeles (213) 877-1282
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Circle 13 on reader service card 13
NEW!

GALLIUM ARSENIDE

NEW, low cost OPTRON LED's offer exceptional light output characteristics in a choice of wide or narrow beam spreads.

OPTRON's new OP 190 and OP 195 plastic encapsulated light emitting diodes give high performance with light output characteristics exceeding the specifications of currently available hermetic packaged LED's. These highly reliable devices allow the choice of either a wide or narrow beam angle and are optimized for pulsed applications including smoke detectors, TV remote control systems, security alarms, and garage door openers.

The new OP 190 and OP 195 feature a typical power output of 10 mW at 100 mA and are capable of pulsed operation to 3 amps.

Litton's Bridge sees LSI as key to technology transfer

Ensuring a technology fallout from divisions doing state-of-the-art work into more settled commercial product areas is tough for big diversified companies, which are often geographically scattered. Solutions vary from institutionalized departments to informal charts. Now Litton Industries is opting for a middle course. It has named 53-year-old Charles S. Bridge its new chief scientist and charged him with spurring what president Fred W. O'Green calls "communication of ideas and technology transfer."

How does the veteran manager of inertial navigation development programs see his task? Not surprisingly, he answers: "It's digital LSI that's the key to the whole effort." Bridge is convinced of the value of keeping close tabs on what the semiconductor industry has to offer, partly because of his training as a physicist and partly as a result of his experience since joining Litton in 1959 in putting ever improving semiconductors to work in navigation systems. And he commands a lot of attention from semiconductor makers, being in such a visible position at a big company, but so far he hasn't offered to trade with me."

Boschert's Jordan calls power supplies the last frontier

After heading the Honeywell team that helped engineer the first practical dynamic random-access memory for memory systems and then, as founding manager of Intel Corp.'s Memory Systems division, producing a mass market for them, what brings William F. Jordan to Boschert Inc., a maker of switching power supplies? "I like the idea of a new venture," declares the firm's new vice president of engineering.

"Designing switching regulated power supplies still is a complex process," for which "we'll have to use all the skills we've acquired," he says. In his new post, he will direct Boschert's technological attack on the entrenched linear power supplies by trying to beat them on cost, efficiency, and size [Electronics, March 16, p.14]. Tracing the increasing integration of logic and memory
From \(-55^\circ\text{C}\) to \(125^\circ\text{C}\). Our military temperature range 6800 microprocessors work in the most hostile environments. And at \(-40^\circ\text{C}\) to \(85^\circ\text{C}\), our industrial versions hold their own too. We even have 1.5 and 2 MHz high-speed 6800s. Today, manufacturers in just about every industry from cars to computers are specifying the 6800. And AMI, a pioneer in MOS/LSI circuits, is making them. With plants in California, Idaho and Korea, we're geared to handle any size order. And we'll go to extremes to get it to you quickly.

Our 6800s beat the 8080 in virtually every important feature. You only have one 5-volt power supply to worry about, and you can hook up to 10 circuits to them without TTL buffering. They have two levels of external interrupt (one is non-maskable), interrupt stacking, an index mode and direct addressing with only two bytes of code.

The AMI S6800 MPU comes with a whole family of memories and peripheral circuits. They include the S6810 128 x 8 static RAM, the S6820 and S6821 PIA, the S6831 16K static ROM, the S6834 512 x 8 EPROM, the S6850 ACLA, the S1883 UART and the S2350 USRT. And we offer a range of memories, from high-speed VMOS RAMs to low power CMOS.

The 6800 is designed like a minicomputer, so it's simpler to program than the 8080. Especially with our Microcomputer Development Center, which can cut programming time from hours to minutes. It includes a very smart CRT with full debug software, a flexible text editor, a macro-assembler and a built-in PROM burner. A powerful 40-channel Logic Analyzer lets you choose your own layout and format, and modify programs instantaneously.

Want to learn more about our 6800 family? Contact your nearest AMI distributor or write to AMI Marketing, 3800 Homestead Road, Santa Clara CA 95051. Or call (408) 246-0330.
Actual size

North Atlantic

Synchro Panel Meters
for angle readout

Salient Features Include:

- Angle or engineering units
- Pin programmable
- No separate power needed (operates off the stator and rotor signals)
- 0.1° Resolution
- ±2° offset adjust for final systems zeroing
- 50 — 1200 Hz
- Tracking Converter

A true price performance breakthrough in Synchro Angle Position Indicators — the North Atlantic Model 800; a small size panel meter with an equally small price. It uses discrete components complimented by an LSI chip. It’s pin programmable and universal for all synchros and resolvers.

North Atlantic Industries, Inc.
60 Plant Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11787
(516) 582-6500/TWX: 510-227-9660/Cable: NO ATLANTIC

People

Explorer. William Jordan likes the challenge of power supplies and company management at his new employer, Boschert Inc.

components, he thinks that "now power supplies are the last frontier of circuit development."

"The real challenge is to design circuits with the fewest parts," says Jordan. Though it makes no sense to integrate higher power levels, he believes that lower-power circuitry could be integrated, such as portions of the logic signal circuitry. Jordan names two particularly challenging areas in switching power supplies: the feedback amplifiers that must zero out error signals; and the magnetic component modeling to get low-cost transmission and inductors.

Acknowledging that power supplies are not a glamorous part of the industry, Jordan answers, "That's one of the things that make it a neat business." He says, "My contribution at this stage of my career is on the management end of things" by guiding good circuit designs and rejecting bad ones.

Jordan is well prepared to head out toward his last frontier. After getting his BSEE degree in 1956 from Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Jordan worked for CBS Electronics and Avco's R&D division before joining Honeywell's Computer Control division, where he spearheaded development of the 1103 RAM. In 1971, he became founding manager of Intel's Memory Systems division and corporate vice president.
You may not know how expensive a pushbutton really is until months after it's paid for.

The true measure of a pushbutton's cost isn't so much what you pay. It's how many times you pay it.

If you spend less in the first place, you could end up with a higher price tag from what you spend over and over in repair costs and downtime.

That's why it's worth it to specify the MICRO SWITCH Advanced Manual Line (AML) of pushbuttons, rockers, paddles and indicators. It's the most complete line of manual controls ever offered, designed to save you money from start to finish.

AML is easy to wire, thanks to single-level termination, simple snap-in PC board mounting and sub-panel mounting that uses individual, strip or matrix hardware (see inset). The result is low installed cost.

And of course, you get traditional MICRO SWITCH reliability and long life. Which means money savings over the long haul.

No matter how many words you use to describe the broad AML lineup, it all comes down to just two: cost effectiveness. For a panel that's pleasing to the eye as well as the budget.

If you'd like a personal demonstration just call 815/235-6600.

MICRO SWITCH is also ready to provide you with field engineers for application assistance and a network of authorized distributors for local availability.

AML. It's the closest a line of pushbuttons can come to paying for itself.
From CPU to software,
It's the beginning of a new

Intel's new 16-bit microcomputer is here. It's the 8086, designed to deliver ten times the processing power of our 8080.

More important, right now you can get CPU, memory, peripherals, software, development tools and design assistance. We've made MCS-86™ the most comprehensive microcomputer system ever introduced.

Our challenge was to build the most advanced 16-bit microcomputer. And to give 8080 and 8085 users a direct upgrade path. We accomplished it. The 8086 is the world's most advanced microprocessor. Yet it's a direct evolution of our 8-bit 8080 and 8085. It's software-compatible with both, supporting all their instructions in addition to its own advanced instructions. And the 8086 utilizes readily available Intel microcomputer peripheral chips and low cost, standard MOS memory.

8086 is an architectural triumph, etched in HMOS. The standard 8086 delivers 5 MHz speed. And it delivers direct addressability to a full megabyte of memory, with both 8-bit and 16-bit signed or unsigned multiply and divide in hardware. It gives you efficient byte-string operations and improved bit manipulation. Plus it provides capabilities never before supported by a microprocessor, such as dynamic relocation, reentrant code, position-independent programs and instruction look-ahead.

All in all, 8086 sets a new standard for microcomputer processing capabilities.

We designed MCS-86 for design flexibility. It can operate on a full set of 16-bit registers, or on an 8-bit subset which corresponds to the 8080 register set. That makes MCS-86 adaptable to traditional 8-bit applications as well as larger, more complex applications.

A minimum MCS-86 configuration includes only the CPU, the 8284 Clock Generator, two 8282 Octal Latches, 2K bytes of 2142 RAM and 4K bytes of 2716 EPROM.
MCS-86™ is here today. era in microcomputers.

For easy expansion, add our 8288 Bus Controller, which generates Multibus™ timing signals. And, using our 8286/8287 Octal Transceivers, MCS-86 interfaces with larger, buffered systems.

Get started with software now using our Intellect® development system and PL/M 86, an expanded version of our popular PL/M high level language. And, with the ASM 86 assembler, you can write assembly language programs for your MCS-86 designs and translate your existing 8080 and 8085 software to run on 8086. Both PL/M 86 and ASM 86 operate under ISIS-II, Intellect's advanced operating system.

MCS-86 components are available today. Order your MCS-86 Prototype Kit from your local Intel distributor. The kit includes all the essential components to begin your evaluation of this new era in microcomputers. Or, for more information, contact your local Intel sales office or write:

Intel Corporation,
3065 Bowers Avenue,
Santa Clara, California 95051.


Circle No. 19 for more information
“All we got for our connector dollar were connectors. Until we used AMP Latch—and AMP.”

Too many times you may select a connector that does the job—but that’s all it does. You can’t expand with it. With AMP Latch connectors we make sure that won’t happen.

The complete approach. Every AMP Latch connector is designed as part of a larger approach to packaging. For example, AMP Latch is available in cable-to-cable, edge card, DIP and receptacle connectors. And it works with twisted pair cable, round conductor ribbon cable and round conductor bonded cable. In addition, it mates with the full range of AMPMODU headers including standard right angle and feed-thru types, as well as header barriers for mixing a variety of connector families.

The quality approach. AMP Latch connectors are built to meet extra-ordinary requirements. They incorporate extra features such as redundant, duplex-plated contacts and heavy-duty strain relief covers for reliable electrical and mechanical performance. Polarization and positive latching assure accurate mating to headers. They have built-in inspection ports to facilitate inspection, test and repair. And they are quickly terminated by AMP Latch tooling so you have the capability of using virtually all popular types of round conductor flexible cable as efficiently as possible.

The AMP approach. Of course, AMP Latch connectors, and all AMP products, are backed by AMP technical service. Not just ordinary service, but the kind that says we’ll help you with system design. Application tooling. Training your people. And more.

We invite you to find out more about AMP Latch and the AMP approach. Just call Customer Service at (717) 564-0100. Or write AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.
AMP has a better way... Mass Termination.

AMP pioneered the concept and today is the acknowledged leader with the industry's widest range of application experience.

We have mass termination connectors for discrete wire and virtually any type of cable: ribbon coaxial, flat etched, twisted pair, round conductor, flat flexible. All have preassembled contacts, eliminate costly wire preparation and offer productivity savings and benefits never before possible.

If you would like details on any of our Mass Termination ideas, call Customer Service at (717) 564-0100.

AMP and AMPMODU are trademarks of AMP Incorporated.

SEE US AT
FIAREX, AMSTERDAM
Graphics. Without
You just lost your last excuse for sticking with phanumerics. Because with HP's new 2647A Intelligent graphics Terminal, you get graphics without digging to your CPU's software.

**picture's worth a thousand numbers.**
On an alphanumeric terminal, your data's just a reen full of numbers. But with the 2647A you can plot tabular data as a bar graph, or a chart, or a linear or logarithmic line graph. Quickly, with just a few keystrokes.
Now you can really see your data, not just look at it.

What's more, with the 347A you can zoom in and out. Pan right, left, up, down. Selectively erase. Shade important areas to make them stand out. Use a rubber-band line to make a quick sketch.
Without any help from your programming department.

**it's more than smart.**
The 2647A's the smart way to get graphics from tabular data without software.
But what if your CPU's output isn't tabular? Or if you'd like to plot derived data, say three-month moving average from monthly data figures? Or if you need more than a bar graph, pie chart or line graph?
The 2647A's not just smart, it's intelligent.
You can program it to reformat data from your PU, or to compute more data, in easy-to-write BASIC. And you can program it in AGL, our high-level graphics language extension of BASIC. Its powerful commands, such as FRAME, AXES, LABEL, LOCATE and PLOT, it sophisticated graphics at your fingertips.
Either way, your program runs on the 2647A without any help from your CPU.

**Hard copy's easy.**
How do you get graphics into your briefcase?
The 2647A makes graphics as portable as phanumerics. It interfaces easily with our 9872A Four-Color Plotter (which can even make overhead transparencies), and with our 7245A Thermal Plotter-Printer. All you need is an interface card, a cable and the peripheral itself.
And to keep costs down, more than one 2647A can share the same hard copy peripheral.

**You still get alphanumerics.**
You don't have to give up phanumerics to get graphics. Because the 2647A's also a programmable alphanumeric terminal for interactive use on-line or by itself.

With independent alphanumeric and graphics memories. Eight soft keys you can define to do several steps with a single keystroke. A bright, easy-to-use, high resolution display. And built-in dual cartridge tape drives for 220K bytes of mass storage.

Best of all, the 2647A with full memory and data communications interface costs only $8300.
Which makes it easy to get the picture.

☐ Send me more information about graphics without graphics software.
☐ Show me graphics without graphics software.

Name ____________________________ Title ____________________________
Company ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City/State/Zip ____________________________
Phone ____________________________

Mail to Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Ed Hayes,
Marketing Manager, Data Terminals Division, Dept. 627,
19400 Homestead Road, Cupertino CA 95014.

Circle 23 on reader service card
Watching the spectrum slip away

If someone in the United States fails to get excited about it soon, this country is liable to have a great deal of spectrum space pulled out from under it. That is what could happen next year at WARC—the World Administrative Radio Conference—to be held in Geneva under the auspices of the International Telecommunications Union. WARC is held every 20 years, so that the agreements drawn up in 1979 will literally tie down the spectrum until 1999.

The key question in Geneva will be: who gets what frequencies and for what purpose? Everyone manages to dip an oar into the sea on that one: from radio astronomers, who resent the interference of satellite transmissions, to manufacturers of mobile communications equipment, who need frequency space to keep up with the demand for their services, and satellite users, whose need for spectrum seems inexhaustible. The political, social, technical, and, perhaps most important, economic issues involved are complex. And that is where the U. S. and the rest of the developed nations are threatened.

WARC’s one-nation, one-vote governing concept gives the smaller, less developed nations the same input and impact as the larger, more technologically advanced ones. The arrangement could hurt the heavy spectrum users that need the space and are not anxious to share it. For their part, the developing nations claim that they are ready for their share of the spectrum pie and also need it for their own development.

But that’s not all. It has been proposed that rent be paid for the use of geosynchronous orbit positions, with unused frequencies assigned to the less developed nations for rent to those who need them. Such a fund-raising procedure brings up the basic question of whether orbit position and frequencies can be owned by any one nation.

Against this background, there is concern that the U. S. position will be weak because of inadequate funding, insufficient time spent on preparation, and less than complete understanding of all the aspects of all the issues involved. The Senate’s Commerce, Science, and Transportation communications subcommittee, for one, is “deeply disturbed.” Prof. Glen Robinson of the University of Virginia, who is to head the U. S. delegation to Geneva, will not be able to work full time on WARC until mid-1979—just before the meeting. Getting to the core of the problem, Sen. Harrison Schmidt (R., N. M.), a former astronaut, has proposed that the one-nation, one-vote concept be replaced by a user-based organization geared to use and need rather than “nationalistic and political considerations.”

Certainly the WARC delegation will not be able to reach fair and sensible agreements unless the central position of telecommunications in our society is realized. There must be a great deal of preparation to safeguard legitimate national interests. It seems clear that there should be broad Government, industry, professional society, and public debate, and it should start now. Next year will be too late.
THE NEWEST KEITHLEY 4½.
MORE SENSITIVITY. MORE FEATURES.
MORE DMM. LESS COST.

Now. Complete measurement capability from lowest to highest levels—on all 5 functions—and only $399.
Model 177 is the one DMM that meets all your requirements—in design, production testing, research or service—with 4½-digit precision and accuracy. And there’s a built-in analog recorder output too!

As easy to use as it is to buy.
You’ll like the convenient two-terminal input for all functions, the direct reading pushbutton range selection, the big, bright ½-inch LED display. Other features include diode test using the 2KΩ range and simple front-panel compensation for external lead resistance on ohms. And, TRMS accuracy is specified for sinusoids, distorted sinusoids and non-sinusoids alike.

Need freedom from line? Install the rechargeable battery option. Measuring kilovolts, tens of amps or RF? Select from our complete line of accessories.
The new Keithley Model 177 is clearly the best value in 1½-digit multimeters.

Call now for details...on the 177, or on other Keithley DMMs to meet your requirements.

TOLL FREE 603-321-0560*

Keithley Instruments, Inc., 26775 Aurora Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44139, (216) 248-0400. Heiglhostrasse 5, D-8000 München 70, West Germany, (089) 714 64065. Tech: (216) 248-0400.

Keithley...The best value in DMMs.

Circle 25 on reader service card
When we say our SCR power supplies are good, it doesn't mean that much. But when our customers say it, it means a lot. They say it by being satisfied with what they get... And by coming back for more.

In a word: quality. In another word: excellence.

---

Meetings

Engineering in Medicine and Biology, IEEE, Marriott Hotel, Atlanta, Oct. 21–25.

Fourth International Conference on Digital Satellite Communications, IEEE Canadian Region, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal, Oct. 23–24.

Conference on Fiber-Optic Markets, Kessler Marketing Intelligence (Newport, R. I.), Sheraton Islander, Newport, Oct. 23–24.


Workshop on Electromagnetic Interference, National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, Md., Nov. 2–3.

1978 Chicago Fall Conference on Consumer Electronics, IEEE, Ramada O'Hare Inn, Rosemont, Ill., Nov. 6–8.


Introducing Mostek’s 3876 and a new ISE age.

Mostek’s 3876 is the newest member of Mostek’s 3870 single-chip microcomputer family. To the designer, this family opens a new dimension in system design. The reason: Mostek’s In-Socket Expandability (ISE-1™) concept. ISE-1 means that any 3870 device may be replaced with any other 3870 family member in the same socket without hardware redesign. Start with a 3870. Need more RAM? Switch to a 3876. Need more ROM and RAM? Plug in a 3872. Expansion only requires exchanging one 3870 device for another.

The result is complete system flexibility with minimum investment in new designs. And there are more 3870 family members coming. The 3873 serial I/O version will interface to devices such as terminals, shift registers, and CCD memories.

Mostek also offers complete development support ranging from single cards to a complete floppy-disk system with an Application Interface Module (AIM™-72) for real time in-circuit emulation.

Mostek’s 3870 family. From the company that’s committed to providing industry’s most versatile family of single-chip microcomputers. Call or write today for more information. Mostek, 1215 West Crosby Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006. Telephone: (214) 242-0444. In Europe, contact Mostek Brussels; Telephone: (32)02-660.25.68.
Intel's 2147 is with volume availability

Intel's 4K static RAM, the 2147, is the industry standard for high speed, low power memory design, delivering access times to 55ns with traditional MOS economy. Now there are new military and even lower power versions, too. And all 2147 components are available now to support volume production.

From the start, designers have been attracted to the 2147's low active power dissipation and automatic power down on deselection. In stand-by mode, the 2147 can dramatically reduce overall power consumption compared to systems where all components dissipate constant power. It allows you to substantially simplify design of cache, fast buffer, control store and even large main memories. And since we've widened supply tolerance from ±5% to ±10%, design is easier and even more economical.

Now our new 2147L low power version takes you a step further, with maximum standby current of just 10 mA — about 1/10th that of bipolar 4K static RAMs.

There is a new military version, too, manufactured in total compliance with MIL-STD-883B, Level 5004 and 5005 specifications. It gives you 2147 performance over the full mil temp range and is offered in three levels of product assurance: Level B, Level C and Extended Temperature Range.
here in force, and two new versions.

HMOS is the key to the 2147's high producibility, high speed, high reliability and low power. It's the high performance technology we pioneered with our 2115A/2125A 1K static RAMs. And it has led to such dramatic advances as our 8086 16-bit micro-computer. We've delivered millions of HMOS devices, a proven track record of volume availability.

HMOS means reliability, too. We've already matched the dependability of our long-time standard 1K static RAM, the 2102A. Get the details in our comprehensive Reliability Report #18.

The 2147 uses the widely accepted 18-pin, 4K x 1 standard pinout. It's fully static and can be used in both clocked and unclocked systems. All versions are directly TTL compatible in all respects: inputs, outputs and operation from a single +5V supply.

Order 2147's directly from your Intel distributor. Or, for more information, contact your local Intel sales office or write: Intel Corporation, 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2147</th>
<th>2147L</th>
<th>2147-3</th>
<th>M2147</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. Access Time (ns)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Active Current (mA)</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Standby Current (mA)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Temperature Range (°C)</td>
<td>0-70</td>
<td>0-70</td>
<td>0-70</td>
<td>-55 to +125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>No. of Digits</td>
<td>DC Volts</td>
<td>AC Volts</td>
<td>True rms AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>3½</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2100</td>
<td>3½</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4200</td>
<td>4½</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4324†</td>
<td>4½</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4600</td>
<td>4½</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4800</td>
<td>4½</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5½</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5100</td>
<td>5½</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5900</td>
<td>5½</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5940</td>
<td>5½</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6000</td>
<td>6½</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6900</td>
<td>6½</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†MIL-Spec
Today we can deliver whatever you need in digital multimeters, from the simplest to the most advanced.

We don't make more digital multimeters than anyone else in the world. We just make them better.

They're designed to solve problems, to make your measurements easier and more accurate, and to deliver the highest standards of performance. For a lot less than you're used to paying.

From the 3½ digit Series 2000 portable DMM to the revolutionary Series 6000 microprocessor-powered Amplitude Measurement System, Racal-Dana gives you the best buy for your instrument dollar.

If you need anything in digital multimeters, don't wait until tomorrow. It's already here. Call or write today.

MOD POT... Number 1
with more combinations than
all others combined.

MOD POT,® the original modular potentiometer—available in over a billion combinations. A whole family of resistive elements: hot-molded composition, cermet, conductive plastic. Variety of switch options, vernier drives with solid or concentric shafts. Single, dual, triple or quadruple control sections. Solder lug or PC pins. Save panel space with ¾” square module. Fast delivery backed by our distributor assembly centers. Ask for Publication 5217.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESISTANCE ELEMENT</th>
<th>RESISTANCE RANGE</th>
<th>TOLERANCE</th>
<th>TAPERS</th>
<th>POWER RATING (LINEAR TAPER)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hot Molded Composition</td>
<td>50 ohms to 10 megs</td>
<td>± 10% or ± 20%</td>
<td>Linear (U) or Modified Log CW (A) or CCW (B)</td>
<td>SERIES 70: 1.0 Watt at 70°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>250 ohms to 10 megs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SERIES 72: 0.5 Watt at 70°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cermet</td>
<td>100 ohms to 5 megs</td>
<td>± 10%</td>
<td>Linear (U) or Modified Log CW (A) or CCW (B)</td>
<td>SERIES 73: 0.75 Watt at 70°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>250 ohms to 1 meg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductive Plastic</td>
<td>100 ohms to 1 meg</td>
<td>± 10% or ± 20%</td>
<td>Linear (U) or Modified Log CW (A) or CCW (B)</td>
<td>SERIES 70: 0.5 Watt at 70°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 ohms to 1 meg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SERIES 72: 0.25 Watt at 70°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quality in the best tradition.

ALLEN-BRADLEY
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
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Sub-50-ns RAM tester already on line

Without advance fanfare, a second-generation memory tester billed as capable of matching the sub-100-ns speed of current random-access memories is already in place at a manufacturer. Macrodata Corp. of Woodland Hills, Calif., confirms it has shipped the first M-1 tester, reportedly to Intel Corp. Intended to fill a void in the tester lineup, where the state of the art is 10 to 12 MHz, the Macrodata machine can fully exercise such devices as a 4-K static RAM, making accurate measurements to 40 ns at a 25-MHz cycle time, according to the company. In an obvious challenge to the market leader, the complete unit is priced at $110,000, some 25% below the model J-387 10-MHz tester built by Teradyne Inc.’s Semiconductor Test division.

TI lowers price of 7-blt converter to 50 cents

In selling its new 7-bit analog-to-digital converter for 50¢ in large quantities, Texas Instruments Inc. may have found the price floor for such devices. The TI 507 converter, which will be in volume production in November and will cost 65¢ in lots of 100, is intended for the nonprecision industrial and consumer markets. Ramesh Gidwani, linear marketing manager for TI'S integrated-circuit operation in Dallas, says the new IC will replace a handful of discrete components selling for $2.50 to $3.

Univac looks to C-MOS on sapphire as a VLSI route

“'The low-capacitance and low-power characteristics of complementary-MOS-on-sapphire technology suggest it may be the choice for very-large-scale integration in the long run.” That is the view, not from RCA Corp.'s Solid State division, a bulwark of sapphire-substrate technology, but from the director of research and technical planning at Sperry Rand Corp.'s Sperry Univac division in Blue Bell, Pa. Barry R. Bergerson says Sperry Univac's research center in Sudbury, Mass., is completing the transfer of 7-µm-channel-length sapphire technology to a semiconductor facility in Eagan, Minn., that is producing limited quantities of C-MOS-on-sapphire devices. They will be in new products from Sperry Univac's Defense Systems division and Sperry Rand's Flight Systems division. Meanwhile, the research center is starting work on 4-µm processing.

Itil, Four-Phase, German firm create development system

Itil Corp. of San Francisco has joined hands with two other firms to create Maestro, a minicomputer-based, distributed software-development system that comprises a printer, up to four disk units, a tape drive, up to 10 video terminals, and a central controller that connects to a wide range of mainframes. Software for Maestro is licensed from Softlab GmbH of Munich, West Germany. Under an OEM agreement, all hardware is supplied by Four-Phase Systems Inc., Cupertino, Calif.

IBM builds own 64-K RAMs for new computer

While semiconductor manufacturers are struggling to finish their 64-K dynamic random-access memories, IBM Corp. is announcing a computer that will use its own such chips. Built at IBM'S General Technology Division in Burlington, Vt., the n-channel metal-gate devices will be used in the company’s 8100 distributed-processing system, which will be available in 1979's third quarter. In its smallest configuration, the 8100 uses 48 of the RAMs and with disk drive, three printers, and six terminals will sell for $91,815.
Signetics builds fast chip to control disks

Because MOS technologies are too slow, Signetics Corp. is about to spring a bipolar floppy-disk-controller chip that is two times faster than double-density data rates, or a speed of 8 MHz per byte. The Sunnyvale, Calif., company claims the 8X330 is the first third-generation controller because it has data separation and precompensation in chip. Moreover, all program elements are under program control, so that the 8X330 can handle all the mainframe formats and their variations. The 63,000-square-mil chip, which combines analog with Schottky-transistor-transistor- and integrated-injection-logic circuitry, is designed to work with Signetics blindingly fast 8X300 bipolar microprocessor. Soon to go to customers for evaluation, the nine-chip 8X330-based controller system is due early in 1979. Western Digital Corp. and Nippon Electric Co. have previously announced double-density floppy-disk-controller chips.

Radio, TV ICs due from National

Two speedy ICs aimed at the consumer market are coming from National Semiconductor Corp. in Santa Clara, Calif. The firm uses both integrated injection logic and emitter-coupled logic in its DS8907 digital-frequency synthesizer IC. Aimed at stereo and auto-radio markets, the chip handles a-m signals to 15 MHz and fm signals up to 120 MHz. National is also offering samples of a linear bipolar IC: the LM1886 video-matrix digital-to-analog converter, which boasts generation of 512 shades of color, eight levels of gray, low-power-Schottky-TTL inputs, and compatibility with both U.S. and European video specifications.

AMC aims at Intel with five new boards

By announcing the AMC 95/4000 as the industry's most powerful single-board microprocessor-based system (p. 174), Advanced Micro Computers Inc., the joint venture between Advanced Micro Devices Inc. and West Germany's Siemens AG, is drawing a bead on industry-leading Intel Corp. with five more boards for the single-board-computer marketplace.

In November, the Sunnyvale, Calif., company will add a 32-k random-access-memory board, the 95/1032. In January will come two more: the 95/2000, a 32-k erasable read-only-memory board, and the 95/6011, which can be added to Intel's 8080-based SBC boards to give them floating-point arithmetic capability. Later in 1979, AMC plans to launch a floppy-disk controller board and a 16-bit microprocessor board based on the Z8000 that AMD is second-sourcing from Zilog Inc.

Addenda

Looking to expand a telecommunications business that accounts for about $100 million of its revenues, General Instrument Corp. of New York is expected to join the manufacturers of communications products and systems that are vertically integrating into the fiber-optics field. Gf's chairman and chief executive, Frank G. Hickey, confirms that his company is in the early stages of negotiations to acquire a producer of fiber-optic transmission equipment. . . Data General Corp. of Westboro, Mass., has unveiled the smallest member to date in its Eclipse family. The C/150 is an entry-level computer designed for a variety of dedicated commercial applications as well as distributed-processing environments. . . RCA Corp. will join the growing list of semiconductor makers in the codec business with a four-channel device due to appear in 1980 or 1981. The single-chip part will be made with complementary-MOS-on-sapphire technology and will be an A-law device for the European market.
The surest way to improve the performance of any Sample-and-Hold IC is to sample faster and hold longer.

Our new 5537 does it. It's a direct replacement for the LF198/398, but lower leakage current minimizes output voltage droop.

Like the proverbial better mousetrap, a Sample-and-Hold IC that's a pin-for-pin equivalent to the LF198/398, yet offers significant performance advantages, is a development worth talking about.

That's why we call our new NE/SE5537 a Better Pulsetrap. With it, you can do everything the LF Series can do, you pay no more, and you can optimize some of the tradeoffs inherent in all sample-and-hold circuits.

Select Your Acquisition Time and Droop. The 5537's key advantage is its lower leakage current—typically 30pA in the LFs, but only 6pA in the 5537. Since leakage is directly proportional to the output voltage droop rate, that means that your typical error can be better by a factor of 5. By choosing the hold capacitor carefully, you can select an acceptable droop rate without compromising your acquisition time. The tradeoff is still there, but it's optimized.

You Can Drive a 2K Load. The LF Series sample-and-holds will typically drive only a 10K load. Here again, you can achieve another 5X advantage with the 5537. You can drive a 2K load —with no increase in gain error.

You Pay No More. There's no increase in price when you specify the 5537—only an increase in performance. The NE5537 (0-70°C version) costs just $3.50 in OEM quantities (100-999). That's identical to the LF398.

Next time you run into a potentially troublesome application for a sample-and-hold, think of Signetics. Think of ways you could use a Better Pulsetrap.

You can prepare yourself more thoroughly by using the coupon today to get your data sheet on the NE5537/SE5537. You can also call your nearest Signetics sales office or distributor for details.

We're writing the book on analog circuits. It has 916 pages. Send $7.00 for your copy.
If you’re for CODEC...
still on hold

call us.

Our CODEC can come to the phone right now. In fact, we’re the only supplier that can supply CODEC off the shelf. Today.


In addition to more capability, our CODEC offers less cross-talk, uses less energy, fewer components, fewer power supplies, and saves as much as 400% in operating expenses.

We counted on our well-known BI-FET* and CMOS processes in developing the TP-3000. As a result, you can count on it meeting the reliability and cost performance standards of telephony.

Our coder/decoder is the lowest-cost single channel monolithic CODEC in the world.

So you don’t have to wait any longer to convert your telecommunications product to digital, our CODEC can put you through. Today.

National Semiconductor Corporation
2900 Semiconductor Drive M/S 520
Santa Clara, CA 95051

Wow, I’ve been waiting for somebody to make CODEC operational. Rush me the appropriate data sheets right away.

Name ________________________________
Title ________________________________
Company ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City ___________________ State ______ Zip ______

National Semiconductor
SUPER-MIXER
10 - 3000 MHz
6.5 dB conversion loss

Mini-Circuits offers you less conversion loss... why settle for more?

Now for the first time... Mini-Circuits offers the only Double-Balanced Mixers in the world that span the 10-3000 MHz range with only 6.5 dB conversion loss and 1.4 (typ.) VSWR throughout the entire band for only $79.95 (1-9).

Specify the ZFM-15 for such applications as wideband ECM receivers where wide dynamic range is essential; the 1 dB compression point for the ZFM-15 is +5 dBm. The price/performance of the ZFM-15 even makes it ideal for narrowband applications including TACAN and S-Band telemetry.

The miniature ZFM-15 is available in 4 connector versions and 3 mounting configurations. These super mixers are in production now to meet our standard off-the-shelf one week delivery schedule.

$79.95
(1-9)

Specifications — Model ZFM-15
Frequency, MHz
LO 10-3000 RF 10-3000 IF 10-800
LO Power <10 dBm
Conversion loss, dB Typ. Max.
20-1500 MHz 6.3 7.5
10-3000 MHz 6.5 8.5
Isolation, dB (10-3000 MHz)
Typ. Min.
LO-RF 30 20
LO-IF 30 20
Signal 1dB Compression level +5 dBm
Impedance all ports 50 ohms
VSWR (At ports) Typ. Max.
LO 1.6 2.1
RF 1.4 2.1
IF 1.3 1.8
Connectors, BNC STD, TNC on request
Typ N and SMA $5 additional
Mounting:
Thru-hole, Threaded insert, Flange
Size: 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” sq x ¼” high
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SOS technology gets big boost from HP computers

LSI central processor reduces nine-board model to three chips measuring 200 mils each on a side.

If silicon-on-sapphire technology needed more credibility to become a full-fledged contender for use in large-scale integrated circuits, then Hewlett-Packard Co.'s new three-chip SOS LSI central processing unit should provide some.

The new CPU in effect shrinks over 90% of the logic of HP's 3000 series II minicomputer's nine-board CPU—some 700 square inches—to slightly less than 1 square inch. What's more, its microprogrammable architecture permitted HP to use it in two new computer systems, the model 300 and the 3000 series 33.

"The three chips comprise all the arithmetic and microprocessor registers, the arithmetic/logic unit, and the processor itself," says Jacob R. Jacobs, engineering section manager at HP's General Systems division in Santa Clara, Calif. Those chips enabled HP's system designers to fashion a two-board CPU with the capability of the 3000 series I's CPU that is even faster, Jacobs says.

The firm was first attracted to SOS technology by the prospects of high speed, low power, and design flexibility inherent in the static complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor logic placed on a sapphire substrate.

With SOS. The HP 3000 Series 33 computer in foreground, introduced last week, incorporates three-chip silicon-on-sapphire central processor, requiring just two boards.
The 16-bit CPU chip [Electronics, May 26, 1977, p. 103] quite smoothly, according to Jacobs. "These chips [each less than 200 mils on a side] average 8,000 devices each," says E. David Crockett, program director of advanced computer systems. While that is less than spectacular contrasted with n-MOS device densities in the tens of thousands, Crockett points out, "We're using 6-micrometer design rules and are really just breaking ground with this technology."

Crockett believes the resources of SOS have barely been tapped and this new CPU board set, the integrated computer family Processor 25, is likely to be just one of a group of such designs that will be incorporated in future HP products.

Secret revealed. Two of those products were unveiled last week in New York City. The smaller of the two, code-named Amigo, surfaced as the small-business system HP 300. Beneath a deceptively simple exterior, which resembles a cathode-ray-tube terminal on a pedestal, is the 16-bit CPU and 256 kilobytes of main memory consisting of 16-K n-MOS random-access memories. Inside the pedestal is HP's new 12-megabyte Winchester-type fixed disk drive, which it makes in house. And HP's first floppy disk drive to be manufactured in house—a 1-megabyte version—is mounted next to the CRT.

The 300 is designed to answer a fundamental user dilemma, according to Vijay Kapoor, that product's manager. "Now, he has basically two choices: either a general-purpose computer system or a dedicated minicomputer system," he says. Unfortunately, neither is the optimal choice, he says, because the first is too expensive and has an architecture attuned to multi-user tasks, whereas the second lacks sufficient program storage or growth capability. "Amigo has the optimal combination of both," Kapoor believes.

The second new system, the HP 3000 Series 33 was known as Project Toothpick. With prices ranging from $70,000 to $160,000, the new Series 33 is expected to replace the older 3000 Series I which started at $75,000, and some Series II units, which started at $110,000.

The 256-kilobyte n-MOS random-access main memory can be expanded to a megabyte and the rigid-disk drive storage capacity can grow to 960 megabytes. Up to 32 remote terminals can be hooked to the Series 33 and its menu of programming languages includes Basic, RPG II, Cobol, Fortran, and SPL. "The 3000 Series III can only handle one other—Apl," Edwards points out.

The reason it is possible to build very different systems around the same CPU architecture is the built-in microprogrammability. "The only differences between the two CPUs are their read-only-memory microprograms and a resistor jumper," says Edwards. The company is scheduling deliveries of the first of its new systems in about 14 weeks.

Medical

X-ray machine will allow doctors to reconstruct images of moving organs

Doctors will be watching moving pictures soon, but what they will be seeing is a little different from a Hollywood film. With the help of a novel X-ray machine being built by Raytheon Co. for the Mayo Clinic, physicians are going to be able to view a heart pumping, lungs breathing, or blood circulating in near real time.

The machine, known as the dynamic spatial reconstructor, will take X-ray scans in rapid succession, which will then be computer-

Dynamic. Artist's rendering of Raytheon X-ray machine shows X-ray tubes mounted on lower semicircle and their radiation picked up on fluorescent screen just above the patient.
processed for display. Using this diagnostic aid, Mayo researchers hope to be able to detect organic disorders at a very early stage.

The DSR is similar to computerized-axial tomography scanners in that it moves around the patient at about 15 revolutions per minute while taking X-ray pictures. But there the resemblance stops.

The CAT scanner has one X-ray tube; the DSR has 28 X-ray tubes and modulators aligned in a semicircle opposite 28 imaging systems, which pick up the images and send them to a fluorescent screen. Everything is gantry-mounted and computer-controlled to maintain an optimum timing sequence for the tube firings, as well as to open and to close the gates on the imaging system.

Scanning. "The DSR allows synchronous, volumetric scanning instead of cross-sectional views," says Dr. Earl H. Wood, professor of physiology and medicine and senior consultant at the Mayo Medical School in Rochester, Minn. By using a fan-shaped beam from the 28 different sources, a volume of about 25 by 30 centimeters in diameter is scanned, instead of the 1-millimeter-thick slice that is obtained by a CAT scanner.

Each of the 28 X-ray tubes can be fired every 1/60 of a second, in any programmed order. The X rays pass through the patient's body and are projected on a single semicircular fluorescent screen, which forms the base of a U-shaped chamber housing the 28 imaging systems. Each imaging system contains an image intensifier to amplify the light and hold the X-ray pattern, plus a television camera to record the picture.

"The TV camera does a normal scan-pickup. It can do it as fast as it can be done electronically," says Herman J. Yost, manager of special programs at Raytheon's Equipment Development Laboratory in Wayland, Mass. The data is then stored on video disks.

The stored data feeds into a computer, where anatomically based algorithms help excise any unwanted information, such as bone-tissue data, from the video data. The computer then combines the various two-dimensional pictures to create a picture moving in three dimensions. Four seconds' worth of scanning, which will be about normal for most diagnostic work, will generate enough data to strain the resources of the clinic's computer and software programs.

However, the clinic will soon have a Classic computer from Modcomp Corp., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. With software programs now being developed in house and by outside consultants, the computer should eventually enable doctors to see the moving X-ray pictures in close to real time.

Parts. The gantry, weighing 10 tons and measuring 24 by 13 feet in diameter, is loaded with X-ray tubes and imaging chains being supplied by Raytheon. The X-ray sources and modulators, as well as the anode motor control housed off the gantry, are being manufactured by a subsidiary, Machlett Laboratories Inc., Stamford, Conn.

Ultrasound scans small body organs, giving high-resolution video pictures

Although ultrasonic scanners are generally a safe way to probe body organs, even mechanical versions do not offer enough resolution to let clinicians view small moving organs. Now, Stanford University engineers have turned to an electronically switched array of ultrasonic transducers to build a scanner that yields high-resolution video pictures of moving body organs, such as an eye or a neck artery.

"It allows us to do dynamic real-time imaging of small organs," says Dr. Alan L. Susal, clinical assistant professor of ophthalmology at the school of medicine who also holds a BSEE degree. The scanner performs well, having an axial resolution of 0.3 millimeter and a lateral resolution of 2 mm.

Like the Raytheon X-ray machine in the preceding story, the scanner is one of the projects funded by a grant from the National Institutes of Health, this one to Stanford's Center for Integrated Electronics in Medicine, which combines the expertise of Stanford's Electronics Laboratory and its School of Medicine. In spite of their vastly differing setups, both machines have a common use: exploration of the living body.

Generally speaking, there are two types of ultrasonic scanners. The A-scan produces a display similar to a sonar display, while the slower B-scan provides an oscilloscope display similar to a cross-sectional X-ray picture. Even with motorized switching, B-scan arrays still produce flickering images. Stanford's approach uses a solid-state technique to convert the low-rate ultrasonic video signals into television rates. The system is controlled by a Zilog Z80 8-bit microprocessor.

So that doctors can easily use the scanner, it comes in two parts: a hand-held probe connected by a 6-foot cable to the control unit, which contains the 9-in. television
Sounding. Transducer array designed by Stanford engineers is the front end of an ultrasonic imaging system that will permit real-time images of small organs as they move.

Stanford's scanner displays the B-scan information; the calibrated A-scan wave, from which a doctor can derive additional information about the organ under examination; and information on reticule scales, alphanumeric data, and distance measurement cursors. The Z80, with 4,096 bytes of random-access memory and 8,192 bytes of read-only memory, also permits such features as remote frame freezing and videotape recording.

Although the scanner originally was designed for eye examination, where it can detect detached retinas hidden behind bleeding, Dr. Susal says it can also be used safely, for example, to examine neck arteries for constrictions that could lead to strokes.

Computers

Burroughs unveils networking scheme

In the past few years, computer manufacturers have filled a horn of plenty with proprietary versions of the distributed processing concept. Beginning with IBM and its Systems Network Architecture, one mainframe maker after another has introduced a network architecture. Most recently, Burroughs Corp., Detroit, Mich., added its two cents with its Burroughs Network Architecture.

Last but not least. Although Burroughs was in the distributed processing market early with its Terminal Computers or TC line of equipment, it was the last of the large mainframe computer companies to unveil its networking architecture. The network supports any of Burroughs' mainframes in the B1000 through B7000 series. Other makers' computers can be included in the network as well.

In this respect, BNA is more versatile than IBM's SNA. Moreover, SNA limits the number of host computers in a network, centralizes control in one host, and limits the amount of processing power any other element in the network can have. Control of the network in the Burroughs approach is not centralized [Electronics, Aug. 31, p. 34]. Instead, a software package is installed in each of the network's computers.

The two-part package consists of Network Services, which handles the communications protocols, and Host Services, which manages the distributed data-processing functions. Network Services supports Burroughs' Data Link Control Protocol, as well as the standard High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC), Burroughs' Global Memory Interface, and X.25 packet-switching interface. It also handles the routing of messages through the network and manages the network topology.

Host Services, which resides in the operating system, has protocols for transactions under Burroughs Data Management System, file and task handling, work flow language, status inquiry, and station handling. These protocols allow any processor in the network to access data and share resources resident in other network processors.

Although this is the first formalization of its networking philosophy, Burroughs points out that most of the functions performed by the Host Services portion are already imple-
"The greatest contribution to communications since the synchronous satellite" was the promise made by a Hughes official for the tri-service Joint Tactical Information System (JTIDS). It is being developed to deliver critical command-control-communications securely, with resistance to countermeasures. In a totally interoperational manner for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the system could feature three basic terminal types: Class I for large platforms like the USAF/Boeing E-3A Airborne Warning and Control System and the Navy's Naval Tactical Display System carriers; Class II for air superiority aircraft such as the F-14, F-15, A-10 and F-4; Class III for Manpack radios and remote piloted vehicles.

Orbiter's 300 million mile journey to Venus ends, and its scientific mission begins on December 4. Then this first of two Pioneer Venus spacecraft, with its dozen scientific instruments, goes into orbit around the planet. While circling, Orbiter will determine the detailed structure of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere. It will look for variations in the gravitational field, and use remote sensing to survey Venus' atmosphere and surface. A cloud polarimeter will provide visible- and ultraviolet-light pictures resembling those taken of the earth by weather satellites. A Hughes-developed radar mapper will pierce the dense cloud cover to make pictures of Venus' surface.

The spacecraft will orbit for at least one Venusian day (243 earth days). Data obtained should help scientists understand Venus' weather patterns, and provide new insights into causes of the earth's complex weather cycles. Orbiter and its sister ship, Multiprobe, were built by Hughes for NASA's Ames Research Center.

Hughes' Space and Communications Group seeks engineering people to design advanced systems and components for communications satellites, earth resources and meteorological satellites, and scientific exploration spacecraft. Openings exist at all levels of experience in: Guidance and Control, Propulsion, Space Vehicle Design and Integration, Communication Systems and Components, Structural Analysis, Power Systems, Telemetry, Computers and Data Processing, Systems Engineering and Analysis, and Microwave Systems and Components. Please send your resume to D.T. Stewart, Hughes Aircraft Company, P.O. Box 92919, Los Angeles, CA 90009.

Television broadcasting direct from satellites to schools, hospitals, hotel and motel chains, and other institutional users may be one result of a new NASA program. Hughes will develop for NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center a low-cost, mass-producible 12-GHz receiver for TV reception from broadcast satellites. Objective: a smaller, less expensive receiver to sell for under $1000. Current ground terminals are in the 4-GHz frequency range, and cost between $20,000 and $30,000. The higher frequency range has already been approved by the FCC for domestic TV satellite systems.
**Electronics review**

BNA (Burroughs Network Architecture) System, which allows up to four B6800 processors to access a common portion of main memory. BNA currently supports only host-to-host communications on the network.

**Solid state**

**Giant radio telescope uses 19,500 chips for complex signal processing at 100 MHz**

Everything about what will be the world's largest radio telescope is gargantuan. It stretches across an area 26 miles in diameter and consists of 27 separate, movable antennas, each weighing 210 tons, with 82-foot dishes. Such a telescope, using phased-array antennas to get the effect of one large unit, poses king-sized circuitry demands in keeping with the physical dimensions of the project.

So the National Radio Astronomy Observatory is turning to large-scale integration for circuitry to help pick out weak deep-space signals. The telescope, near Socorro, N. M., will use 6,500 emitter-coupled-logic correlator chips and 13,500 transistor-transistor-logic integrator chips designed for the project by Silicon Systems Inc., Irvine, Calif.

The gathered signals, emanating from events thousands of light years away, usually are weaker than the background noise in the front-end antenna receivers. The only way to pick signals out of the noise is to combine the output of the 27 receivers and put them through digital filtering in real time.

**Complicated.** "It's no easy task, that's for sure," says Ray Escoffier, design engineer for NRAO. Filtering out the common signal component in real time requires comparing each antenna output to every other one, for 351 antenna pairings, plus multiplying each against 16 points to be measured in the observation process. "This amounts to 11,654 digital multiplications at a 100-megahertz data rate," says Escoffier.

Designers had to look to LSI technologies, he says, because discrete circuitry was too bulky, too slow, and too hot. "It was soon clear that ECL was the only way to go," he recalls, particularly for the correlator. Because such parts do not exist commercially and because large semiconductor houses will not take on such a low-volume application, NRAO turned to Silicon Systems, which is an independent semiconductor manufacturer specializing in all types of custom integrated circuits.

The chip sets can function at a clock rate of up to 300 MHz with static inputs or 200 MHz with dynamic inputs—far above the NRAO requirement. As key links in the signal-processing chain, the chip sets take the 100-MHz, three-level digital code from analog-to-digital converters and produce signal data in 4-MHz serial form for the central computer to analyze further.

For the 100-MHz data-rate correlator, Silicon Systems fabricated a 90-by-93-mil ECL chip. It has three tiers of logic gating implemented by stacking current switches in three layers, a configuration that cuts propagation delay time. Essentially, the 6,500 ECL chips are digital multipliers, which filter out the common signal component from the 27 antennas. The design has four flip-flops, eight input buffers, and two ECL-to-TTL converters.

For the somewhat slower integrator, low-power Schottky TTL was adequate for a 423-transistor device (78 by 93 mils) that essentially serves as a counter and shift register. The 13,000 integrator chips combine the correlator outputs for 4-MHz transmission to the mainframe computer.

Escoffier believes the ECL devices represent a significant improvement over discrete technology. "Power dissipation is cut from 25 watts to 7.8 w, and the space required for the 6,500 correlator and 13,000 integrator chips takes up half what a
GI EAROM, the reliable non-volatile memory.

Interface our EAROM with your microprocessor for a low-cost memory that doesn't need batteries.

Why bother with RAMs and standby batteries to preserve data in your microprocessor based system? In appliance timers, metering pumps, controllers, calculators, data terminals and many other applications GI's EAROM family gives you a better choice: a non-volatile, electrically alterable ROM with plenty of reliability. And there are millions of GI EAROMs in use to prove it!

Our ER1400, lets you erase and reprogram individual words electrically. And data is stored reliably for 10 years regardless of how many times the power goes off. Organized as 100 14-bit words its serial address/data makes it ideal for MPU's. You can access all 1400 data bits with only five I/O ports. This means a savings of nine ports over a 256 x 4 configuration. With the ER1400 you have more than a memory; you have a low-cost peripheral.

And the best part is that we've worked out the application details (ask for Bulletin 1207) for interfacing the ER1400 with several popular 4-bit and 8-bit microprocessors and microcomputers, i.e. 8048, 6800, PPS 4/1 and PIC 1650. We also have an application note (ask for Bulletin 1208) on an 8K byte EAROM module using our ER3400. GI has a full line of EAROMs with bit densities from 512 to 8192.

To find out how GI EAROMs can put your product in a class by itself, write or call General Instrument Microelectronics, 600 West John Street, Hicksville, New York 11802. Telephone (516) 733-3107.

We help you compete.
discrete system would." Two racks hold the printed-circuit boards that house the chips.

Another benefit, he thinks, is increased reliability from cutting interconnections and bonds from 900,000 to 175,000. Furthermore, the Silicon Systems LSI cost $100,000 less than discretes would have. "The ECL chips can be useful in any high-speed signal processing," he says and refers to at least three other observatories to use the Silicon Systems.

Startup. With 15 antennas completed, the telescope will start working late this month, and the other 12 antennas will be phased in, as they are finished, at the rate of one each six weeks. The antennas will permit astronomers to use what is called spectral-line processing, which yields more information about space phenomena than the continuum technique used since the mid-1970s in a 12-antenna array. Spectral-line processing, however, needs better resolution (50 megahertz at gigahertz frequencies) and therefore requires extra antennas and faster processing for real-time work.

Layered GaAs ups semiconductor speed

In pursuit of speed, semiconductor manufacturers have scaled down transistor dimensions, reduced charge-storage delays with Schottky diodes, and revamped circuit designs. But at Bell Laboratories, researchers are juggling with a much more fundamental semiconductor dimension—the crystal structure—to enable electrons to travel several times faster than their conventional solid-state speeds.

The technique, developed at the Murray Hill, N.J., labs, alternates layers of two different materials, gallium arsenide and aluminum gallium arsenide, to isolate the electrons from the positively charged donor ions that slow their flow. The result is that electron mobility, which translates indirectly into device switching speeds, doubles at room temperature and increases nearly 20 times at temperatures approaching absolute zero.

CCD benefit. The approach appears most immediately suitable for charge-coupled devices, since those are the simplest of semiconductor devices, requiring no extra impurities or junctions to be formed. An insulating layer would be deposited directly onto the high-mobility GaAs layer, and a metatization pattern would move underlying charge packets in accordance with a clocking scheme. The multilayered semiconductor would allow much faster clocking rates than current CCDs. Furthermore, its three-dimensional characteristic could be used to improve density: another insulator could be deposited, followed by another two-layer structure, and so forth.

In the basic process, the alternating GaAs and AlGaAs layers are each made about 50 molecules (100 angstroms) thick. The AlGaAs layer is doped very near its center with silicon, which donates the electrons. The free electrons then migrate to the lower energy level of the GaAs layer and are thus isolated from the influence of the embedded positive silicon ions.

Contributor. The advancement is made possible by Bell's molecular-beam epitaxy process for growing crystals, which literally constructs materials a layer of molecules at a time. The process is very slow—a layer is grown in about 3 seconds, and 100,000 or more layers are often built up for a workable sample. In Bell Labs' solid-state department, technical staff members Raymond Dingle and Horst Stormer, who designed the layered structure—also called a super lattice—admit that much more work remains before its properties can be optimally applied to a useful device.

"The material does lend itself well to field-effect devices," says Stormer, "but we think the devices that will really use the layered structure to the fullest haven't been invented yet."

Dingle adds that other semiconductor materials can also be used, as long as the energy band gaps are sufficiently different "and the atoms stack well." What's more, says Dingle, since the effects are far more dramatic at very low temperatures, the process seems applicable to devices acting as interfaces to Josephson-junction logic circuits at supercooled temperatures.

Packaging & production

Making tape drive is like child's play

Anyone who has put together a plastic model airplane is familiar with the pop-it-together assembly method long popular with toy makers. The method is now being applied in an industrial product—the transport and housing for a palm-sized digital tape recorder.

The Qantex division of North Atlantic Industries Inc. of Plainview, N.Y., builds these elements for the model 200 Minidrive by removing 16 premolded plastic parts from a common stem and snapping them together. The 4-by-2-by-4-inch recorder accepts a 3M DC100a miniature tape cassette.

Joel Kramer, president of Qantex, says, "We were looking for an assembly technique that would give us high-output productivity with a minimum labor content, so we decided to go to a tape transport that required an almost hardwareless assembly procedure for its plastic parts, electromechanical parts, and printed-circuit boards." The model 200 is now in full production, and Kramer estimates that the method has saved approximately one hour per drive in assembly time and has also cut hardware costs.

Key to using the method for this tape transport was the choice of plastic. To be satisfactory, the material had to have both a low coefficient of friction for the drive's moving parts and tape guides and a high dimensional stability for precisely dimensioned parts like the magnetic head's housing.

Qantex's choice was Du Pont's
If you think "SSI" means small scale integration—
think again.


In a few short years we've moved to the forefront of custom integrated circuit technology. One reason: we offer all the capabilities required to produce custom circuits from initial design through volume production in any technology. And since we specialize in custom circuits only—we can make IC's cost-effective in much smaller runs than you'd think possible. In fact, you'll find our custom IC's in some pretty surprising places. Everywhere from talking calculators to garage door openers.

The complete SSI story is in our new Capabilities Brochure. Take a look at how Silicon Systems' advanced IC design capability makes impractical products practical. Learn about our proprietary software that helps us solve your design problems more efficiently. Read some actual case histories where we've helped companies like yours. Find out how SSI works cost-effectively in any process—TTL, Schottky TTL, ECL, I²L, Bipolar Linear, PMOS, CMOS, NMOS—or whatever is right for you.

If you haven't taken the custom IC step yet but have been thinking about it, give us a call or send for the brochure today.

Silicon Systems incorporated, 16692 Hale Avenue, Irvine, California 92714. Phone: (714) 979-0941.
Snap together. Shown above are the 16 molded Delrin parts of the Qantex model 200 Minidrive tape transport after removal from a mold. These precision parts are separated from the single molded piece and assembled with a minimum of hardware onto an aluminum base.

Delrin, a metal-like material that has the required dimensional stability as well as excellent surface lubricity. This smooth, hard material has been used to manufacture gears and the pinch rollers of commercial audio tape recorders.

Piece work. To start, the 16 pieces that make up the housing and transport are injection-molded as a single unit. Next, the 16 pieces are separated and then assembled on a stamped aluminum plate by a novel method that uses a minimum of hardware and fasteners.

Each of the 16 molded pieces has cylindrical rods that are inserted into mating holes on the plate. After a washer has been dropped over a protruding rod, heat is applied, flattening the plastic rod against the washer and filling the hole. To hold critical parts that might need alignment, such as the tape guides and magnetic head holder, nuts are threaded into the Delrin posts. As a final touch, the pc boards that carry the system electronics are held in plastic-molded forks instead of in the conventional screw/nut type of mount.

The plastic structure has passed environmental and life tests, which leads Kramer to the assumption that the method can be applied to parts of other data peripherals. He says Qantex's next "big" product will use the same kind of snap-together construction that is being proven in the Minidrive.

How about a substrate as thin as 0.17 millimeter (32 mils) to package integrated circuits? That will be possible with a Matsushita-developed packaging method called film on frame. As a bonus, FOF eliminates a production step, substituting thermal bonding for wire bonding of the chips to their substrate.

The new technique will contribute to making hybrid systems considerably smaller, according to Masaharu Noyori, Hirokai Fujimoto, and Isamu Kitahiro of the Matsushita Electrical Industrial Co.'s semiconductor research laboratory in Osaka, Japan. It could be particularly useful in consumer products, they say.

Advantages. Besides giving high component density and ultrathin packaging, an FOF substrate can be bent as needed and eliminates specially bumped chips, the researchers claim. Moreover, the technique offers inherent high reliability since there is only one contact per interconnection, compared to the two that are required in wire-bonded packages.

When the researchers put together a calculator/clock package, the height of the substrate plus chips was only 0.8 mm. This compares with 1.55 mm for the typical printed-circuit-board substrate plus chips, such as epoxy glass. The technique is still experimental.

As described by the researchers at the 1978 International Microelectronics Symposium in Minneapolis last week, the fabrication consists of five basic steps (see p. 51). The substrate itself is formed at 300°c by rolling a film consisting of a polyimide insulating layer and a fluorinated ethylene-propylene bonding layer onto a specially etched metal frame divided into a mainframe support and subframes that serve as external and internal leads. The polyimide is about 12.5 micrometers thick, the ethylene-propylene from 1.0 to 1.5 μm. The frame, usually made of nickel, typically is 150 μm thick, depending upon the substrate's size.

In the next step (b), photolithography and chemical etching provide contact holes. The ethylene-propylene bonding layer is not affected by the etching.

Then the bare chips are heated to about 300°C, and their input/output pads are aligned with the contacts on the polyimide layer. As (c) shows, they are aligned on the ethylene-propylene side of the substrate, but the composite film's thinness and transparency make this easy. After alignment, a special jig presses the heated parts into the bonding layer, providing permanent bonding, and the ethylene-propylene at the bottom of the contacts is etched away with a plasma gas.

Conducting. In the fourth step (d), a 0.2-μm-thick layer of chromium and a 5-μm-thick layer of copper are evaporated onto the polyimide and the contact holes. After this, a silicon or epoxy resin coats the bottom of the ics. In the last step (e), photolithography and etching forms the conductor patterns on the metal-covered polyimide surface. Typi-
F. W. Bell is the single source for all current sensing requirements from clamp-on probes to a complete digital current meter.

All are non-contact, so there is no need to disturb the circuit or the insulation. All provide complete isolation from the bus. All operate with negligible ac and zero dc insertion loss. And they eliminate all problems usually associated with shunts, such as heat and susceptibility to environment.

The Bell spectrum of current sensing apparatus includes a broad variety of units. Complete technical data can be supplied concerning the equipment best suited to your needs upon request. Or contact Bell, outlining your proposed application and we will be pleased to provide assistance and recommendations.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

- Monitoring and control of dc motor circuits
- Overload-sensing in dc power supplies
- Control of dc motor driven machine tools
- Interface to µP and other LST circuits
- Replacements for shunts, particularly in hostile environments, and where isolation is required
- Monitoring and control of battery load and charge circuits
- Current-sensing element in feedback circuits, on interlocks and on dc circuit breakers
- Process control element in dc-operated processes
- Power measurement in dc power circuits.
Very large scale integration (VLSI) is forcing changes in IC design.
The Applicon Super VLSI Graphics System is answering the new challenge
of VLSI layout today.
Bigger, denser chips mean that laying out a design manually and then digitizing it into a computer is becoming increasingly inadequate. The solution is putting the designer in front of a CRT from the start and eliminating the digitizing step.

Applicon has evolved on-line design into a new graphics system with unmatched productivity.

To make the Super VLSI System successful it had to be super fast. So we implemented new software with an intermediate data structure and new hardware with three high-speed processors. The system had to provide an interactive and easy to use environment that wouldn't slow the designer down. We did this with a workstation incorporating a video display with selective erasing, blinking components, patterned area filling, dynamic X-Y readout, and scrolling messages.

In developing the Super VLSI System we kept the two most powerful features of earlier Applicon systems: stretchable components and character recognition. Character recognition is the key to on-line design—letting the designer communicate with the system through hand-drawn symbols while keeping his eyes on the CRT.

And more. On-line design rule checks for catching errors at an early stage. An ink jet plotter for full-color checkplots in just 15 minutes. Software interfaces that run concurrently with graphics for developing special programs. Output interfaces to plotters and pattern generators, including E-beam machines, and communications links to mainframes.

The Super VLSI System is supported by a dedicated customer service organization to carry you ahead into the Super VLSI age. Call us.

Applicon Incorporated, 154 Middlesex Turnpike,
Burlington, Mass. 01803
(617) 272-7070

Regional Headquarters
San Jose, CA 408-287-9380
Schiller Park, IL 312-671-4337
Burlington, MA 617-272-7070
Fort Washington, PA 215-643-6464
Dallas, TX 214-783-8162
Paris, France 1-687-34-43
Manchester, England 099-64-32813
Munich, Germany 89-57-60-13

Representatives
Tokyo, Japan 03-507-4490
Taipei, Taiwan 721-2203
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Low profile. With this five-step process, Matsushita researchers have produced a calculator-clock circuit only 0.8 mm thick, about half that of conventional packaging techniques.

cally, the lines and the intervening spaces are from 50 to 75 μm wide.

As a test vehicle, the authors packaged a calculator/clock that has operated for over 5,000 hours without a failure. The FOF substrate contained 16 electronic devices: 2 large-scale ICS, 10 resistor chips, and 4 capacitor chips. All fit within a 20-by-20-mm film area.

Memories

Error correction enhances RAM board for 16-bit single-board microcomputer

Error checking and correction in main memory—a feature common in minicomputer and mainframe memories—is working its way down to the microcomputer level. A family of 16-bit random-access memory boards, which are compatible with Intel Corp.'s recently announced one-board computer (see p.105), comes from Mupro Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif. It could set the tone for larger microcomputer memory arrays, especially for the next generation of 16-bit systems that are coming along.

Mupro offered the first on-board error-detection-and-correction capability for Intel's Multibus interface specification and its iSBC 80 8-bit board family [Electronics, May 11, p.166]. Now it is extending that capability to the just-introduced 16-bit iSBC 86/12.

The company is convinced that microcomputer memory arrays will continue to expand as RAM prices...
MITEL

CMOS/LSI DIGITAL TONE RECEIVER CIRCUIT MT8820

Featuring:
- CMOS Low Power Consumption
- Wide Operating Ranges:
  - Supply Voltage: 5 to 15 volts
  - Temp. Ranges: -55 to 125°C & -40 to 85°C
- Decodes all 16 DTMF Digits
- Has 3 Selectable Output Codes
- Latched 3-State Buffered Outputs
- Uses Std. 3.58 MHz TV Crystal
- Detect Times: 10 to 30 MS
- Adjustable Detect & Release Times
- Std. 24-Pin Plastic & Ceramic DIP
- Immediate Delivery
- LOW PRICE
  $15.00 ea. in Qty's of 100-up

Contact the leader in tone receivers and CMOS technology for more information

News briefs

Digital watch patent issued to Commodore unit
A patent for a "solid-state watch with single time and date selector button," the operating approach used by virtually all digital electronic watch suppliers, has been granted to Frontier Inc., a unit of Commodore Business Machines Inc.'s Semiconductor division in Palo Alto, Calif. According to division president Bud Frye, the single-button technique is so fundamental to all electronic digital watches that "I know of absolutely no manufacturer of popular-priced digital watches who doesn't already use this approach."

ITT, Qume set merger accord
International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. of New York and computer peripherals manufacturer Qume Corp. have agreed in principle for Qume to become part of ITT through an exchange of stock valued at about $145 million. Principally a maker of impact printers, the Hayward, Calif., firm would continue operations under the Qume name with its existing management.

National will market PDP-11/34-compatible mini
National Semiconductor Corp. plans to begin marketing, possibly as early as November, a System 200 minicomputer that will be totally compatible in software and input with Digital Equipment Corp.'s popular PDP-11/34. The Santa Clara, Calif., company also announced that it has filed action in the U.S. District Court for Northern California, asking that various DEC patents on computer architecture be declared invalid and unenforceable.

Inmos wins first round in court
The first courtroom skirmish has been won by Inmos Ltd. in the opening stages of a trade secrets suit filed against the firm by Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Texas [Electronics, Aug. 31, p. 42]. Dallas Federal District Court Judge Robert Porter refused late last month to issue a preliminary injunction requested by Mostek against the newly formed British-backed firm. The judge said Mostek failed to prove that Inmos has already used or disclosed any proprietary Mostek trade information or that it intends to do so.

Odd error drop, and that means soft errors—errors that occur randomly and can be corrected when detected—are inevitable. Whether they are caused by power-supply fluctuations or alpha particles besieging the dynamic-RAM cells, only error-correcting schemes can fight the odds.

"With 64 kilobytes of memory, a soft error will occur once every eight months," says James Moon, Mupro's engineering vice president. "For certain users, like utility companies and some process-control industries, downtime is money—they can't afford those errors."

Big board. Mupro's largest-capacity board, the MBC-128, is made up of 128 kilobytes—the largest array yet to be aimed at a microcomputer bus, and also the level at which most minicomputer makers say correction to safeguard against soft errors is an absolute necessity. The error-correction scheme Mupro uses is a modified Hamming code that adds 5 bits to each byte for its 8-bit memory systems and appends 6 bits to each 16-bit word for the new iSBC 86 family.

That means error correction is still a luxury, since the 128-kilobyte board needs a total of 88 16,384-bit RAM chips instead of just 64. "But boards are increasing in capacity for the same reasons the 8086 microprocessor can address a megabyte," says Moon. "When you're using a high-level language and an accompanying operating system, memory gets eaten up in a hurry."

Other manufacturers can be expected to offer the option for their systems either at the 64-kilobyte or 128-kilobyte level. Mupro is eying the 65,536-bit RAMs, which will be available in quantity sometime next year. Says Mupro's president Joel Korelitz: "If we put 64-K chips where those 16-K parts are, then error correction and detection will be inevitable."
Innovation in inductors too: Miniature coils with magnetic shielding

Integration, miniaturization and extremely high packing density put exacting demands on ferrite coil technology. Small size alone is not enough — of equal importance are perfect magnetic shielding against leakage flux and undesired coupling, and naturally also a favorable price.

All these requirements are satisfied by the new component family MIFI — miniature ferrite inductors from Siemens. The first MIFI line is already available: coils for PCBs and in chip form for film circuits, inductance range 0.10 to 470 μH, tolerances 6% and 10%. MIFI transformers and adjustable inductors are in development.

The constant high quality and favorable price of all MIFI components are the outcome of fully automatic fabrication, such as can only be implemented through close cooperation between ferrite and fabrication technologists.

During production a fire-tinned tape is used for assembling and contacting the coil, only leaving therefrom small terminal pins or soldering surfaces at the finished coils.

For detailed information write to Siemens Corporation, Components Division/Ferrites, 186 Wood Avenue South, Iselin, New Jersey 08830, quoting “Miniature inductors”.

MIFI: miniature ferrite inductors from Siemens
Door To Verbal Control Of Machines Opened With NEC's Voice Terminal

NEC has successfully commercialized a voice data input terminal for machines.

The innovational DP-100 Connected Speech Recognition System recognizes 120 words, and accuracy is as high as 99% or more. Moreover, words can be spoken continuously at normal speed. All that is necessary is to register the operator's voice in advance so that the equipment can memorize the operator's voice pattern.

Since it has a built-in general purpose microcomputer, it can have a variety of programs required by specific users.

Making the DP-100 even more useful is the fact that the status of recognition is displayed, which enables the operator to confirm instantly the information he has just put in. In addition, it can be used in noisy places — even under environmental noise conditions of 85 dBA (85 phons).

The DP-100 Connected Speech Recognition System will be very effective when used for stock controlling, data feeding at points of sales, preparation of NC system control tapes, high-speed merchandise sorting in transportation, warehouse and many other operations.

The standard DP-100 is provided with two channels and can be used by two operators at the same time. The DP-100 Connected Speech Recognition System is a breakthrough in simplifying computer operations.

New GCA System Improves Air Traffic Control

To ensure air traffic safety in the face of ever-increasing amounts of air traffic, it is vital to modernize air terminal control facilities so as to improve efficiency in air traffic control as well as to reduce the workload of controllers.

NEC's new fixed type ground-controlled approach (GCA) radar system consists of airport surveillance radar (ASR), precision approach radar (PAR), secondary surveillance radar (SSR) which is also called the selective identification feature (SIF), data processing and display equipment, and communications equipment. The system features many state-of-the-art techniques for improved operation and maintainability such as outstanding clutter reduction by ASR digital MTI (moving target indicator) and LOG/CFAR (constant false alarm rate) system, digital PAR angle data generation and integration of map generator and display.

The system automatically detects and tracks beacon transponder equipped aircraft within its coverage. It then automatically correlates the aircraft with previously registered flight plans for a controller directing the airplane.

In this system, target symbols with a data block depicting call-sign, altitude and velocity data are displayed on a large 23-inch flat face CRT in a time-shared mode with raw radar video signals. A digitally generated map, departure and arrival list and system data are also displayed.

The NEC fixed type GCA radar system can cover an air space of 60 nautical miles and an altitude of 30,000 feet for a small jetfighter.
Brunei Telecoms Contract To Boost National And International Lines

NEC recently won a contract for a total of six electronic switching systems — five for central office use and one for international connections — from the Jabatan Talikom of Brunei.

The turn-key base contract, calls for NEC to manufacture, supply and install five ND-20 central office systems and one NXE-20 international switch in addition to managing the project. NEC will also train local engineers.

The five ND-20 systems will accommodate a total of 25,000 lines, and the NXE-20 ESS will provide high-grade 216 international circuits for rapidly growing Brunei.

The ND-20 is one of NEC’s ND-series ESS’s, and can accommodate up to 32,000 lines. It offers abundant software packages for both telephone switching and the corresponding support systems. By combining the required software packages, various customer calling services and basic telephone switching services can be made available.

The NXE-20 is also one of NEC’s NXE-series stored program controlled international switching systems. It gives a line capacity up to 4,000 international circuits, and can be used as a toll or a combined toll and international switch.

NEC Optical Communications System Adds New Wonder At Walt Disney World

An NEC optical communications system was put into public service at Walt Disney World, Florida in July of this year.

The Vista-Florida Telephone System, a telephone operating company in Walt Disney World, installed an NEC optical communications system to link two telephone offices over a distance of about 9 kilometers in the famous resort complex.

The system is capable of transmitting information at a bit rate of 45 Mb/s or 672 telephone channels.

NEC systems use SELFOC glass fiber cables as thin as a strand of hair to transmit voice, data and video signals by means of laser light.

SELFOC is a light focusing glass fiber developed jointly by NEC and Nippon Sheet Glass Co. in 1968.
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Only from Sprague: **Type 135D/Mil Style CLR79**

**Tantalum-Case Tantalum Capacitors with RANDOM VIBRATION CAPABILITY**

(Exceeds Standard MIL 20g Sinusoidal Requirements)

---

**NEW! TANTALUM POWDER CATHODE SINTERED TO INNER WALLS OF CASE FORMS INTEGRAL ONE-PIECE UNIT**

---

**NO FAILURES!** per MIL-STD-202, Method 214, Condition II K

- ALL ratings, in ALL four case sizes (T1 thru T4) have 'R' level approval (.01% failure rate) per MIL-C-39006/22.
- Withstand 3-volt d-c reverse bias without degradation of capacitor function or appearance.
- Ripple current capability as high as 2.3A @ 40 kHz and 85°C.
- Development of these capacitors partially sponsored by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.

---


---

**THE BROAD-LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS**

---

Sprague and ★ are registered trademarks of the Sprague Electric Co.
The military intends to thwart Motorola's plan to terminate its long-established MECL-2 family of digital integrated circuits at the end of October. Its buy-out proposal would guarantee the company an estimated $2 million to $3 million in annual sales over an estimated two to three years until the services can fill their circuit requirements. Even though technology has leapfrogged MECL-2, which has been on the market for about a decade, the circuits are "inexpensive and highly reliable," explains an Air Force Systems Command official.

The command coordinator of the proposal figures the price will be "five to six times" less than redesigning the systems that use MECL-2, since there are more than 40 basic chips in the series with some 400 military parts numbers involved. The Defense Electronics Supply Center in Dayton, Ohio, will act as buyer for all three military services under the plan. A prime MECL-2 user is the Air Force E-3A Advanced Warning and Control System. The Awacs surveillance command and control communications aircraft, with its large Westinghouse rotating radar dome, has an estimated 2,500 MECL-2 parts. Other military systems using the circuits include simulators, tactical air navigation packages, and fuzes.

The People's Republic of China is expressing strong interest in developing its own satellite communications network, possibly using American technology. That is the impression being left by a six-member delegation headed by Shau Wen-hau now visiting 12 plant sites of seven U.S. electronics companies on both coasts. Shau directs the Communications Engineering Institute's microwave department in Peking; the Electronic Industries Association is sponsoring the three-week visit. The EIA's John Sodolski, Communications division vice president, says the delegation expressed particular interest in satellite earth stations and test and measuring equipment. When the tour is completed on Oct. 30, the Chinese will have visited California Microwave, Digital Equipment Corp., GTE Sylvania, Hewlett-Packard, ITT, RCA, and Scientific-Atlanta.

The White House wants to extend color TV import controls to Taiwan, Korea, Mexico, and Singapore. The decision was triggered by strong complaints from Japan and a coalition of U.S. labor and industry that increased imports from those four countries are more than offsetting restraints on Japan under the Orderly Marketing Agreement that took effect last year. Taiwan and Korea, with the largest color TV shipments to the U.S. after Japan, will be asked by White House trade specialists to curb shipments to the U.S. Both Japanese and American TV makers have manufacturing operations in the two Asian countries.

Compact—the Committee to Preserve American Color TV, a heavily labor-oriented organization with three company members led by cathode-ray-tube-envelope maker Corning Glass Works—estimates imports of completed sets will rise nearly 10% this year to 2.7 million sets, despite a decline of 18% in Japan's shipments from last year to 1.6 million. Compact estimates that 1978 imports from Taiwan will total 581,000 sets, nearly double last year, and will increase another 66% in 1979 to 975,000 if not controlled. Korean totals will hit 265,000 this year, nearly triple the 1977 total, and reach 460,000 in 1979, Compact says. Overall 1979 imports could rise 22% to 3.3 million for completed sets.
Can VHSI succeed where other standards have failed?

The nation's three military services are close to selecting the six systems they will use for brassboard demonstrations of the large, very high-speed integrated circuits that are to be competitively developed over the next six years under the Pentagon's $200 million VHSI program [Electronics, Sept. 14, p. 81]. Each service will select and fund demonstrations of VHSI in two systems, according to the plan now being refined by the Department of Defense.

The Navy's selections, for example, reportedly include a 10-hertz digital spectrum analyzer for processing electronic intelligence aboard aircraft and spacecraft, plus a jam-resistant, low-power spread-spectrum communications system for use on airplanes and spacecraft as well as on small missiles and remotely piloted vehicles. The Air Force contemplates using VHSI to achieve three-dimensional terminal guidance on its Cruise missile, for airborne synthetic-aperture radars, and electronic warfare radar-pulse processors capable of handling 1 to 10 million pulses per second, as well as wideband satellite links with data rates of 1 gigabit per second. The Army's options include data correlation for over-the-horizon targeting and fire control and mobile tactical signal intelligence systems.

There are other potential applications, of course. An important one is antisubmarine warfare where a greater number of signals from satellites and aircraft can be correlated to detect and locate hostile boats better.

A question of volume

The military's long list of possible VHSI applications is already raising questions in industry about the number and type of circuits it will be asked to produce and about the length of circuit production runs for a customer—the Pentagon—that regularly replaces one system with another before the first is fully deployed. For VHSI to succeed without busting the military budget, program advocates within DOD and industry agree that circuits will have to be turned out in large volumes on highly automated production lines.

J. Fred Bucy, president of Texas Instruments Inc. of Dallas, is one such advocate. He is convinced that DOD must change its approach to military electronics procurement and deployment if VHSI is to attract industry's best talent. He laid what he calls his "systems roadmap" before the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers' Electronics and Aerospace Systems Conference late last month in Washington.

First, the military must substitute evolution for revolution in weapons development if it wants to achieve the volume production that is a prerequisite for design-to-cost disciplines, Bucy contends. Second, he believes the three services must subordinate special system performance goals and promote instead VHSI "function standardization" that will permit development of a family of digital subsystem modules or building blocks that "could roll over several times within the lifespan of a weapons system."

Will perspective change?

The military services—and a number of their contractors—may find it harder to set aside their biases in favor of custom-tailored hardware than the semiconductor industry expects to find it to advance the state of the art. Many military leaders remain convinced that commonality means compromise, which they insist equates with second-best. Some contractors, too, see commonality as a threat to their ability to lock the customer into a commitment to their particular products and services.

TI's Bucy admits that his "systems roadmap" for planned evolutionary improvement for weapons, rather than replacement, will require "a change of perspective" on the part of the services. But he notes that evolution can be successful, citing such varied systems as the Sidewinder air-to-air missile and the TOW antitank weapon, as well as the Paveway laser-guided bomb.

Bucy believes that systems evolution will be required if VHSI and design-to-cost concepts are to succeed. "Design-to-cost works in consumer electronics, in commercial electronics, and it will work in military electronics," he insists.

If VHSI can be made to work, it will be because the technologists have been able to come up with volume-production circuits of such complexity that military users will not have to sacrifice performance for price and will be able to introduce improved modules into weapons without going through a complete redesign. The greater part of the VHSI burden, then, rests on the design engineer. "In implementing a functional module approach across all DOD weapons systems, perhaps one of the greatest problems is not one of procedures and funding, but a culture problem," Bucy concludes. "Until it becomes second nature for equipment designers to think 'modular digital functions,' we cannot maximize the impact of microprocessors and standard architectural approaches."

Ray Connolly
Your data acquisition tasks can be done quicker, easier and more efficiently with the TEAC R-61 and R-80 cassette data recorders. For field work take the R-61. It is extremely portable, easy to handle, and at the same time provides four channels of precision recording capability even under difficult conditions. In addition to the standard FM recording system, two of the R-61's channels are switchable for DR (Direct Recording) operation for high-frequency applications.

Back at the lab you'll want to have an R-80. The R-80 is 100% compatible with the R-61 (FM mode), so it's perfect for processing recorded tapes for analysis. And four selectable speeds make time base conversion a snap.

The R-61 and R-80 are a great team. Convenience, economy, flexibility and top performance make data recording better than ever before.

TEAC CORPORATION: 3-7-3, Naka-cho, Musashino, Tokyo, Japan.


England: International Instruments Ltd., Cross Lances Rd., Hounslow, Middx

W. Germany: ron Elektronik, Starnberg, Max-Emanuel-Str. 8

France: Teklec, Altronics S.A., Cite des Bruyeres, Rue Carle-Hertel 92 Servys

Holland: SAAC Electronics, Veinsstraat 20, Veldhoven

Italy: A.E.S.S.E. S.R.L., Corso Lodi, 47, 20139 Milano

Norway: Rodland & Reitamo A.S., Gledangveien 3A, Oslo 6

Sweden: Teleinstrument ab, Maltesholmsvagen 138, Vallingby

Denmark: Danbit, Plantagevej 23, 2680 Scolrid Strand

Switzerland: Wenger Datentechnik, Braschholzstrasse 45, 4053 Basel

Australia: Jacoby, Mitchell Ltd., P.O. Box 70, Kingsgrove, N.S.W. 2208
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Who do you think of for high-performance 16K RAMs?

Take your pick: our µPD416 standard family offers a whole range of performance choices—extending to 120 ns access time and 320 ns cycle time. In either plastic or ceramic packages.

Every characteristic of our µPD416 family meets or exceeds industry standards, which means our parts are suitable for any application you can name. And we’ve been shipping in volume since August, 1977, so you know we can deliver parts when you need them.

Of course, 16K RAMs are just part of our story. We also have a broad selection of other memory components, led by our industry standard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P/N</th>
<th>tAC</th>
<th>tRC</th>
<th>ID1</th>
<th>ID2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>µPD416-5</td>
<td>120 ns</td>
<td>320 ns</td>
<td>35 mA</td>
<td>1.5 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µPD416-3</td>
<td>150 ns</td>
<td>375 ns</td>
<td>35 mA</td>
<td>1.5 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µPD416-2</td>
<td>200 ns</td>
<td>375 ns</td>
<td>35 mA</td>
<td>1.5 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µPD416-1</td>
<td>250 ns</td>
<td>430 ns</td>
<td>35 mA</td>
<td>1.5 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µPD416-1</td>
<td>300 ns</td>
<td>510 ns</td>
<td>35 mA</td>
<td>1.5 mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$t_a = 0°C to +70°C$

Of course, 16K RAMs are just part of our story. We also have a broad selection of other memory components, led by our industry standard.
4K Dynamic RAM (μPD411), with access time down to 135 ns, and our highly successful high-speed 4K Static RAM (μPD410), with access times down to 70 ns. Plus CMOS RAMs, Bipolar PROMs, 1K and 4K Static RAMs, and mask programmable ROMs up to 64K bits.

At NEC, we've built a reputation for advanced technology and volume delivery. We're also known for remarkable product reliability—thanks to experienced designers and meticulous manufacturing techniques, backed by 100% burn-in and testing with MIL-STD-883 methods. The result is an overall rejection rate of under 0.5%.

What's more, we offer thorough customer support, including documentation, testing, and special selection. And our engineers are always available to help with specific applications problems.

Our new product catalog will give you a better idea of just how much we can do for you, not only in memories but also in 8-bit and 4-bit processors and peripherals.

To get your free copy, clip your business card or letterhead stationery to this page and send to: NEC Microcomputers, Inc., 173 Worcester Street, Wellesley, MA 02181.

If you haven’t thought of NEC before, you will.

Next time.

NEC Microcomputers, Inc.
New RCA SwitchMax

Maximum effectiveness in the switching mode.

SwitchMax. A new series of RCA transistors designed and built for high performance in off-line power supplies, converters, and pulse-width-modulated regulators. SwitchMax transistors are hot-temperature tested. To give you new predictability under operating conditions. New efficiency in heat sink design.

Performance that starts with design. These RCA n-p-n transistors have a multiple-epitaxial, double-diffused structure, fine emitter geometry, and a trimetal system. Which make SwitchMax transistors rugged. And give them excellent high-current and fast switching characteristics, with improved second breakdown.

Verified by worst-case testing. Every SwitchMax transistor is tested at 100°C or 125°C against precise limits for all switching parameters. Including inductive turn-off time and saturation voltage. To give you switching characterization that lives up to RCA's reputation in second breakdown, safe operating area, and thermal cycling ratings.

As the table shows, SwitchMax transistors cover a wide voltage and current range. Send for our brochure detailing how to use them in your designs. Contact your local RCA Solid State distributor. Or RCA Solid State headquarters in Somerville, NJ; 1130 Brussels, Belgium; Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex, England; Quickborn 2085, W. Germany; Ste.-Anne-de-Bellevue, Quebec, Canada; Sao Paulo, Brazil; Tokyo, Japan.

RCA Power experience is working for you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>$V_{CE}$ (Rating)</th>
<th>$I_C$ (sat)</th>
<th>$I_C$ (max) at $I_C$ (sat) μs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2N6671</td>
<td>450 V</td>
<td>5 A</td>
<td>0.4 (25°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N6672</td>
<td>550 V</td>
<td>5 A</td>
<td>0.8 (125°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N6673</td>
<td>650 V</td>
<td>5 A</td>
<td>0.8 (25°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N6674</td>
<td>450 V</td>
<td>10 A</td>
<td>0.5 (25°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N6675</td>
<td>650 V</td>
<td>10 A</td>
<td>0.8 (25°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N6676</td>
<td>650 V</td>
<td>15 A</td>
<td>0.5 (100°C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Projection aligners for E-beam masks set for production

Dropping the other shoe, Japanese VLSI researchers are showing how they intend to project the semiconductor masks fabricated by the electron-beam process they are developing. They are unveiling two fine-pattern step-and-repeat projection aligners that will give highly precise optical exposure. The machines will be made by Canon Inc. and Nippon Kogaku KK (Nikon), which developed them for the Cooperative Laboratory of the very large-scale integration project [Electronics, June 9, 1977, p. 101]. The Canon aligner has same-size projection optics with a 2-by-2-in. mask that exposes a 30-by-30-mm area with a minimum line width of 2 μm. The Nikon aligner has 10:1 reduction optics with a 4-by-4-in. reticle of a full-chip pattern that exposes a 10-by-10-mm area with a minimum line width of 1 μm. Step-and-repeat aligners will be required for VLSI because a full-wafer unit cannot obtain the necessary fine-line patterns.

British digital recording method heads for TV studios

Digital video recording in TV studios may be coming soon: West Germany's Bosch and Japan's Sony are planning to buy licenses to a British technique that overcomes the problem of excessive tape consumption. Developed by the Independent Broadcast Authority, the technique records color TV pictures on 1-in. magnetic tape at speeds below 10 in./s at a rate of 80 million bits per second, with no bit-rate reduction of the picture information. Digital recording eliminates the loss in picture quality that occurs when successive analog recordings are made during editing, because even severe tape noise will not affect detection of digital pulses.

Electronica to see Siemens 32-K ROM . . .

Look for Siemens AG to unwrap a 32-K read-only memory at the Nov. 9-15 Electronica show in Munich. Designated the SAB8332, the static MOS memory uses n-channel depletion technology, has an access time of 450 ns, and dissipates a maximum of 330 mw. The mask-programmed memory, with 4,096-by-8-bit organization, comes in a 24-pin dual in-line plastic package and operates off +5 v.

. . . and IC kit for digital tuning on TV sets

Also using Electronica as a stage for launching new products is Intermetall GmbH. Among the firm’s novelties is an integrated-circuit kit that can be assembled into a frequency-synthesizer, phase-locked-loop digital tuning system for TV receivers. The five-circuit kit also can implement program storage, automatic station search, and on-screen display of the channel number. Combined with Intermetall’s infrared remote-control system, the kit provides the building blocks for a setup that affords wireless control of TV games and similar upscale features.

$4,000 computer for small firms packs in features

Jumping into the market for small-business computer systems is Toulouse-based Société Occitane d'Electronique, with a unit that offers as much or more for its low price than comparable systems from even the big U.S. firms. The $4,000 X1 is available with special-purpose software for the medical and other professions and includes 8 kilobytes of memory, two minifloppy disks, a keyboard with function keys, and a 12-in. display showing 24 rows of 80 characters. A specialist in TV games, the French company uses Motorola 6800s in its new venture. Next in the cards: a bare-bones $1,000 system for personal computing and the like.
Under development at the Victor Company of Japan (JVC) is a simple-to-fabricate, low-wear grooveless disk for stylus playback of video and digital audio recordings. JVC claims its scheme is an improvement over earlier stylus schemes and is a better solution than complex optical pickup by laser beams [Electronics, Nov. 24, 1977, p. 78]. Elimination of the grooves permits a stylus with a large tip area for negligible wear of disk and stylus. It also gives the stylus easy, rapid access to a desired track. Signal pickup is by capacitance variation between a narrow conducting strip on the stylus’s trailing edge and the surface of the disk. Narrow auxiliary tracks provide a servo signal that keeps the stylus tracking properly. JVC uses conductive plastic for its disks, so a single pressing operation with no plating or other secondary operations is all that is necessary, just as in conventional audio records.

Tough U.S. anti-pollution regulations are at last spurring UK automobile manufacturers to make the move to more efficient electronic fuel- and ignition-control systems. However, they are not yet combining the two systems, as are American car makers. At least three models slated for a mid-1979 launch will use the Lucas digital fuel-injection system, which incorporates two custom chips from Ferranti Semiconductors Ltd. [Electronics, July 8, 1976, p. 153 or 4E]. Meanwhile, Hughes Microelectronics Ltd. is working with Zenith Carburetter Ltd. on a low-cost electronically regulated carburetor system that monitors exhaust gases with a zirconium-dioxide transducer. It will be used by British Leyland on some export models. Also, Hughes is developing an electronic advance-retard mechanism that typically adjusts the ignition firing angle over 12° to 60° and works with rotor, reed-relay, or double-ended-coil ignition systems.

European production of video cassette recorders is shifting into high gear now that West Germany’s Grundig AG has opened a VCR plant in Nuremberg and N. V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken of the Netherlands plans to concentrate its VCR production in a single facility in Austria. At Grundig’s 30,000-m² plant, built for a daily output of some 1,000 VCRs, production already is at a level of roughly 400 units a day, and “we are selling them as fast as they come off the assembly lines,” a company official says. For its part, Philips has earmarked about $135 million for a new facility in Vienna that will employ about 3,000 workers by 1980. Daily production, most of it slated for export, likely will exceed Grundig’s by a good margin. As for West Germany’s VCR market, Grundig pegs total sales this year at 85,000 units and next year at 150,000.

Europe is proving a rich hunting ground for Amdahl Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif. The eight-year-old maker of IBM-compatible computers has snared a $14 million order from British Airways, a major IBM customer for 15 years. The contract for four Amdahl 470 computers follows quickly on an order for a 470 V/5 from Ford of Britain. Amdahl now has 16 big computer installations in Europe. To meet further European commitments, it has opened a manufacturing plant in Dublin.
No Other Compact Timer/Counter Packs This Much Performance For Under $1,000.*

Bright, high-contrast planar plasma display allows optimum readability—
even at extreme viewing angles.

80 MHz basic frequency range. Also available in 520 MHz and 1GHz
versions.

Trigger level output allows precise measurement of the set trigger levels
on a DVM or a scope.

Time interval average down to 1ms,
usually only found in full 19”
counters, means high time resolution
to measure on fast phenomena: e.g.
transition times, propagation delays,
pulse durations, etc.

Counting of pulses applied to input
“A” either:
°Gated by “B”, or
°Started/stopped by pulses
applied to “B”.
This allows counting the number of
bits in a bit-stream with full freedom
to select triggering conditions on
channel “A” and “B” independently.

This state trigger indicators facilitate
trigger level setting with indications
for too high, too low and proper level
setting.

Trigger hold-off avoids false triggering
on spurious signals. This enables
correct time or *bunt measurements
to be made on signals with ringing or
contact bounce.

80 MHz basic frequency range. Also
available in 520 MHz and 1GHz
versions.

Trigger level output allows precise
measurement of the set trigger levels
on a DVM or a scope.

Tri-state trigger indicators facilitate
trigger level setting with indications
for too high, too low and proper level
setting.

Ask Us To Prove It Right In Your Office.

Contact us today for a demonstration
of Philips top of the line universal timer/counter—
80, 520 and 1000MHz models. We'll show you
that when both price and performance count,
you should buy Philips.

We'll show you how the PM 6620 series makes
demanding measurements easier and more
accurate. You'll see how easy it is to customize
the right model for your specific purpose, using
our three different models, five time bases and
seven options.

A wide range of options adapt this compact
counter including: Xtal oscillators up to
5x10\(^{-10}\)/24h; BCD output; analog output, IEEE-488
bus interface; battery supply; carrying case and
19” rackmount.

If your application calls for less measuring
power ask about our PM 6612 80MHz counter/timer
for $740.00*.

For immediate information, or to schedule a
demonstration, use our toll-free hot line number,

*U.S. Domestic Price only.

(800) 631-7172, except Hawaii, Alaska and New
Jersey. Calls placed in New Jersey, please call
collect (201) 529-3600, or contact
Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc.

In the U.S.:
85 McKee Drive
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430
Tel. (201) 529-3300

In Canada:
6 Leswyn Road
Toronto, Canada M6A 1K2
Tel. (416) 789-7188

Mail To: Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc.

Robert J. Grassi
Product Manager
Philips Test & Measuring Instruments
85 McKee Drive
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430

Please send me literature on the PM 6620 series of timer/counters.
Please send me literature on the PM 6612 80MHz counter/timer.
Please contact me so you can demonstrate one of the compact
Philips counters.

Name
Title
Company Name
Street
City State Zip
Phone (Area Code)

PHILIPS
Test & Measuring Instruments

Circle #72 for demonstration

Circle #65 for literature
A frequency counter should deliver all the performance you expected when you placed the order. If the counter is a B&K-PRECISION you'll be getting that plus something equally important—a price that you can easily afford.

B&K-PRECISION has engineered a line of full-feature frequency counters to suit most applications. All have been conceived as cost-effective answers to frequency measurement needs in communications, lab, field and plant applications. Every B&K-PRECISION counter features: autoranging, liberal input overload protection, a minimum of 1Hz resolution, conservative specifications, and easy-to-read LED displays.

At the top end of our line is the new Model 1850, very conservatively rated at 520MHz. Features include: TCXO time base...Period measurements from 5Hz to 1MHz...Leading zero suppression...Bright .43" LED display...Gate times from 10 ms to 10 seconds...$450.

The 1820 Universal Counter is one of the most versatile counters available at any price. Frequency measurement typically extends beyond 100MHz...Period measurements from 5Hz to 1MHz... Period average, auto and manual positions...Elapsed time measurements to 9999.99 seconds (plus overflow)...Totalizes event counts to 999999 (plus overflow)...$260.

At only $120, the 1827 portable frequency counter is slightly larger than a pocket calculator. 30MHz guaranteed; 50MHz typical...Battery saver for all-day field use...Full range of optional accessories available.

The 1801 is a rugged frequency counter designed for production line and maintenance applications. Readings to 40MHz guaranteed; 60MHz typical...Easy to use and read...Wide range input eliminates the need for level adjustments...$200.

Isn't it time you stopped sacrificing features and performance for price? See your local distributor for immediate delivery.
LSI chip provides 600-gate array in semi-custom setup

Metal-oxide-semiconductor IC can replace whole boards of transistor-transistor logic and operate as fast or faster.

Gate arrays may have been overshadowed by the rush to microprocessors for logic tasks, but the LSI wizards at Mitsubishi Electric Corp. are transforming these subsystems of small- and medium-scale integrated circuits into a large-scale integrated array. What's more, the company is offering semi-custom metal-oxide-semiconductor chips that can replace whole boards of transistor-transistor-logic SSI or MSI arrays, while operating as fast or even faster.

The company's Kitaitami plant near Osaka uses computer-aided design for the double-level aluminum layers that are added to partially processed wafers. Operating from a single 5-volt supply, each chip has 624 three-input NOR gates and 80 buffer gates (20 for input only, the rest for input or output).

Replacement. In practice, an array can replace one or two printed-circuit boards with numerous ICS providing up to 600 gates. In many applications requiring even more gates, one chip plus a few judiciously chosen additional standard TTL circuits will replace 10 or 20 of the MSI devices. Either way, there will be great savings in circuit-board area and power consumption, as well as in assembly costs.

The semi-custom IC array is economical in quantities of 1,000 to 100,000 pieces. For larger quantities, custom design would cost less, although delivery would take many times longer. For the one-time work, the firm charges about $18,000, with a 1,000-lot price of about $42 per 68-pin package. Also available are 40- and 84-pin packages.

Mitsubishi handles all development, including simulation and working up a test program, by computer-aided design after the customer gives logic specifications. Fast delivery of samples—four to six weeks after the receipt of specifications—is possible because CAD speeds up design and testing, and the wafers require only the addition of two levels of aluminum interconnections and packaging.

The diffusion self-aligned process Mitsubishi uses was first announced in Japan 10 years ago [Electronics, Oct. 13, 1969, p. 207], but this is its first application to high-speed general-purpose logic. In this process, it is
possible to reduce effective channel length to about a tenth that of standard MOS circuitry for higher speed at lower power. Mitsubishi engineers say that effective channel length in their new LSI devices is only 0.5 micrometer.

High-speed and low-power versions are available, both of which are compatible with TTL input and output levels. The output can be totem-pole, open-collector, or three-state, and the user may specify an inverting or noninverting output.

The specs. The high-speed type has an average propagation time of 2.6 nanoseconds and a power consumption of 5 milliwatts per gate. Specs for the low-power type are 4.9 ns and 2 mw. These speed-power characteristics must be balanced with the choice of package; dissipation ratings are 1, 1.5, and 3 watts for the 40-, 68-, and 84-pin packages respectively.

Both chips are a large 6.28 by 6.60 millimeters, but active circuits cover only about 30% of the area because of the generous space left for interconnections. This compares to the typical MOS chip’s 70% active circuitry. With loss during processing almost proportional to active area, yield for the new chips is equal to that of conventional ICs less than half their size.

Digital signal accompanies fm broadcast to give station information to the listener

An fm receiver showing the listener to what station he is listening, its transmitter’s location, and the type of music being broadcast may be in the cards for European radio owners. The Philips Research Laboratories, working with the Dutch broadcasting corporation NOS, has come up with a scheme to do just that. The information on the cathode-ray-tube display of the SPI system (for station program identification) comes from a code transmitted with the regular fm signal. In the still experimental system, display and code-demodulating circuitry are in their own module, but circuit miniaturization will fit that module right into the receiver.

The Philips/NOS system is designed to make fm tuning as easy as is European a-m tuning, where the station names or call letters are given on the dial. There are too many fm stations to show these, so the dial gives only frequencies or channel numbers.

The SPI display would supplement this; in fact it would give the fm listener more information than the a-m listener now gets. It was described at the International Broadcasting Convention in London late last month by its principal developer, Johannes B. H. Peek of the Philips labs in Eindhoven, the Netherlands.

Interest. Although the SPI system is not just around the corner, it is no pipe dream. About a dozen experimental receivers are undergoing trials in Holland, France, the UK, and West Germany, Peek says. “In a survey it has conducted, the European Broadcasting Union has found that a definite demand exists for some kind of fm station-identification scheme,” he says.

The code or bit pattern that produces the display information is transmitted at a rate of 640 bits per second. In station tuning, the radio user can spot a maximum of five displayed messages a second. With such a rate and with each message consisting of 16 7-bit characters plus one 16-bit start code, the transmission rate works out to 640 b/s.

The Philips/NOS designers chose a subcarrier of 16,625 kilohertz to transmit the code, because this frequency causes virtually no interference in the receiver. For as few errors as possible for a given signal-to-noise ratio, they decided on a phase-shift-keyed circuit to demodulate the code from the subcarrier. After appropriate demodulation (see figure), the data is recovered from the subcarrier and applied to the display circuitry.

Signals. As co-developer Johan M. Schmidt of the Philips labs explains
Bench strength!
Two new Zeiss Metallographs.

Compact, stable, economical.
Designed for your comfort.

These two new bench metallographs are as stable and rugged as the Zeiss Axiomat, but have been designed and priced for everyday use in heavy-workload labs.

The logical clean design gives you the ease of operation so desirable for both routine and research applications. And the full line of interchangeable Zeiss optics means, of course, the finest image quality in all microscope techniques.

Fully integrated cameras:
4x5" and 35mm.

The two Metallographs differ only in photographic formats.
The ICM 405 (foreground) has integrated electronic shutter and automatic exposure control for both 35mm and 4x5" (including Polaroid) photomicrography. The IM 35 (background) accepts practically any focal-plane-shutter 35mm camera back, such as the Contax RTS, which permits automatic exposures up to 16 seconds.

Write or call for complete details today.
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it, the fm-baseband signal consists of the mono, stereo, 16.625-kHz subcarrier, and 19-kHz pilot signal, the last being typical for fm stereo broadcast. The subcarrier and the pilot signal are filtered out for a better signal-to-noise ratio and to avoid possible interference with audio signals in the neighborhood of 50 kHz (about the third harmonic of the 16.625-kHz signal).

Then the 19-kHz pilot signal is recovered in a phase-locked loop and mixed with the subcarrier signal to yield the SPI signal of 2.375 kHz. Two 4.75-kHz signals are produced, one derived from the 2.375-kHz signal by squaring and the other from the 19-kHz signal by frequency division and multiplication.

The 4.75-kHz signals are compared, and their respective phase shifts are automatically adjusted to zero. This phase control causes the 2.375-kHz frequency to have the same phase as the suppressed carrier, so that this signal can now be demodulated. The data signal so obtained is then filtered and processed for driving the display.

Great Britain

Military manpack single-channel repeater exploits new fm signal-nulling technique

With more and more messages taking to the airwaves, more and more antennas are being clustered into smaller and smaller spaces—so considerations such as frequency-nulling techniques assume a new importance. A new nulling technique from Plessey Avionics and Communications Ltd. is the basis for a single-channel repeater aimed at military vhf communications systems. The unit replaces enough equipment to fill a Land Rover.

The firm's new Groundsat repeater permits operation of receiver and transmitter repeater units at the same frequency at the same site. The problem with one-channel repeaters has been that the transmitter output can swamp the incoming signal, creating a giant oscillator. This effect has been a big headache in mobile radios especially.

Answers. One solution, found in commercial mobile radios, is to position highly directional antennas so as to avoid the interference. Military users of mobile radios cannot bank on such careful antenna siting, so, at a great loss of operational flexibility, their repeaters use differing transmitting and receiving frequencies. Plessey engineers are unwilling to disclose details of their breakthrough, apart from saying that the technique only works with angle-modulated systems. Rebroadcast ratios of greater than 100 decibels are possible using omnidirectional whip antennas separated by 20 meters.

But the technique has more in hand, and its inventor Chris Richardson says it could be developed to a point where both transmitting and receiving antennas could be mounted on a vehicle. Such a mobile repeater station could have military and civil applications.

A demonstration of the system convinced the UK Ministry of Defence of its great operational potential. It plans to buy equipment for field trials.

Operation. The 30-to-76-megahertz Groundsat repeater is usually operated in the single-channel simplex mode. Control of the repeater can be seized by a call-tone facility attached to each radio. After a set message interval, the repeater reverts to standby. Since the base station and any mobile unit can gain access to the repeater, it is well suited to unmanned operation.

Single-frequency duplex operation is also possible when two Groundsat repeaters are deployed. A unit can be used like a conventional manpack radio while a soldier is lugging it to an operating site.

Transmitter output power is 1 watt, while receiver sensitivity is typically 1 microvolt. The 24-volt rechargeable battery pack allows unattended operation in excess of 15 hours.

EMI takes aim at the competition

With sales of its computerized X-ray scanners sagging badly, EMI Ltd., the company that invented the technology in 1972, is on the attack with five new scanners designed for a more cost-conscious market. Moreover, it is combining this attack with
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Let us give you a free sample of how fast we deliver 16K RAMs.

If you've been having trouble getting 16K RAMs, you haven't been ordering from Fairchild. Our customers are getting all the products they need when they need them. Because we have an entire production facility dedicated to turning out F16Ks.

**Same specs, better delivery.**
Form, fit and function, the F16K is a duplicate of the industry standard you've been ordering. It's a 16,384-word by 1-bit MOS RAM with the same speed ranges, performance and features as the 4116. And it comes in a standard 16-pin DIP with pinouts and timing suitable for easy upgrade of 4K-based systems.

But that's not all. The F16K also gives you a low failure rate (.009%/1000 hrs.) at 70° C, excellent data retention for maximum refresh intervals, and low device noise generation.

**Get yourself a freebie.**
To prove that the F16K is everything you could ask for in a 16K RAM, we'll rush you a free sample to play with. Just send us a note on your company letterhead and we'll send you a sample, a data sheet, and our new F16K brochure. For more information, use the direct line at the bottom of this ad to reach our LSI Division. Or call your favorite Fairchild distributor, sales office or representative. Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation, P.O. Box 880A, Mountain View, California 94042. Telephone: (415) 962-4971. TWX: 910-379-6435.

**FAIRCHILD**

Call us on it.

(415) 962-4971
aggressive pursuit of a patent-infringement campaign.

The root cause of the company's problems lies in the cost restraints on medical technology in the U.S. that have affected the entire market in computerized axial tomography. At the launch of the new family, EMI chairman Sir John Reed said that the U.S. market is looking "a little more hopeful" since Congress' rejection of Government control of health-care costs in favor of a voluntary scheme put forward by the medical profession and hospitals.

**Choices.** Even so, with more and more companies entering the market, EMI no longer has things all its own way. To meet the competition, its new series eschews the general-purpose approach to offer a spectrum of choices tailored to specific applications. The 7000 series ranges in price from $247,000 to $1.04 million, compared with the previous basic price of $370,000.

The five distinct users EMI addresses in the new range are:

- A research and teaching hospital with a need for high throughput.
- A cancer-treatment center concerned with the precise location of tumors and the planning and monitoring of a course of therapy.
- The accident unit of a general hospital, with a low, sporadic caseload mostly of head injuries.
- The general hospital with a heavy caseload that includes a wide range of conditions in the body and head.
- A neurological clinic with a substantial workload of head and neck diagnoses.

Top of the line is the 7070 general-purpose scanner for advanced research and teaching hospitals. It offers a 3-second scan time, compared with 18 s for earlier models, without sacrificing image quality. The reduced scan times are achieved by the use of a rotate-nutate mechanical scanning system (shift the detectors) instead of the more conventional rotate-translate system (shift the patient).

However, the increased speed is bought at the expense of a 1,000-detector array scanning the patient's body, instead of the 30 detectors in earlier models. This increase pushes the price to above the million dollar mark, so the potential increase in patient throughput can be exploited only in big teaching hospitals where economies of scale are possible.

Also a new development is the integrated therapy system, which can locate a tumor precisely and plan and monitor a course of X-ray therapy. Working directly off the scan image and using a light pen in conjunction with a color display on a special adaptation of the basic console, the operator can plot beam paths and dosage levels in seconds.

**Moves.** The company has already booked 30 orders in their new range. Moreover, it recently took over the CAT body-scanner line from G. D. Searle & Co. of Skokie, Ill. This wider-beam but lower-resolution rotate-rotate system offers a 5-s body scan and fits into the range between the 18-s and 3-s scanners.

With some 500 patents worldwide, the British company is also taking another tack in its struggle to stay on top of the CAT-scanner market. It is well embarked on a court campaign against U.S. manufacturers it claims are infringing its patents. In 1976, it filed suit against Pfizer Inc., followed with another against Ohio Nuclear Inc., and last month took the General Electric Co. to court.

If its infringement cases are successful, royalties and any sales boost from the new range could help reverse the medical division's setbacks. The present order book, for example, stands at less than 100 machines, compared with peak sales of 470 systems at $400,000 a unit back in 1975-76. A loss of around $10 million is likely this year.

---

**Clearing the air with electronics**

Electronic monitoring systems that trigger an alarm when specific limits of certain air pollutants are exceeded are simple-minded devices: they serve as sentinels and nothing else. Now there's a move afoot to provide systems that report pollutant levels in the parts-per-million range and control the operation of ventilation fans and the like, as well as setting off alarms.

A Swedish company, Ingenjorsfirma Harry Rudberg AB, has redesigned the amplifier end of its electronic monitor to add the functions. Owner Harry Rudberg says that so far only more expensive monitoring systems using infrared absorption technology have offered these functions.

In Rudberg's 7000 UF and 8000 UF, electronic sensors provide a logarithmic output signal, which passes through a three-stage operational-amplifier unit to produce a linear signal. It may be produced as a 0-to-10-millivolt output for a dial or a paper or chart recorder and as a 0-to-1-milliampere signal for process control: starting or stopping fans, valves, or ventilating units, and so on. A separate op amp triggers the alarm.

In the initial versions, each electronic unit can serve three sensors, which may be as far as 1,000 meters away. Rudberg says this is a great advantage over the IR systems, which operate by drawing air or gas to the central analyzer and so are limited to a range of 50 m or so. He claims that the purchase price is about half that of IR units. A system consisting of one amplifier unit and one sensor costs about $1,000 in Sweden.
Superribbon™—TRW Cinch helps you reduce cost 50¢ per connector.

The Connector
Superribbon™ The ribbon contact connector that eliminates the nuts and screws normally needed for cable clamps, hoods, chassis mounting and secure mating. You get faster assembly and mass termination, too!

Here’s how Superibbon can cut your costs:
- Mass termination time of 90 seconds per 50 contact connector
- Field termination time down to 4 minutes
- Internal springs replace separate mating hardware
- Cable clamp closes with pliers—No hardware required
- Spring clips instead of screws for quick panel or chassis mounting
- Hoods snap in place after termination
- Plastic insulating hoods reduce wire shorting

What’s more...you can use the Superribbon in rack and panel, cable-to-cable, cable-to-chassis, or PC board applications as a direct replacement for any existing ribbon contact connector!

The Company
Helping you is a key component of the TRW Cinch profile! We’ve built our reputation not only on superior products and manufacturing capability but also on superior responsiveness to the needs of our customers. We’re the flexible, cooperative connector company that works with you to satisfy your new design standards as well as your critical delivery schedules.

For detailed information on Superibbon, or help with any connector problem, contact your nearest TRW Electronic Components Sales office—all listed in EEM. TRW Cinch Connectors, 1501 Morse Avenue, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007, (312) 439-8800.
When you want top scope performance plus speed and accuracy in time-interval measurements...

HP's Δ-time family is the Answer.

And a solution to your unique set of measurement problems. With bandwidths up to 275 MHz, crisp dual-trace displays and large screen viewing. Plus advanced Δ-time capability for unparalleled speed and accuracy in time-interval measurements. You'll be able to evaluate transition times, propagation delays, clock phasing and more with greater ease than was previously possible.

**Simplified, more accurate measurements.** Pulse-period, pulse-width jitter and all digital timing measurements are simplified with the Analog Ramp Δ-time group. By setting the two marker display of start and stop points, signal drift errors are virtually eliminated. And for convenient trace expansion, you can still easily switch to conventional delayed sweep. Choose from the new 100 MHz 1742A with third-channel trigger view ($2650*); the general purpose 200 MHz 1715A ($3100*) and 275 MHz 1725A ($3450*); or the microprocessor-controlled 275 MHz 1722B ($4900*) which electronically calculates Δ-time, frequency, dc voltage, instantaneous voltage and percent amplitude measurements.

**Crystal-controlled accuracy.** For precision measurements (to 0.002% ± 1 count at 15° to 35°C) in lab and field applications, consider the crystal-referenced 100 MHz 1743A ($3300*). It simplifies your tasks by making time measurements automatically, even dynamic timing measurements. Our exclusive triggered Δ-time mode eliminates the need for scope control adjustments. Just select your start and stop points, then read the time interval directly from the five digit LED display. You'll find it a real plus in set-up and production service. And for that augmented insight into digital systems, the third-channel trigger view shows clock/data line activity in relation to the trigger signal.

**Pushbutton troubleshooting.** You can enhance the operation of any family member with HP's Logic State Switch option. This gives you pushbutton selection of either a time domain or data domain display when used with HP's 1607A Logic State Analyzer. It's a sanity saver when designing or troubleshooting logic circuitry.

Rounding out HP's Δ-time family are the features you expect from a high-performance oscilloscope. Like a human engineered front panel and switch selectable 50 ohm/1 megohm input impedance.

**HEWLETT PACKARD**

1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304

For assistance call Washington (312) 948-6370, Chicago (312) 255-9800, Atlanta (404) 955-1500, Los Angeles (213) 877-1282
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DATA PRECISION MULTIMETERS... WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST ON THE BENCH.
Data Precision’s leadership in digital instrumentation is based on high-value product planning, years-ahead engineering, and painstaking quality control. As a result, over 100,000 Data Precision instruments are now providing dependable service, at sustained accuracy, all over the world.

In addition to the following bench instruments, Data Precision manufactures a complete line of portable and system multimeters and portable and bench counters.

**MODEL 1750**
Extra Function 3½ Digit Bench/Portable DMM Includes Current to 10 Amperes, dBm, Hi/Lo Ohms, True RMS and Field Installable Battery/BCD Output $279.00
Designed for flexible, high-precision applications our new Model 1750 offers 36 ranges and 6 functions. In addition to all standard measurements it measures –60 to +20 dBm, current to 10 amps and reads all AC directly in True RMS. Both optional rechargeable battery pack and isolated BCD output are field installable.

**MODEL 2480**
Bench/Portable 4½ Digit DMM — $279.00
This new low-cost, full-function 4½ digit multimeter is designed for both bench and portable applications. Model 2480 features 0.03% basic DC accuracy, exceptional protection, wide frequency response, automatic zero, a one-year calibration cycle, and high intensity 0.43” LED display.
Model 2480 measures DC volts from ±10µV to ±1200V; AC volts from 10µV to 1000V; DC and AC current from 10 nanoamps to 2A; resistance from 100nΩ to 20MΩ. Portable operation is achieved by simply slipping in a rechargeable battery module.

**MODEL 2480R** — $299.00
The same specifications and features as Model 2480, but with True RMS Sensing AC voltage and current.

**MODEL 3400**
Lab/Systems 4½ Digit Autoranging Multimeter $795.00
The Model 3400 is the world’s most accurate systems/lab full function 4½ digit multimeter. It is a fully programmable systems multimeter as well as a highly versatile stand alone autoranging instrument with 2 and 4 wire resistance, remote triggering and AC/DC, DC/DC voltage ratio measurement in addition to DC and AC voltage ranges. Also available with IEEE STD 488 interface (Model 3410).

**MODEL 3400R**
With True RMS $895.00
The same specifications and features as Model 3400 but with True RMS AC volts. Model 3400R is also available with IEEE STD 488 interface.

**MODEL 3500 Autoranging**
Lab/Systems 5½ Digit DMM With 1µ Volt/1 Milliohm Sensitivity DC and AC $995.00
The Model 3500 offers autoranging, remote ranging and trigger, 2 and 4 wire resistance measurement, DC and AC voltages plus DC/DC and AC/DC ratio measurement, BCD output with a basic DC accuracy of ±0.007%.

For complete information or a demonstration, call your local Data Precision representative or Data Precision Corporation, Electronics Avenue, Danvers Industrial Park, Danvers, MA 01923, USA, (617) 246-1600.

Prices U.S.A.
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TEKTRONIX Portable Oscilloscopes

22 high-performance models that go where you go.

Here's how to choose the TEKTRONIX Portable that's right for your application.

Tektronix offers an unmatched selection of 22 portable oscilloscopes, including six storage models, designed to meet the testing requirements of the electronics industry. These high-quality scopes are used for computer servicing, communication system maintenance, research, education, and production testing.

Your specific measurement needs should guide you in selecting the TEKTRONIX Portable that's best for you. First consider your performance, price and weight requirements. Then choose a model from one of our four oscilloscope lines. Each combines portability, reliability and ruggedness with unique features and capabilities.

400-Series Performance Leaders

Take lab quality into the field with TEKTRONIX 400-Series Portable Oscilloscopes. Choose from nine models, including the 350-MHz 485, the widest bandwidth portable available today. If you need to capture fast, nonrepetitive events, the TEKTRONIX 466 stores a single-shot waveform at its full 100-MHz bandwidth. For military system support, consider the 465M, also known as the U.S. Military's AN/USM 425 (v) 1. Fully provisioned and qualified to MIL-T-28800, Type II, class 4, style C, the AN/USM 425 (v) 1 is the tri-service standard 100-MHz portable oscilloscope. The factory-installed DM44 Delta Delayed-Sweep Option adds a direct numerical readout to the TEKTRONIX 400-Series Scopes. At $445*, it's the least expensive, most accurate way to make digital-voltage, current, temperature and differential-time measurements. In the photograph, the DM44 is shown with the high-performance 475A, our moderately priced 250-MHz oscilloscope. Each TEKTRONIX 400-Series Portable weighs less than 26 pounds.

200-Series Miniscopes

These go-anywhere miniscopes are the perfect traveling companions. Powered by internal batteries or external ac, and weighing less than 3.7 pounds, 200-Series Portables fit easily into your briefcase or toolbox. Four models, with bandwidths to 5 MHz, are available. If you need to make numerical-voltage and current measurements, select the unique 1-MHz 213 DMM Oscilloscope. All 200-Series Miniscopes are ruggedized to withstand the high-shock and extreme temperatures of remote locations.

300-Series Portables — Excellent Size/Weight/Performance Combinations

Four models from SONY TEKTRONIX make up the 300-Series Family. All weigh less than 11 pounds yet offer bandwidths to 35 MHz (the SONY TEKTRONIX 335). Various oscilloscopes feature dual trace, delayed sweep, battery operation, and long-term storage. Take SONY/TEKTRONIX 300-Series Portables with you for servicing industrial control systems, on-board ship equipment and remote computer terminals—wherever light-weight, medium-bandwidth scopes are required.

T900-Series Low-Cost Oscilloscopes

Priced from $695*, T900 Scopes are ideal for cost-sensitive education, servicing, and manufacturing applications. Choose from five bench-top models including four dual-trace and one delayed-sweep oscilloscope.

If your requirements call for a versatile, low-cost 35-MHz scope, examine the two newest members of our T900 family, the T932A and the T935A. Both feature composite triggering and differential delayed sweep, while retaining all the popular features of their predecessors (the T932 with variable trigger-holdoff and the T935 with delayed sweep).

All T900-Series Oscilloscopes are designed for ease-of-operation, simple maintenance, reliability and long life. They're the quality, low-cost scopes from Tektronix.

Service and Support Programs

Purchasing a TEKTRONIX Oscilloscope means more than buying an instrument from the industry leader. Applications assistance, training programs, world-wide service, and a large family of probes and accessories are available to help you get the most out of your TEKTRONIX Instrument. Classes in product theory and maintenance are also offered. The Long-Term Support Program insures continued parts availability. And your Tektronix Field Engineer will work with you to solve even the toughest servicing problems.

Here's How To Purchase a TEKTRONIX Portable.

To order a TEKTRONIX Portable Oscilloscope, contact your Tektronix Field Engineer. He can also arrange for a demonstration and provide complete specifications. Or for our latest Portable Oscilloscope Brochure, write: Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077. In Europe: Tektronix Limited, P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, Channel Islands.

For accurate, reliable service instruments, you can depend on us.

Tektronix
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>Delayed Sweep</th>
<th>Other Special Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>465</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Nonstorage Mode 485</td>
<td>1495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Storage Models yes</td>
<td>1495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>434</td>
<td>100 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Fastest Sweep Rate</td>
<td>1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>424</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>421</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>412</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>411</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>407</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>406</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>404</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401</td>
<td>120 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>130 MHz @ 5 mV/div</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>5 ns/div</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Prices are subject to change without notice.
**Probing the news**

machine, Bowles used frequency-based encoding to squeeze the compiler's requirements down to less than 20 kilobytes. (Simply stated, frequency-based encoding re-arranges operators so that the most frequently used are the easiest to access.) He got this working on the PDP-11 and knew it would also go on the LSI-11, so in June of last year he reset his sights on the 8080.

Within eight months, Pascal was running on the 8080, and Bowles was stunned. He recalls saying something like, "We've got something here and we'd better let the world know about it." They did. Soon, Pascal was running on Zilog's Z80, and by the end of this year, the language will be routing electrons in the 6800, T1's 9900, and Rockwell International's 6502. In fact, there doesn't appear to be any machine incapable of handling Pascal.

Bowles and his associates work with Pascal's intermediate code called P-code. Pascal programs are first compiled into the P-code, which in turn gets interpreted on the various target machines. This is one reason why UCSD Pascal comes up so quickly. The only code that needs to be written in the native tongue of the target processor is the small interpreter. From that point on, the UCSD system takes over. At this time, some of the major components of the UCSD operating system package include the Pascal compiler with extensions for strings, disk files, interactive graphics, and system programming, an editor, a file manager, a debugger, and various utilities.

Plans at UCSD are to continue to make Pascal more enticing to prospective users by adding target machines and useful extensions. There is also a chance to put Pascal in read-only memory. "All of the code that our compiler generates is potentially romable," says Bowles. "It's position-independent, it doesn't modify itself, and our system itself would make it very straightforward to refer to procedures in ROM." UCSD Pascal also just received another boost in the form of a four-chip, 16-bit microcomputer introduced by Western Digital Corp. that actually interprets P-code in hardware (see p. 155).

"It's serendipitous," admits Bowles, "Somehow we happened to be at the right place at the right time with a Pascal system and the microcomputer industry was hurting for a high-level language—and our system will run on just about all the popular processors."

**Happy user.** One of the many firms adopting UCSD's Pascal is American Microsystems Inc. AMI plans to offer the language as part of its MDC-100 Microprocessor Development Center. Dick Woodward, manager of microprocessor software development at AMI, says, "For defining data structures, Pascal is much more powerful than Basic, Fortran, PL/1, and certainly assembly language. In conjunction with Pascal's control constructs, we plan to cut programming time by a factor of four to five and reduce the cost of maintenance."

The Pascal User's Group is based at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis; Andy Mickel, the group's coordinator, says he is swamped with inquiries. After two years, the group comprises some 2,600 members from 41 countries and is growing.

Mickel is also a systems programmer at the university's computer center. "Two years ago, we ran less than 1,000 Pascal jobs," he says. "This year it will reach 262,000." He takes no credit for promoting the language's popularity but rather attributes it to the language itself. "Pascal is good on its own merit. It would have been successful regardless," he says.

**Group interest.** The Digital Equipment Computer User's Society has its own Pascal Special Interest Group, formed about two years ago. Enrollment now stands at approximately 600 and is climbing. According to John R. Barr, a professor in the computer science department at the University of Montana and spokesman for the group, it is evaluating various implementations of Pascal in DEC computers. Now operational is a two-pass compiler that runs in conjunction with the RSX-11/M, RSX-11/D, IAS, and RSTS operating systems; it is being extended to use RT-11 and Bell Lab's UNIX. Other members are adapting Pascal for DEC's new VAX 11/780 system.

Closer to the commercial world, Pascal has been equally successful. For example, Texas Instruments Inc. uses Pascal extensively, though it stops short of calling it the corporate language. Roger Bate, manager of advanced software at TI, says the company surveyed languages about a year and a half ago and narrowed the choice to C, Pascal, and Bliss. Pascal was chosen, but it was apparent that TI had to make some changes to make it "more for programming than for teaching." So the firm's programmers took Wirth's language (which remains a proper subset) and added fixed-point and decimal arithmetic capabilities to it, as well as more versatile array processing.

Pascal usage at TI is on the rise.
Don't be afraid to pay just a little more... up front!

You'll find that life cycle costs tell the real story

The quoted price for a CRT display is just the beginning. Cut corners here, and you pay for it later. For example:

**Alignment** — Will that low-cost monitor be completely adjusted and ready to go when you receive it? In-house adjustment hassles can wipe out that lower price in a hurry.

**Specifications** — Do those bargain displays meet performance minimums now? Will they in six months? *The display is your face to the world.* It should look good. It should be built right.

**Maintenance** — Low MTBF figures will jeopardize product performance and make you look bad. A small investment in quality parts and design at the start will cut future maintenance costs.

Remember, the best CRT display purchase is one that is a bargain year after year, every time your customer turns it on. Don't find out about life cycle costs the hard way. Your Ball representative will be happy to explain the benefits of paying just a little more initially for CRT displays. Ask him.
Pascal becomes software superstar

Programming language has captured fancy of industry in past two years for use in wide range of computers

by John G. Posa, Microsystems and Software Editor

From the mountain fastness of Switzerland there came 10 years ago a programming language called Pascal. For the first few years of its life it created little stir, but then it began to gain popularity in academia and eventually industry. Today, Pascal is finding its way into machines of all shapes and sizes around the world. Pascal has exercised the hardware of more than 60 families of computing machines, and new ones are being added to the list at this moment. It has been dubbed “PL/1 done right” and “Basic of the future,” and it has been made to run on the ubiquitous 8080 microprocessor, Cray Research’s giant, superfast Cray-1, and a host of machines in between.

Kenneth Bowles, director of the Institute for Information Systems at the University of California at San Diego, and his colleagues are now a major force pushing for Pascal in the U.S. They have put together a single-user operating system that an increasing number of people are using and even redistributing as part of their own systems.

Looking back, Bowles feels it was just lucky that Pascal was chosen. While using Algol during a seven-year stint as director of UCSD’s Computer Center, he became convinced that the benefits of structured programming practices could not be overemphasized. He also realized that microcomputers would not disappear and that they represented a very cost-effective teaching aid.

Now for a language. About four years ago, Bowles looked to Pascal. Algol just was not general enough and Pascal, which was designed to teach programming in the first place, was starting to be used as an academic tool. “We saw industry producing a number of different machines and we didn’t want to be locked into any one in particular,” he remembers. “We needed software that would last a long time and could also be traded between various institutions.” So portability became an underlying factor in their work.

Pascal, drafted in 1968 in Zurich by Niklaus Wirth (see “Obeisance to Pascal,” p. 84, was chosen as the starting point, but its memory requirements were excessive. With eyes on the LSI-11 as a target
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machine, Bowles used frequency-based encoding to squeeze the compiler’s requirements down to less than 20 kilobytes. (Simply stated, frequency-based encoding re-arranges operators so that the most frequently used are the easiest to access.) He got this working on the PDP-11 and knew it would also go on the LSI-11, so in June of last year he reset his sights on the 8080.

Within eight months, Pascal was running on the 8080, and Bowles was stunned. He recalls saying something like, “We’ve got something here and we’d better let the world know about it.” They did. Soon, Pascal was running on Zilog’s Z80, and by the end of this year, the language will be routing electrons in the 6800, TI’s 9900, and Rockwell International’s 6502. In fact, there doesn’t appear to be any machine incapable of handling Pascal.

Bowles and his associates work with Pascal’s intermediate code called P-code. Pascal programs are first compiled into the P-code, which in turn gets interpreted on the various target machines. This is one reason why UCSD Pascal comes up so quickly. The only code that needs to be written in the native tongue of the target processor is the small interpreter. From that point on, the UCSD system takes over. At this time, some of the major components of the UCSD operating system package include the Pascal compiler with extensions for strings, disk files, interactive graphics, and system programming, an editor, a file manager, a debugger, and various utilities.

Plans at UCSD are to continue to make Pascal more enticing to prospective users by adding target machines and useful extensions. There is also a chance to put Pascal in read-only memory. “All of the code that our compiler generates is potentially ROMable,” says Bowles. “It’s position-independent, it doesn’t modify itself, and our system itself would make it very straightforward to refer to procedures in ROM.” UCSD Pascal also just received another boost in the form of a four-chip, 16-bit microcomputer introduced by Western Digital Corp. that actually interprets P-code in hardware (see p. 155).

“It’s serendipitous,” admits Bowles, “Somehow we happened to be at the right place at the right time with a Pascal system and the microcomputer industry was hurting for a high-level language—and our system will run on just about all the popular processors.”

Happy user. One of the many firms adopting UCSD’s Pascal is American Microsystems Inc. AMI plans to offer the language as part of its MDC-100 Microprocessor Development Center. Dick Woodward, manager of microprocessor software development at AMI, says, “For defining data structures, Pascal is much more powerful than Basic, Fortran, PL/1, and certainly assembly language. In conjunction with Pascal’s control constructs, we plan to cut programming time by a factor of four to five and reduce the cost of maintenance.”

The Pascal User’s Group is based at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis; Andy Mickel, the group’s coordinator, says he is swamped with inquiries. After two years, the group comprises some 2,600 members from 41 countries and is growing.

Mickel is also a systems programmer at the university’s computer center. “Two years ago, we ran less than 1,000 Pascal jobs,” he says. “This year it will reach 262,000.” He takes no credit for promoting the language’s popularity but rather attributes it to the language itself. “Pascal is good on its own merit. It would have been successful regardless,” he says.

Group interest. The Digital Equipment Computer User’s Society has its own Pascal Special Interest Group, formed about two years ago. Enrollment now stands at approximately 600 and is climbing. According to John R. Barr, a professor in the computer science department at the University of Montana and spokesman for the group, it is evaluating various implementations of Pascal in DEC computers. Now operational is a two-pass compiler that runs in conjunction with the RSX—11/M, RSX—11/D, IAS, and RSTS operating systems; it is being extended to use RT—11 and Bell Lab’s UNIX. Other members are adapting Pascal for DEC’s new VAX 11/780 system.

Closer to the commercial world, Pascal has been equally successful. For example, Texas Instruments Inc. uses Pascal extensively, though it stops short of calling it the corporate language. Roger Bate, manager of advanced software at TI, says the company surveyed languages about a year and a half ago and narrowed the choice to C, Pascal, and Bliss. Pascal was chosen, but it was apparent that TI had to make some changes to make it “more for programming than for teaching.” So the firm’s programmers took Wirth’s language (which remains a proper subset) and added fixed-point and decimal arithmetic capabilities to it, as well as more versatile array processing.

Pascal usage at TI is on the rise,

What is Pascal?

Pascal is a block-structured programming language in the style of Algol. Programs consist of two parts: a heading names the program and specifies the variables it will use, and the body of the program, called a block, follows. A block is further subdivided into six sections. The first four declare the labels, constants, data types, and variables. The fifth names and precedes the actual procedure or function. The last section, called the statement section, contains the executable code for the named function or procedure.

Labels identify statements so they can be referenced. Constants equate numbers with names for use throughout a program, like pi = 3.14. Data types are numerous; furthermore, structured types can be defined to include arrays, records, sets, and files. Each named variable must be followed by its type. Procedures can be put within procedures, and the statements for each must be preceded with the keyword “begin” and terminated with the word “end.” Operators are defined for multiply, divide, add, subtract, logical, and relational, and numerous control statements are allowed.
Six great features these two popular trimmers have in common:

The Model 63
3/8” Singleturn Cermet

1. Soldered terminations for reliability.
2. Superior design for excellent setability—virtually no spring-back in the singleturn or backlash in the multiturn.
3. Eight multiturn configurations interchangeable with single-turn pin styles for flexibility.
4. Brush wiper design for low CRV.
5. O-ring seal for board wash.

Available from local distributor stock. Send for a data sheet or call for a quote. Ask about a free sample.

The Model 64
3/8” Multiturn Cermet

SPECTROL ELECTRONICS GROUP

UNITED STATES Spectrol Electronics Corporation 17070 E. Gale Avenue, City of Industry, Calif. 91745, U.S.A. • (213) 964-6565 • TWX (910) 584-1314
UNITED KINGDOM Spectrol Reliance Ltd. Drakes Way, Swindon, Wiltshire, England • Swindon 21351 • TELEX: 44692
ITALY SP Elettronica S.p.A. Via Carlo Pisciano 7, 20016 Pero (Milan) Italy • 35 30 241 • TELEX: 36091
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The firm’s compiler has spawned a separate company called Oregon Minicomputer Software. It has exclusive rights to market the compiler, which sells for $1,500, and has written versions to run on the PDP-11 with the RT-11, RSX-11/M, and RSTS operating systems. Oregon Minicomputer also has developed symbolic and variable editing packages in collaboration with its parent firm, and is about a year away from an optimized compiler that will be even more efficient, although it may not be appropriate for small machines.

**Question.** But even as the enthusiasm builds, one may reasonably ask, “If Pascal is so wonderful, why is it that every new user has to practically rewrite it?” The answer stems from the fact that all languages have their shortcomings, and Pascal has some too. First, Wirth’s definition does not allow for separate compilation, which can be cumbersome. It means that a Pascal program must be compiled in its entirety; if a new routine must be added, it has to be entered into the original source code and recompiled.

Another complaint voiced by some users is that the size of an array must be fixed at the time of compilation. Pascal is very big on type-checking, which means that if a variable is of a certain type (integer, for example) in one part of a program, it must remain that type. This is actually a desirable programming practice, except that if the size of an array changes, it is considered a new type and genuine Pascal will flag it as an error.

In terms of system programming, it can be awkward to introduce modules of the type necessary for concurrent processes. Large arrays must be set up with global variables for the procedures to use, and if one of the variables is altered inadvertently, problems arise.

But complex operating systems can be written in Pascal, as Per Brinch-Hansen proved a few years ago with his Concurrent Pascal. And Wirth himself is now concerned with a new language called Modula that is based on Pascal and aimed at the concurrent-computation problem.

The newer Pascal compilers have all but eliminated some of these headaches. For example, Electro Scientific and others simply insert a dummy header with the variables they will use and add the actual procedure later. And Ti has an expression to vary the size of an array without getting reprimanded. The only remaining problem seems to be exactly what extensions should become standard and how they should be implemented. Standards are important not to force their use but to enable those not adhering to them to state in precise terms how they are being different.

**Workshop.** This summer, UCSD held a workshop to discuss such standard extensions, and over 30 different firms were represented. Many ideas were discussed, including interrupts and the ability to pass procedure and function names as parameters; the report from that meeting will soon be available.

The military, too, began with Pascal to develop its standard language, now in the so-called Steelman phase [Electronics, Aug. 3, p. 59]. For a while, it was believed that the result would be Pascal with standard extensions. However, recent documents reveal a widening gap between the Defense Department’s language and Pascal, to the extent that Pascal may not even be a proper subset. Compatibility may be possible, however, through filter programs that would translate one language into the other.
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For Cibco International Corp., the deadly blow came in mid-1977. At the time, the small Oklahoma City manufacturer of citizens' band antennas was riding a rising sales wave, with 60% of its volume coming from a new design. When a Japanese competitor entered the market with a similar, Taiwan-made design at about half the price, it signaled the beginning of the onslaught that would send Cibco's sales tumbling to 500 units per month, compared to an earlier 4,200.

Cibco president Marvin Joyner has managed to keep the firm afloat. But he has done so only by laying off 90% of his workforce and moving from the company's former 12,000-square-foot facility to a 3,000-square-foot plant, where remaining employees now assemble components around cheaper, imported antenna parts.

For Cibco and countless other small electronics-related companies that have been similarly hurt, there may be Federal "trade adjustment assistance" available. Under provisions of the Trade Act of 1974 administered by the Commerce Department's Economic Development Administration, companies that can document adverse import impact can receive Federally funded technical assistance, as well as help in the form of direct and Government-guaranteed loans.

Program goals. With current limits of $1 million per company for direct loans and $3 million for a Government-guaranteed package, the Trade Adjustment Assistance Program is geared primarily to smaller firms. For a variety of reasons, however, including apparently widespread ignorance of the program and reluctance to tackle time-consuming paperwork necessary to qualify, few electronics companies have used the plan.

Since inception of the current program in April 1975 through August this year, some 147 U.S. companies had been granted financial and technical assistance totaling $73 million, says Charles L. Smith, assistant chief of the EDA's Trade Act Certification division. The bulk of that aid has gone to companies in the footwear, apparel, and handbag industries. But there are many more millions available. As Smith puts it: "We haven't had many requests for certification from firms in the electronics field and we're actually a little surprised."

To obtain aid under the program, a company must first be certified eligible by Smith's division in Washington, D.C. A petition and supporting documents must be filed demonstrating that the firm's total production or sales have declined, that employment has declined, and that increased imports are a cause.

The EDA is required by law to make a decision on a certification request within 60 days after accepting a petition. While officials at some companies complain of hassles and red tape in becoming certified, others say the certification process is not a burden.

Certification approval, however, is no guarantee that assistance will automatically be provided. In order to obtain a direct or guaranteed loan, the certified firm must then prepare what is called an economic adjustment proposal, which spells out the company's recovery plans. By EDA's own admission, though, the time between certification and approval of a loan or loan guarantee can be three to six months.

Speeding things up. But now, spurred in part by an emphasis on the program by the Carter Administration that led to a large influx of additional funding this year, the Commerce Department moved late last month to speed up benefits delivery to affected firms by establishing "trade adjustment assistance centers" in 10 U.S. cities.
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The growth in worldwide shipments by U.S. semiconductor companies will slow to only half the rate of a banner 1978, but will pick up in 1980 and 1981 to show a bullish 15% compound growth rate for the four-year period. That's the latest estimate by the Semiconductor Industry Association, which forecasts no recession in 1979 and a modest rise in U.S. gross national product of 3% in real terms after a first-quarter dip.

In dollar terms, this means that the total worldwide market for U.S. chip makers will rise 22% this year to $4.705 billion, 9% in 1979 to $5.123 billion, and end the four-year forecasting period at $6.74 billion. The forecast assumes that about two thirds of the business will be domestic sales, according to John Welty, senior vice president of Motorola Semiconductor in charge of semiconductor operations and chairman of the SIA board of directors. It is based on individual members' predictions of their shipments, figures that may have been adjusted for inflation.

Consequently, because GNP is a leveraging factor in semiconductor growth, the SIA foresees a growth decline in all five market areas. It expects the consumer business, which should grow around 20% this year, to limp along with 4% growth in 1979. Similar growth declines are expected in computers, from 26% to 10%, industrial from 23% to 10%, and even surging communications from 27% to 16%. The military marketplace will show only a modest decline from 8% to 7% growth, Welty says.

Within that market mix, "digital MOS is the largest and fastest growing category," he says, including "the explosively growing n-MOS, tempered by moderate c-MOS growth and declining p-MOS." In fact, the association's estimates show digital metal oxide semiconductors accounting for almost half of the $3.556 billion integrated-circuit market with memories overtaking logic circuits in 1979.

In the digital bipolar area, Schottky transistor-transistor logic is growing fast and should overtake the faltering standard TTL as the largest segment in 1980. Emitter-coupled logic also will grow respectably.

Linear circuitry, although growing slower than MOS, should equal digital bipolar sales by 1983 or so. In 1979, the linear-device market is expected to increase 12.2% to $782 million with hefty increases in data conversion and interface circuits counterbalancing the modest 2.6% increase in special consumer circuits.

Last and least. Rounding out the forecast, the discrete-circuits sector, which will grow only 0.6% to $1.567 billion in 1979, actually shows dropping growth rates in diodes and small signal transistors, effectively no growth in rectifiers and thyristors, and only modest growth in power transistors and optoelectronics. Optoelectronics is the most volatile segment, showing a 9.1% growth even though the display and lamp portions register zero growth in 1979.

That's the SIA forecast in a nutshell. But how good are its
Equipment makers are optimistic

Coinciding with release of the SIA forecast, members of the Semiconductor Equipment and Materials Institute from the Northeast met in Boston to give their outlook on their own industry and to hear the views of semiconductor-industry analyst Benjamin J. Rosen, vice president of Morgan Stanley & Co. Inc. of New York City. SEMI members supply capital equipment to semiconductor makers; they are mostly bullish about the next two years, with a few notes of caution.

For his part, Rosen says Morgan Stanley revised its forecast some time ago from a 15% increase in the dollar value of semiconductor shipments this year to 22%. Where he had been predicting a slowing to a 5% growth rate in 1979, that number has been boosted to 10%. "So we look for a deceleration from strong growth to slow growth, but the business troughs are moving farther into the future." Rosen expects such a trough, possibly in 1980, but only a "mild correction," nothing like the disaster that struck in 1974-75.

Typical of the SEMI member comments were these:

Milton Greenberg, president, GCA Corp., Bedford, Mass.: "The semiconductor industry is much more stable now than it was in 1973. We don't expect the boom and bust cycles, that's not in our planning." The industry has not overbuilt capacity, Greenberg explains.

Sheldon Weinig, president, Materials Research Corp., Orangeburg, N.Y.: "For the first time, my sales manager isn't complaining that if we could paint the new model green instead of red, or deliver on time, he could sell more. He's saying 'Give me enough salesmen and I can sell more.'"

Frederick Kulicke, president, Kulicke & Sofia Industries Inc., Horsham, Pa.: "We don't see a downturn in the next 24 to 36 months."

Lawrence Curran

numbers? Welty, in presenting the forecast at the association's annual dinner meeting late in September in Palo Alto, Calif., conceded that the SIA missed the boat last year when it forecast an 11% growth for this year. He attributes this to several things: drastically underestimating the growth in Japan by 10 times; underestimating the SIA dinner meeting late in September in growth rate to 18% or 19%.

The rise in discrete-device business seems low at 0.3% and should equal the forecast's 3% rise in product shipments, observes Stephen Cotrell, vice president for solid-state devices at Creative Strategies International, a San Jose, Calif., market-research firm.

Furthermore, considering the unexpected 40% growth rate this year in the Japanese market, he questions the forecast's 10% growth figure for 1979. "I see no reason why it won't increase beyond 10% if only because of dollar devaluation. I look for 14% to 18%," he says, pointing out that U.S. companies are further along the learning curve.

"As an overall bottom-line projection, I think that a 9% figure is reasonable," observes Daniel Klesk, vice president of Dataquest Inc., a Menlo Park, Calif., market-research firm. He sees capital spending in instruments and test equipment doing well.

The computer segment should be strong primarily because "a computer is an effective inflation fighter," he says. However, he guesses that discretes will rise 1% to 2%, instead of the 0.6% the SIA estimates.

The SIA forecast assumes that the dollar devaluation will help U.S. sales abroad and that there will be no further devaluation in 1979 and beyond. Moreover, it predicts that Japan, which is about 5% of the market for the U.S. firms, could have a growth in real GNP of as much as 6% over the next few years. Europe, about 25% of the market, could grow 4% by 1980.

The forecast represents consensus estimates of net product shipments of U.S.-based chip makers including foreign subsidiaries and intracompany sales.
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Commentary

Vote encourages Massachusetts firms

Defeat of Dukakis in gubernatorial primary fits pattern of emerging American revolution against taxes

by Lawrence Curran, Boston bureau manager

The conservative mood sweeping the United States, manifest in voter reactions to their tax burden, could affect efforts across the nation to gain tax relief for high-technology firms. Just last month, Massachusetts voters surprised pollsters and an incumbent by selecting conservative Democrat Edward J. King to be that party's candidate for governor in the November general election. King made Michael Dukakis a one-term governor when he beat Dukakis and a third candidate in the Sept. 19 Democratic primary, and Ray Stata thinks the vote bodes well for the Massachusetts High Technology Council. Stata is president of the council, formed late last year to change what member companies' top executives say is an antibusiness climate in the commonwealth [Electronics, Jan. 5, p. 112]. He thinks the council could be the prototype for what electronics companies in other states with high taxes may have to do, and California is certainly in that category.

Stata is also president and chairman of Analog Devices Inc. Like many of the other MHTC companies, Analog Devices is finding recruitment from outside Massachusetts difficult because of the big personal tax bite prospective technicians, engineers, and engineering managers would face in the Bay State.

Moving. A large percentage of the 81 MHTC member companies are in the electronics industries, and many of them are creating jobs outside the state faster than they are within. Their top executives argue persuasively that they are moving because other states, like New Hampshire, North Carolina, and Texas, give them and their employees a better tax break. That is particularly true of members Digital Equipment Corp. and Data General Corp., the two minicomputer manufacturers, which are expanding rapidly outside the state.

Stata has considerable respect for Dukakis, but the governor's response to a recent council proposal to curtail taxes was less enthusiastic and specific than that of King, who faces Republican Francis W. Hatch Jr. in November's election. The council has also sought Hatch's reaction to its initiative; he has not responded yet, but his September message to voters hit hard at the need to cut taxes and state spending.

Too little. Against the backdrop of Proposition 13, Dukakis' more liberal stance, even though the governor hammered away at how many more in-state jobs were created in his administration, did not go down well with the voters. Stata says the most significant recent development favorable to the council's initiative is that the voters "are disappointed with the status quo, let alone any move to the left" in the form of more social programs.

MHTC's tax-cut proposal to the Dukakis administration—and to candidates King and Hatch—will be brought home to candidates for the legislature in a series of one-on-one meetings between the candidates and top executives from council-member companies who live in their districts. Alexander d'Arbeloff, president of Boston-based Teradyne Inc., the automatic test equipment maker, heads the council's legislative caucus. He is coordinating the effort to get the council's views across to key members of the legislature.

The legislature is the arena in which the council's major thrust will be made in the coming year, Stata says. And indeed it should be, for...
even Dukakis had his problems with the heavily Democratic legislature. But the council is working hard, and the legislature should also be able to read the mood of an electorate fed up with ever higher state budgets and taxes. Ideally, the council wants its tax-cut proposal embraced and turned into legislation by influential legislators.

"We'd like to get them to carry our banner," Stata says, which is what d'Arbeloff's legislative caucus is all about. Once the legislation is filed—Stata hopes this fall—council members intend to lobby for it with both the legislature and the executive branch. The legislation they want will contain three main points:

- That the financial burden, as measured by total state and local government revenues collected from citizens and businesses, be reduced to the average level prevailing in 17 competing states by the end of the next governor's administration.
- That the principal source of revenue reductions be taxes, rather than fees, licenses, and tuition.
- That cuts center on those taxes that are out of line with those of competing states. Specifically, the council wants elimination of the surtax on personal income, reduction of taxes on unearned income, and reduction of property taxes.

Promises. King's response to Stata was, in part, that "the situation is properly termed a grave one when Massachusetts is the second highest in taxes" among the 17 industrial states with which the council competes for technical talent. "I support and am determined to accomplish your goal to reduce the tax burden to at least the average of the 17 states."

There's reason, then, for Stata and his council colleagues to be satisfied with their progress in less than a year, but there could be a big difference between the stances of a candidate King or Hatch and a governor King or Hatch. Council members realize that, hence the emerging move to lobby in the legislature. Stata says the high-technology companies have no historical enemies in Massachusetts, as did the textile industry, which has largely fled the state. But changing an environment that lacks enemies into one where friends can be counted isn't easy. □
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Missile makers eagerly await LSI

Use in computers for tactical weapons is still years away, say Hughes scientists, but will have dramatic effect

by Larry Waller, Los Angeles bureau manager

Without LSI. Phoenix missiles move along their production line at Hughes, where 44 are turned out each month.

With large-scale integrated circuits now commonplace, news of another application usually evokes a ho-hum reaction. But in the very demanding arena of on-board computers for tactical missiles, things are different: giant problems of small size, high speed, and low cost have kept these years behind other computers in using digital LSI.

"We are just now nibbling at LSI," admits a scientist who has been in the middle of missile development since the 1940s. But Hans A. Maurer, technical director of Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Missile Systems Group, is so turned on by the potential of new devices that he sees them having "a dramatic effect on tactical-missile computer architecture," even though it will take "two or three years before true LSI finds a modest role." Maurer, who directs advanced design of Hughes missiles, and Knut S. Kongelbeck, senior staff engineer, gave a paper on the subject earlier this month at the military electronic defense exposition in Wiesbaden, West Germany.

Hughes' missile group provides a prime vantage point for viewing trends, since it probably has built more tactical missiles of different types than any organization anywhere. Its current roster includes the high-performance air-to-air Phoenix, the air-to-ground Maverick, and the Tow, a wire-guided surface-to-surface weapon.

Production volumes range from the Phoenix's 44 per month, through Maverick's 300, to Tow's 3,000 per month. To date, Hughes has turned out 214,000 Tows, against a contract for 275,000 through 1980. Group headquarters are in Canoga Park, Calif., with production in El Segundo, Calif., and in Tucson, Ariz.

Slow spread. Digital computers have been tardy working their way into tactical missiles, the Hughes scientists explain, because of the application's unique requirements. "On one hand, limitations of size and power dissipation have to trade off against performance, or computer speed measured in throughput by thousands of operations per second. But dominating the design choice is the cost consideration, because each
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In the past, a designer resolving such tradeoffs had no choice but to opt for analog circuits in processors to keep costs within reason. The result is that U.S. tactical missiles now operational employ circuitry that, for the most part, was discarded 10 years ago by commercial users and even by the military for other projects such as avionics, ground-based data systems, and strategic missiles.

New mission, new needs. But the changing nature of these weapons' missions is fostering new designs that cry for digital processing. "One of the driving forces for increased guidance complexity, for example, is the desire for multimode missiles, which might contain both infrared and radar [millimeter-wave] guidance capability," they continue. Such added complexities make "our functions speed-hungry," says Maurer.

Also, the fact that missiles operate in a real-time environment requires a computer throughput greater than that of some bigger avionics computers, points out Kongelbeck. These rates are 400,000 operations/s for the Maverick and 2.1 million for the Phoenix, higher than present microprocessors can attain.

Besides the textbook advantages of digital processors over analog (modularity, no need for calibration, and repeatability), Maurer homes in on another: microprogrammability—important because it can prolong the life of today's missiles. "With the microprogrammability of digital LSI, we can not only change the program, which you can't do with hard-wired analog, but we can also add the little extras of speed, memory, and logic that boost performance," he says. This feature permits rapid change of missile control programs to beat electronic countermeasures.

Evaluations. Hughes has not yet put digital LSI into any of its missiles as the central processor, although some dedicated chips are in place for input/output or interfacing. Now in prototype form for evaluation for the Phoenix missile is a minicomputer, at the medium-scale integration level, committed to Schottky transistor-transistor logic and a bipolar chip set being evaluated for Maverick.

Two ways. With the potential of digital LSI coinciding with a planned jump in missile performance, the Hughes researchers are hard at work trying to bring the two together. "In the laboratory, we're forging ahead in those areas where there's a need," says Maurer. As he and Kongelbeck see it, "future device technology offers two alternatives for meeting requirements of the new missiles." In fact, the architecture of the missile computers will depend on which type is chosen, they say.

One alternative is very-high-speed logic: gallium-arsenide field-effect transistors, transverse electron devices, Josephson-junction logic, or dielectrically isolated emitter-coupled logic. These hold the promise of speeds almost 10 times faster than today's components; however, there has not been much improvement in densities and power dissipations.
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### MISSILE COMPUTER CLASSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor type</th>
<th>Throughput (thousands of 16-bit operations/s)</th>
<th>Central processing unit</th>
<th>Board area (cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-bit MOS processor</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-bit MOS processor</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar LSI chip set</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSI custom minicomputer</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Hughes Aircraft Co.

And since makers of the fastest mainframe computers provide the impetus for these types, their commercial availability at low cost is questionable. Maurer notes, though, that the Pentagon's very high-speed integration, or VHSI, program could help [Electronics, Sept. 28, p. 89]. Another hurdle: these processes are still in research labs, at least five years away from missile designers.

Giving promise of earlier access are very dense LSI logic parts—probably available within two to three years. Included here are integrated injection logic, silicon on sapphire, and high-performance (short-channel) metal oxide semiconductors. Depending on the achievement of lithographic resolution of first 1 to 2 micrometers, and later less than 1 μm, their allure is lower cost at reduced power and volume.

Moreover, the high-density approach lends itself to distributed processing (as opposed to a single central computer), which can perform the processing tasks of missile subsystems and at the same time integrate the functions. This is possible now only with more expensive bipolar chip sets. "With the increased throughput of a new generation of 16-bit microprocessors approaching 400,000 to 500,000 operations per second, the distributed processor will gain acceptance for medium and high-performance applications," the Hughes engineers maintain.

One overriding requirement of missile planning is "reliability, which makes us inflexible in adopting new techniques," says Maurer. "Maturity of a technology" is an oft-mentioned phrase, but hard to come by in fast-moving semiconductors. Also, their observation that "the missile world is a hard life for LSI" refers not only to difficult environments and absolute reliability, but also to the gestation period of a tactical missile, which has been estimated at eight years from first funding to full operation.

---
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So if you've got some big jobs to do, but don't have a big budget to match, the HP 1000 Model 45 can solve your problems fast. To find out all about it, call the HP office listed in the White Pages. Or send us the coupon. We'll prove once again that good things do come in small packages.
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WHAT DOESN'T

This isn’t an easy question. Because Teradyne builds test systems for virtually every testing application.

Components – The newest memories and other logic devices, consumer and industrial linear parts, and discrete components can be tested and evaluated on Teradyne systems.

Bare Board Test.
When board density, complexity, or volume make your present test techniques inadequate, Teradyne’s N151 is the answer. Simple job preparation, clear error diagnostics, fast CMOS testing, and proven fixtures combine to make the N151 the most practical bare-board tester available.

Component Test.
Whether you test discrete devices, digital IC’s, or linear components, Teradyne’s wide range of testers help you find failures early, when they’re least expensive to locate.

A 10-year module warranty, international support, and the elimination of periodic calibration and maintenance help make Teradyne inspection systems the most widely used throughout the world.

Component Evaluation.
Here Teradyne systems help you qualify vendors, analyze failures, ensure reliability.

Every system offers data-supported test solutions. And since so many device vendors also own Teradyne equipment, you can frequently share programs, data, and test techniques.

In-Circuit Prescreening.
In-circuit prescreening makes more sense than ever. After all, shorts, opens, wrong value devices and other errors in

Loaded Boards –
Teradyne’s in-circuit test systems and functional board test systems make an effective combination for the thorough testing of analog, hybrid, and digital boards containing SSI, MSI, and LSI parts.
workmanship can account for 80% of all board faults.

Teradyne makes two in-circuit test systems. Both the L429 Shorts Detection System and the L529 Assembly Inspection System let you expand your board-test capacity at minimum cost.

**Functional Board Test.**

Teradyne’s powerful systems handle problems ranging from common manufacturing faults on SSI boards right up through LSI device and design-related faults requiring emulation of final system operation.

The field-expandable L125 Circuit Diagnostic System and L135 LSI Board Test System can be equipped with fully automatic diagnosis for maximum throughput and automatic program generation to minimize start-up costs.

Teradyne builds the world’s broadest line of automatic test equipment for electronic equipment manufacturers and semiconductor manufacturers. We understand production-line testing as few others do.

You’ll see this understanding reflected in every system we sell. And we sell one for virtually every need.

When you come to Teradyne you can be confident we’ll understand your problem.
That’s what makes us Teradyne.

**The world’s broadest line of test equipment for the electronics industry.**
Product Power

Rockwell Micropower means a broad choice of microelectronic solutions that assures you the right fit at the right price.

For example, 11 one-chip microcomputers with I/O and other options will match most controller needs. For high-performance applications, the third generation NMOS R6500 family has 10 CPU options and a full list of support chips.

Micropower is also telecom devices, high speed data micromodems, SAWD and mechanical bandpass filters, custom MOS, military MOS and custom subsystems. And now bubble memories.
Support Power

Rockwell Micropower is the power to support the products we sell. The inexpensive AIM 65 board computer gives hard copy listings and allows program development with assembly language. SYSTEM 65 the versatile development tool for the R6500 family, is now more powerful with a PL/65 high level language compiler. It's still the lowest cost system with dual floppy disks.

And backing-up all Rockwell equipment and software support is a worldwide network of product-oriented applications engineers.

Technology Power

Rockwell Micropower is a commitment to technology leadership.

Our first bubble memory products have just been announced. We are phasing in NMOS-VLSI and CMOS-SOS-VLSI production. And many new devices are in development, including the 16-bit SUPER 65.

For the full story on Rockwell Micropower and how you can use it, write: D/727-FL, Microelectronic Devices, Rockwell International, P.O. Box 3669, Anaheim, CA 92803 or phone (714) 632-3729.
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System 45:
Our friendly computer could speed through your tough technical problems...
if the boss would just get finished with his.

He has problems, too. The versatile System 45, along with HP-created management programs, can help him with forecasting, project management, basic statistics—even payroll and inventory control. He can also create and access departmental data bases for administrative chores. But you won't wait but a couple of minutes because the System 45 is a speedy workhorse. When it's your turn, you, too, can take advantage of HP programs for applications as diverse and as valuable as differential equations, waveform analysis, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, regression analysis, linear equations and numerical integration to name a few.

You'll get answers fast. System 45 will display a 20 variable, 20 constraint linear programming solution in under five minutes. And tackle a Fast Fourier Transform of a set of a 1,024 full precision data points in less than a minute.

Anyone in your department can easily create and run their own special programs using System 45's enhanced BASIC language.

You can generate charts and graphs, interface with your instruments, add peripherals for extra storage, input and output. You can solve problems needing up to 62K bytes of
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memory. Stated simply, System 45 is powerful, versatile and friendly: a productive, cost-effective tool for practically everyone in your department, even the boss. For brochures describing System 45 and the HP programs of interest to you, call the HP Literature Center toll-free day or night. The number is 1-800-821-7700, extension 302. (In Missouri, call 1-800-892-7655, extension 302.)
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Circle 103 on reader service card
"Them" is our brand new Model 166. It's a 0.0001 Hz to 50 MHz pulse/function generator with more capabilities than you'd expect in one portable, low-cost package. It's a full-fledged pulse generator with sophisticated width and transition controls for digital testing. It's a sweepable function generator with sine, square, triangle, ramp and haverwave outputs for analog applications. And these outputs are available in a variety of triggering and sweep modes. Its output pulse and functions can be amplitude and frequency modulated with an AC signal—or amplitude and frequency controlled with a remote DC signal. Naturally, all of these same features are available if you want to buy a couple of instruments. But why clutter up your bench when one of Them can do it all? Them only costs $1,695.
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A pulse generator and a sweep/function generator:

this is them.
For the first time ever, 8- and 16-bit single-board computers can brainstorm over the same system bus. The iSBC 86/12 16-bit SBC has been designed to work intimately with its predecessors, the iSBC 80 family of 8-bit boards. What's in it for the user? Design flexibility—8-bit designs can be enhanced to 16 bits, developed software can be transported and, beyond that, 8- and 16-bit devices can be mixed in multiprocessing configurations. Several features make these options possible: a 16-bit CPU and instruction set designed for 8-bit compatibility; greatly expanded memory resources; and an extension of the Multibus specifications.

At the heart of the iSBC 86/12 is a 16-bit, high-performance metal-oxide-semiconductor 8086 central processing unit that operates at 5 megahertz. Because the 8086 instruction set is a superset to that of both the 8080A and 8085A 8-bit processors, the CPU can execute the full set of 8080A/8085A-type 8-bit instructions plus a new set of 16-bit instructions. Thus, programs generated for 8-bit-CPU systems can easily be upgraded to run on the iSBC 86/12 using the software tools available with the Intellic microcomputer development system. Programs written in Intel's high-level programming language, PL/M, can be executed on both iSBC 80 and iSBC 86 products, preserving the software investment in 8-bit systems as a user moves into 16-bit applications.

Other features of the 8086 CPU are signed 8- and 16-bit arithmetic (including multiply and divide), efficient interruptible byte-string operations, and improved bit manipulation. Furthermore, the 8086 provides mechanisms for reentrant code, position-independent code, and dynamically relocatable programs.

This enhanced processing power is supported by the largest memory ever offered on a CPU board (Fig. 1). Memory address space has been increased over the iSBC 80 series to one million bytes. Up to 16 kilobytes of

1. What a board. The iSBC 86/12 has 32 kilobytes of RAM and room for 16 kilobytes of ROM. The 5-MHz 8086 CPU executes 8080A/8085A-type as well as 16-bit instructions, including multiply and divide. Address space has been increased to a megabyte.
read-only memory can be installed on the iSBC 86/12 itself. Furthermore, an additional 32 kilobytes of dynamic random-access memory with on-board refresh may be accessed independently by the CPU or by the system bus (Multibus).

Like the iSBC 80/30, the 86/12's RAM has dual ports to extend its use off board for access by other Multibus masters, including single-board computers, direct-memory-access devices, and peripheral controllers [Electronics, Aug. 17, p. 109]. All memory operations on the board occur independently of the Multibus, freeing it for external parallel operations. For applications that require data integrity at all times, a separate bus supplies power to the RAM and support logic via the edge connector. An auxiliary power source energizes the RAM in the event of power failure.

**Multibus—the new look**

To exploit the greater performance of the 8086 CPU and simultaneously make the iSBC 86/12 fully compatible with the iSBC 80 family of SBCs and expansion products, the Multibus specification has been extended to support 20 bits of address and 16 bits of data. The control lines, too, have been expanded to direct 8- and 16-bit data transfer over the system bus. These improvements enable the iSBC 86/12 to address directly a full one megabyte of system memory, access data in 8- or 16-bit word lengths, and recognize a variety of interrupts.

Address space has been enlarged to 1 megabyte by adding four address lines, A_{10}-A_{13}. Next, 8- and 16-bit data operations have been defined to permit both types in the same system. This is done by reorganizing the memory modules, adding one new signal and redefining another. The memory is divided into two 8-bit data banks, which form a single 16-bit word. The banks are organized such that all even-byte-addressed data is in one bank (D_{0}-D_{7}) and all odd-byte-addressed data is in the other bank (D_{8}-D_{15}). A new bus-address signal has been defined to control the odd-byte bank called byte high enable (BHEN) during 16-bit operations. When active, BHEN enables the high byte of the data word from the addressed boards on the D_{0}-D_{7} Multibus data lines. A_{0} controls the even byte bank and, when inactive, enables the low byte of the data word on the D_{8}-D_{15} Multibus data lines. All word operations must occur on an even-byte-address boundary with BHEN active for maximum efficiency. (A_{0} is inactive for all even addresses—see the table.) Word operations on odd-byte boundaries will be converted to 2-byte operations by the 8086, one for low-byte, one for high-byte. Byte operations can occur in one of two ways. The even bank is accessed when BHEN and A_{0} are both low. This puts the data on D_{0}-D_{7}. To access the odd bank (normally placed on D_{8}-D_{15} during a word operation), a new data path has been defined. The active state of A_{0} and the inactive state of BHEN are used to enable a swap-byte buffer, which places the odd data bank on D_{8}-D_{15}. This permits an 8-bit master access to both bytes of the data word while controlling only A_{0}. A_{0} therefore specifies a unique byte and is not part of the word address, since all word operations are on even-byte boundaries.
Flexibility: LSI chips are the key

The iSBC 86/12 owes much of its flexibility to programmable large-scale integrated devices. An 8255A peripheral interface chip provides 24 programmable I/O lines that may be tailored to the customer's needs by simply reprogramming the device for input, output, or bidirectional modes with or without handshaking abilities. In conjunction with the 8255A's configuration the user may then select appropriate line drivers and terminators for the I/O lines that can be inserted into sockets on the iSBC 86/12 board.

An 8251A universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitter is included to provide an RS-232-C interface for serial communication with other computers, RS-232-C-type peripherals (cassette tape, modems, etc.) or cathode-ray-tube terminals. The 8251A enables the user to customize the communication link. Synchronous/asynchronous mode, data format, control character format, parity and baud rates from 75 to 38.4 kilobauds are all under program control.

For system timing functions an 8253 programmable interval timer provides two programmable timers, each of which may be used as a square-wave generator, retriggerable one-shot multivibrator or as an event counter.

The interrupt structure of the iSBC 86/12 encompasses nine levels with vectored priority. Eight of these levels are handled by an 8259A programmable interrupt controller chip, which may be configured for different priority processing modes in accordance with the application. One nonmaskable interrupt is available to immediately alert the CPU to catastrophes like a power failure, in which case the CPU can branch to an appropriate routine in memory to effect an orderly system shut-down.

3. RAM, please. The 8086's view of on-board memory is fixed from zero to 07FFFH. When an outside master accesses this space, the DP controller performs the translation. Here, locations 06000H to 07FFFH are available to another master by addressing CA000H to CBFFFH. Since all 8-bit accesses via Multibus are done on the lower byte of the data word, the iSBC 86/12 can access 8-bit memory or I/O devices from the system bus. This makes the iSBC 86/12 compatible with all iSBC 80 Multibus modules.

More interrupts, too

The iSBC 86/12 expands the previous Multibus definition of interrupts by creating two distinct types: nonbus-vectored (NVBI) and bus-vectored (BVI) interrupts. Each Multibus interrupt line can be individually defined through software to be a BVI or NVBI. Using BVIS, the interrupt capability of a Multibus system can be increased to 64 bus-vectored-priority interrupts. Using NVBIS, a slave module activates an interrupt line and the interrupted bus master generates its own restart address to service that interrupt. The Multibus address or data lines are not used. A BVI uses the Multibus address and data lines to communicate with the interrupting slave. When the slave module generates an interrupt, the bus master requires that module to generate the restart address. One additional command signal is
4. **Open loop.** Shown above is a simple alarm and monitoring system. The iSBC 711 analog-input board samples 16 differential inputs and the 8-bit iSBC 80/20 compares the inputs to the high and low limits. An alarm condition illuminates an LED and gets logged on a teletypewriter.

5. **Closed loop.** Suppose the system in Fig. 4 needs to be upgraded to handle a closed-loop system. For this application an iSBC 86/12 replaces the 80/20-04 to cope with the higher processing. The output control variables are handled by an iSBC 724 analog-output board.

6. **Multi/master.** To enhance the control system in Fig. 5, add a dedicated CPU to control valves, vents, and dampers that, in turn, affect pressure and flow parameters in the system. This has been done by adding an iSBC 80/05 in a Multibus/multimaster arrangement.

defined—interrupt acknowledge (INTA)—to request the restart address from the slave module.

The iSBC 86/12 board architecture, like that of the 8-bit iSBC 80/30, is organized around a three-bus hierarchy: an on-board bus, a dual-port bus and a system bus (Multibus). All three buses have been expanded over their 80/30 counterparts to incorporate 20 address lines and 16 data lines.

**The iSBC 86/12 architecture**

The on-board bus links the 8086, all the I/O peripherals, and the read-only memory. Next in the hierarchy is the dual-port bus, which connects to the DP controller, 32 kilobytes of dynamic RAM, and the dynamic RAM controller. Finally, the system bus permits expansion of system resources through Multibus modules (Fig. 2).

The bus protocol of the iSBC 86/12 dictates that each of the three buses communicate with an adjacent bus or operate independently. When the CPU makes a request for a resource, the on-board and dual-port buses simultaneously determine if their hardware can fulfill the request. If the on-board bus is able to acknowledge the request, it does so and the DP bus is not disturbed. (The DP bus is not interrupted to determine whether it can acknowledge the request.) The 8086 always controls the on-board bus, and requested operations can be completed without delay. If the DP bus is needed, it is requested and the dual-port controller grants the use of the bus to the processor. Thereafter, the dynamic-RAM controller completes the operation and generates an acknowledge.

If neither the on-board nor the DP bus can satisfy the request, the CPU asks for the system bus. The 8086 must use the on-board and dual-port buses to communicate...
with the system bus. The 8086 takes control of the DP bus when the system bus is granted. This prevents lockout problems with the DP bus—that is, when the processor requests the system bus while another bus master has control of it and is accessing the dual-port RAM.

Naturally, the fewer the buses it has to access, the faster the iSBC 86/12 completes a transaction. The on-board bus always operates at maximum board speed. But the DP bus operates at maximum board speed only if it was not busy or taken up with a memory refresh cycle. When the system bus is brought into play, the processor speed depends on the overhead in acquiring it and the type of Multibus module being accessed.

With this three-bus architecture the iSBC 86/12 can be operating over its on-board bus at the same time as another Multibus master is using the system bus. It does so by accessing data from the DP-RAM at no reduction in board speed. The on-board bus permits access only from the 8086. Thus all I/O and ROM are private to the 8086.

The dual-port controller has two independent address decoders—one for the 8086 and one for the Multibus. The 8086 decoder fixes the 8086's RAM addresses from hexadecimal 00000 to 07FFF using a fusible-link programmable ROM. The Multibus decoder allows the user to select any address range for the on-board RAM by specifying two parameters—a top-of-memory pointer and the size of the accessible memory. The TOM pointer (as seen by another Multibus master) can be set to any 8-kilobyte boundary in the 1-megabyte memory space. The amount of memory on the iSBC 86/12 accessible by another master can be set to 8, 16, 24, or 32 kilobytes (or no access) with an on-board jumper. For example, fixing the accessible memory size to 24 kilobytes provides the 8086 with 8 kilobytes of RAM that only it can access. This private area can be used for the processor's stack, interrupt jump table and other special system parameters that are generally protected from other Multibus masters. The only addressing restriction is that the memory block accessible to the Multibus cannot cross a 128-kilobyte boundary.

Suppose a Multibus master wants to load a program into the iSBC 86/12's dual-port RAM for execution. Since the 8086's view of the DP-RAM address space is fixed, the Multibus address must be translated into the on-board 8086 memory space. The DP controller performs this translation by mapping the TOM pointer (as seen by other Multibus masters) to 8086-address 07FFFF, the top of the 8086's on-board RAM. Pointer — 1 is mapped to the top of 8086 on-board RAM — 1, and so on.

In the example shown in Fig. 3, the Multibus address selection is divided into three parts—two selecting the TOM pointer (X and Y) and one selecting the size of the accessible memory (Z). The TOM pointer is equal to a 128-kilobyte segment (X) plus address displacement (Y) from that segment. In this example, X is set to C0000H and Y is set to 0BFFFFH, so the TOM pointer equals CBFFFFH. Next, the size of the accessible memory (Z) is set, in this case to 8 kilobytes. This address translation makes the top 8 kilobytes of the 8086's RAM locations 06000H to 07FFFFH available to another Multibus master when it addresses locations CA000H to CBFFFFH. The 8086 still has 24 kilobytes (00000H to 05FFFFH) of private memory.

Multiprocessing schemes

In multiprocessing systems, a master must be able to access the system without another master obtaining the bus. The iSBC 86/12 incorporates bus-arbitration logic to effect these transactions. Since the system bus is only requested when a system resource is needed, the iSBC 86/12 can perform true parallel processing with other iSBC 80 or 86 masters.

A typical example is the use of a common memory location that contains the status byte (busy/not busy) of a floppy-disk controller. When the floppy disk is needed, the master must first read the location and, if not busy, write the status word without another master obtaining the bus (to use the floppy disk). A bus-lock function on the iSBC 86, once enabled, allows the iSBC 86 to maintain control of the system bus until the lock is disabled by program control. This bus-lock function may
be activated in one of two ways—by an output bit from the resident 8255A peripheral-interface chip or by a software prefix on any 8086 instruction. The iSBC 86 can perform the test and set function by exchanging the accumulator with the memory location, preceding the instruction by a lock prefix. For example, the status word is read into the accumulator and, without another intervening bus cycle, a busy status is written. The accumulator is then tested: if busy — try again (writing a busy does not destroy status as it was already busy); if not busy, the floppy disk is now under the master’s control and the status location is set to busy.

The iSBC 86/12: a design tool

For system debugging and full-speed execution, the iSBC 86/12 can be linked to the Intellec microcomputer development system. Programs generated on the Intellec system can be downloaded into the iSBC 86/12 RAM via cables. Through a virtual-terminal capability, the Intellec console can directly access an iSBC-resident monitor, which provides commands for software debug. Once the debugging cycle is completed, the user has the option of uploading the software back to the Intellec for storage on diskettes.

The Multibus and form-factor compatibility of the 8-bit iSBC 80 and 16-bit iSBC 86 single-board computers provide a degree of design flexibility previously unobtainable. Initial design problems can be solved with low-cost 8-bit hardware. As product requirements evolve, 16-bit performance can be added. Eventually, 8- and 16-bit multiprocessor solutions can be conveniently implemented.

Consider the application shown in Fig. 4, an alarm and monitoring system in a typical process plant. Sixteen differential inputs from pressure and flow transducers are sampled once every second, then compared to high and low limits previously entered through thumbwheel switches. The iSBC 711 analog-input board takes care of sampling the inputs and the 8-bit iSBC 80/20-4 compares the data to the high and low limits. Whenever these limits are exceeded, an alarm LED lights up and the alarm condition is logged on the system teletypewriter along with input identification, high limit, low limit and sampled value.

Closed loops

Instead of an open-loop system, suppose the design must be enhanced to control four output variables—thereby making it a closed-loop system. The sampling rate must be increased to once every third of a second and more processing will be required to run through the control algorithm and output the control-loop data. For this application, and iSBC 86/12 replaces the 80/20-4 to handle the higher processing requirements. An iSBC 724 analog-output board is also added to provide the four output-control variables (see Fig. 5). Carrying this example one step further, one may want to dedicate another processor to controlling valves, vents, and dampers that in turn affect pressure and flow parameters in the system. This can be done by adding an iSBC 80/05 in a multimaster arrangement as shown in Fig. 6.

Finally, an iSBC 86/12 can be used with an iSBC 544 intelligent communication-controller to supervise four closed-loop systems of the type shown in Fig. 6. The 86/12 of each system interfaces with the supervisory system via its serial interfaces, which are connected to the iSBC 544’s serial ports (see Fig. 7). The iSBC 544 performs the control functions associated with the line protocol. The supervisory iSBC 86/12 can access the iSBC 544’s dual-port memory and can perform further processing of the data received from the four closed-loop systems. In this configuration large amounts of memory may be required; since the iSBC 86/12 can address up to 1 megabyte, this presents no problem.
Getting rid of hook: the hidden pc-board capacitance

Those previously unexplained discrepancies in circuitry output can be traced and measured and then designed out

by Wallace Doeling and William Mark, Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore. and Thomas Tadewald and Paul Reichenbacher, UOP Inc., Norplex Division, LaCrosse, Wis.

Lurking beneath the apparently stable surface of many printed-circuit boards is a mysterious and relatively unknown phenomenon: hook. What this seemingly capricious and thoroughly confusing effect can do to an electronic circuit is a design tragedy: apparently well-designed high-impedance circuitry performs below the specifications that both theory and experience firmly establish as reasonable claims. Even perfectly designed and assembled test instruments read incorrectly.

Hook may be defined as the effect on a signal's voltage caused by a change in pc-board capacitance with frequency. Board capacitance is created between pc-board conductors separated by dielectric material. It can change the response time of a square wave and can bring about erroneous responses at certain frequencies of sine waves.

In an effort to lay bare the mysteries of hook, Tektronix and Norplex undertook investigations of the phenomenon [Electronics, July 6, p. 41]. The results tell a great deal about the causes and the effects of this hidden menace. They also make it imperative that designers no longer ignore the electrical parameters of the laminates onto which their brainchildren's components and printed wiring go.

To that end, this article will discuss the nature of hook and will look at its causes and methods of measurement. It will show how precise measurements are clearing the way to understanding the variables that bring about hook, and it will suggest what both the users and the makers of the laminates can do.

Variance with frequency

The investigations have discovered that the board capacitance that brings about hook varies inversely with frequency, up to about 10 kilohertz. From 10 to 100 kHz, it appears to be relatively flat.

Apparently, above certain frequencies the molecular orientation and dipole-to-dipole alignment of the polymers used for pc boards do not change rapidly enough to cause variations in board capacitance. Below these

1. Hook. These waveforms are at the outputs of three identical high-impedance networks, each mounted on its own pc board. One board (a) has low hook, a second (b) has moderate hook, and the third (c) has a large amount of hook.
2. Digital deviation. Digital multimeters are particularly vulnerable to large and medium values of hook, which can result in out-of-tolerance deviation measurements. This plot was taken for an ac voltmeter, using 100:1 high-impedance attenuators.

frequencies, the various molecular components orient themselves at differing time constants. Hence, capacitance varies with frequency.

The variable capacitance compounds the circuit designer's difficulties, for example, in the construction of high-impedance attenuators for oscilloscopes and digital multimeters. These attenuators are networks of resistors and capacitors connected to provide a diminished output proportional to the input signal's amplitude for all frequencies within the bandwidth of the instrument. The most frequently used method of interconnecting the components is with a pc board. Hook prevents the attenuator from giving outputs proportional to the inputs for the frequencies of interest.

Hook in scopes and DMMs

Tektronix assigns "hook" to describe a particular type of distortion seen on a waveform displayed on an oscilloscope. Figure 1a shows the proper response of a scope's attenuator to an input square wave. The leading edge should be square, with no overshoot and no undershoot.

The waveforms of Figs. 1b and 1c come from attenuators on printed-circuit boards with a moderate and a large amount of hook, respectively, and leading edges are no longer square. The deviation from a square wave is measured as a percentage of the latter's full amplitude, with an acceptable level of distortion being less than 0.5% to 1.5%, depending on the oscilloscope's performance requirements.

In digital multimeters, hook raises its ugly head in the ac voltmeter section. Attenuators in these meters generally use higher-value resistors than those of an oscilloscope, making the circuits even more susceptible to the high impedance of the board capacitance. The ac voltmeter function of a DMM is most accurate when measuring undistorted sine waves. Its measurement accuracy is usually specified as ±X% of the reading within a given bandwidth. Hook distortion for this function is best viewed by plotting a graph of the deviation of the displayed reading from the true input-signal amplitude.

Effects on accuracy

The effects of various amounts of hook on three DMMs of the same type are shown in Fig. 2. An ideal response curve plotted in this graph would be a straight line following the 0% deviation axis. With two of the DMMs, accuracy limits were exceeded between 700 hertz and 20 kHz. Hook in the pc boards renders these two instruments unsalable.

Hook can affect other circuits as well. In general, it will affect those in which all of the following occur:

- Resistors have high values (between 500 kilohms and 1 megohm).
- Board capacitance is an appreciable portion of the total circuit capacitance.
- Frequencies of interest are below 10 kHz.
- Required accuracy is better than 2% to 5%.

For such circuits, a quick way to gauge the effect of hook is to see if the board capacitance conducts an appreciable part of the signal current at frequencies below the 1- to 10-kHz range. If so, look for improper circuit operation with frequency variation.

Hook is not restricted to pc-board materials. It has been observed in dielectric materials used in some types of switches and capacitors, as well as in the junction capacitance and reverse-biased diodes and in metal-oxide-semiconductor capacitors. The investigations leading to this article, however, have been limited to pc-board capacitance.

Anything that affects board capacitance will affect
Dielectric constant. The dielectric constant decreases as the percentage of resin in the laminate increases. This data is from more than 600 samples of Norplex FR-4 laminates produced from 1972 to 1975, with resin contents varying from 30% to 75%.

hook. Thus the board’s dielectric constant and its dissipation factor were early objects of the investigation into hook. Inquiry centered on the effects of such factors as resin content upon these two parameters.

Previous work showed that the dielectric constant (\(E\)) and the dissipation factor (\(e'\)) of FR-4 (flame-resistant epoxy-glass) laminates to be proportional to resin content; \(E\) decreases while \(e'\) increases with increasing resin content. With \(F_r\) = fraction of retained resin in a given laminate, then:

\[
E = 6.2 - 3 F_r
\]

\[
e' = 0.0037 + 0.0435 F_r
\]

The constants in these equations apply to Norplex FR-4 laminates produced during 1972-75 and having resin contents varying from about 30% to 65%. For humidity conditioning, each laminate (over 600 samples) was submerged in distilled water for 24 hours at 23°C per MIL SPEC 13949E (D-23/23) before testing at 1 megahertz. The regular variations shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are generally consistent with the equations above.

Measuring hook

Because hook is a change in capacitance with a change in frequency, it is necessary to measure board capacitance at various frequencies. An important aspect of the Tektronix/Norplex investigations was to devise an accurate measurement method. Several techniques were studied, with varying results.

The simplest method of measurement is with a capacitance bridge. It can measure low capacitance values, 1 to 50 picofarads, at frequencies ranging as high as between 100 kHz and 1 MHz and as low as 10 Hz. However, the stray capacitance of the bridge can affect the measurement of low-capacitance samples. Another problem:

most capacitance bridges are single-frequency devices.

A second measurement method is with a high-impedance attenuator. Such an attenuator (Fig. 5) can be constructed with two capacitances: \(C_1\) being the board capacitance to be tested and \(C_2\) being adjusted to produce an output waveform complying as closely as possible with the input square wave. The deviation, in percentage, of the output waveform from the input square wave indicates the relative amount of hook.

Wide frequency range

Since the square wave is composed of many frequencies, this measurement approach covers a wide range of frequencies at one time. Moreover, this technique is simple and economical, since it requires only an oscilloscope and a square-wave generator.

However, the attenuator method provides no direct reading of the quantity of hook (the change in capacitance), and stray capacitance in parallel may swamp out hook for low values of \(C_i\) (less than 5 to 25 pf). At low frequencies (just where one most wants to measure hook), the 1-megohm resistors become the dominant elements of the circuit: thus the capacitance effect drops out of the picture.

The most exact way to measure hook is with the charge-amplifier circuit (Fig. 6). This is an operational amplifier with extremely low input bias currents—less than 0.1 picampere is desirable, and 1 pA is maximum. This precision circuit uses capacitors as both the series-input and feedback impedances for setting the amplifier’s closed-loop gain.

The output signal of the charge amplifier is a function of three parameters: the input signal; the fixed capacitance, \(C_i\); and the sample’s capacitance, \(C_i\).

The relationship between these components is:
5. Playing hooky. One of the earlier methods of measuring hook uses a high-impedance attenuator with circuit-board capacitance as an element. However, a drawback is that the circuit is incapable of giving a direct reading of circuit-board capacitance.

### TABLE 1: LAMINATE HOOK AT 10 Hz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Resin</th>
<th>Reinforcement</th>
<th>% hook</th>
<th>Before humidity conditioning</th>
<th>After humidity conditioning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FR-3</td>
<td>FR — epoxy</td>
<td>paper</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>large</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEM-1</td>
<td>FR — epoxy</td>
<td>paper/glass</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-4*</td>
<td>FR — epoxy</td>
<td>glass</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-11</td>
<td>high-temperature epoxy</td>
<td>glass</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyimide</td>
<td>polyimide</td>
<td>glass</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-3</td>
<td>phenolic</td>
<td>nylon</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Average of 12 FR-4 laminate variations

\[ V_{\text{out}} = \frac{C_i}{C_r} (V_{\text{in}}) \]

If \( C_r \) is a known-accurate, high-quality capacitor exhibiting no hook, and if the characteristics and accuracy of \( V_{\text{in}} \) are known, then the characteristics of \( V_{\text{out}} \) can only be influenced by \( C_i \).

The signal generator used can be either a sine-wave or a square-wave generator. A sine-wave generator allows capacitance measurement at any given frequency within the bandwidth of the system. A square-wave source allows a dynamic capacitance measurement at all frequencies within the spectrum of the square wave at one time; that is, it shows how the hook capacitance changes with time.

### Actual measurements

With an acceptable measurement technique established, the evaluation of materials can start. For testing of laminates, two-sided boards with plated-through holes allow hook to be measured along three orthogonal axes. While X, Y, and Z values of hook often show differences for a given laminate, only the effect of laminate type on the average hook value will be presented here.

When measuring a good capacitor (one with no hook), the output signal can be expected to look exactly like the input from the signal generator. NPO ceramic and polypropylene capacitors (units with dielectrics having extremely low dissipation factors) can be inserted as standard \( C_i \) in the circuit of Fig. 6 to develop a reference waveform. Any distortion caused by the signal generator, oscilloscope, or charge amp will be seen in the output waveform associated with the standard \( C_i \), allowing for compensation in any future measurements.

Figure 7 shows capacitance vs time measurements taken on a charge-amp circuit at Tektronix on FR-4 circuit-board materials that have low hook, moderate hook, and a large mount of hook. Hook is measured as a percentage given by the distance the waveform's leading edge has dropped divided by its peak-to-peak amplitude. Circuit-board materials measured are the same materials used in the attenuators that have their responses shown in Fig. 1. However in this case, capacitance is directly displayed.

The waveforms display capacitance vertically. The capacitance in Fig. 7a changes very little after the initial step, compared to the larger changes in Fig. 7b and 7c. In fact, the latter capacitances would continue to increase with a waveform of longer period.

### Increase in capacitance

A measurement of board capacitance with a variable sinusoidal generator as the signal source of a charge-amp measurement circuit is plotted in Fig. 8.
6. **Charge amplifier.** An operational amplifier with capacitors as feedback elements can measure board capacitance directly. The wave shape of the signal can be either a sine or a square wave. A square-wave drive results in a display of hook capacitance vs time.

Board capacitance was measured at various frequencies from 1 Hz to 100 kHz. The graph shows that, for frequencies below 1 kHz, the change in capacitance rapidly increases. Capacitance at still lower frequencies was not measured because of equipment limitations. Presumably it would continue to increase for frequencies somewhat below 1 Hz before reaching a limit.

At Norplex, measurements were made on 12 different types of FR-4 laminate, plus five other printed-circuit laminates. Hook was measured with a 10-Hz square wave before and after humidity conditioning. Results are given in Table 1, along with the composition of the various laminates.

Moisture absorption results in greater hook, and, for a given resin system, paper reinforcement is worse than glass fiber (see FR-3 and FR-4 in the table). These observations may be related: paper-based laminates absorb more moisture than those with glass-fiber bases.

Table 1 also shows that other resin systems, such as G-11 and polyimide, can be used to produce low-hook laminates. The N-3 nylon-phenolic laminate was an early attempt to study some less traditional systems.

**Other factors**

The Tektronix/Norplex investigations established that laminate construction and processing may affect hook as much as the materials used, as Table 2 shows. It offers data on the 12 different FR-4 laminate samples, each made somewhat differently. While hook varies substantially from sample to sample, it is possible to produce an FR-4 laminate with low hook, even after moisture.

**Advice for pc-board users**

Current research into hook is beginning to lead to a good economical guarantee of relatively hook-free, FR-4 laminates for printed-circuit boards. But insufficient understanding of the cause of hook still precludes an accurate and reliable formula for the composition of hook-free material.

For instance, hook seems to be a batch- or lot-oriented problem. Years may pass, and several lots of material may be used with hook being low enough not to be objectionable. Then all at once a bad lot of material will be received and cause havoc. All vendors of G-10 or FR-4 laminate material used at Tektronix have supplied both good and bad lots of laminate.

There are, however, several methods that can reduce the effect of hook on circuits.

First, design the circuit and the layout of the printed-circuit board to minimize stray capacitance caused by pc interconnections. It may be necessary to mount all critical components on Teflon standoffs and to do point-to-point wiring to these posts rather than to points directly on the pc board. This keeps the circuit-board capacitance to a minimum, but, of course, drives manufacturing costs up.

Another problem: insufficiently cured laminate material can be noticeably hooky. Baking FR-4 material can be a remedy in some cases.

Another approach is to ask the laminate vendor to agree to a maximum hook specification. A few are now willing to address this requirement. Alternatively, this specification can be in the form of a limit on the change of dielectric constant of the material as measured at 100 kilohertz and at 10 hertz.

The Tektronix approach for FR-4 laminate is a combination of sampling of the incoming material by batch and measuring finished circuit boards for hook before component assembly. A hook test pattern, etched on samples of each batch of material received, checks all three axes. Use of the material in critical applications depends on the results of that test.

For these applications, a 100% check of the finished pc boards before component assembly provides further insurance against scrapping expensive finished boards because they do not meet performance specifications. The cost of a bad board found in an assembled instrument at the calibration stage can be tremendous.

Finally, one important step a laminate user can take is to explain his needs to the vendor. The vendor should realize that today's pc-board requirements go far beyond just supporting and interconnecting components. Today the dielectric properties of a circuit board are decidedly the most important.
absorption (see variation 12, for example).

Again, while high resin content throughout and on the surface of FR-4 laminates generally gave low hook results, the table indicates that other factors also affect laminate hook. It appears that resin-glass interactions are critical.

Hook measurements on laminates also have been made at 1 kHz and 100 kHz. Because of the tentative relation found between resin content and hook, correlations between surface resistance and hook were begun with new test patterns.

Not all variables have been explored in detail. The data was derived from measurements of hook at 10 Hz and at 1 kHz and surface (insulation) resistance at 500 v dc using a special board pattern in four different modes. Tests included four FR-4 types and two other laminates, each measured before and after moisture conditioning.

A note of caution: understanding data from experimental sets where many parameters affect the observed results often requires statistical interpretations to separate important from trivial parameters and to identify interactive parameters. The data bank is not complete enough to permit such rigorous interpretation; however, some trends do seem to be fairly apparent by now.

The data indicates that an increasing moisture content in laminates generally increases hook. The CEM (composite epoxy material) and polyolefin samples tested are not generally recognized laminate materials. The former is a variation of a CEM-3 construction (woven plus nonwoven glass fiber with FR-4 resin), and the polyolefin is Norplex's NZ-932 developmental laminate designed for certain specialized applications.

The results for the various FR-4 types reinforce a conclusion stated earlier. While moisture and material type influence hook, variations within a given laminate show that the process of fabrication also strongly influences hook.

While increased moisture content usually raises the hook of a given laminate, it also increases the material's dielectric constant and decreases resistance, even if no more than traces of ionic materials are present. Therefore, hook would be expected to decrease with increasing laminate resistance.

Test results generally confirm this expectation at each of the frequencies used for these surface hook measure-

7. Capacitance vs time. Typical capacitance vs time measurements were taken on FR-4 laminates with a charge amplifier. The hook capacitance associated with moderate and large amounts of hook would continue to increase if a longer period were used.

8. Sinusoidal drive. Driving the charge-amp capacitance-measuring circuit with a sine-wave generator produces a curve of this type for a board with considerable hook. Change in board capacitance is particularly rapid in the dc-to-10-kHz range.
TABLE 2: HOOK IN FR-4 VARIATIONS (10 Hz)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FR-4 variations</th>
<th>Resin content</th>
<th>Resin at surface</th>
<th>% hook Before humidity conditioning</th>
<th>% hook After humidity conditioning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What the laminate vendor can do

The present state of the art permits tests of hook in laminate material, which do in fact relate to end-use performance. However, evaluation of the role of laminate manufacturing techniques in the production of hook should be continued and expanded. This work would develop the necessary theory for the consistent production of laminates that exhibit minimal signal aberration over a wide range of operating conditions.

To assure uniform resin composition, incoming materials should be analyzed in a number of ways with an integral role assigned to chromatography, which separates and analyzes mixtures of chemical substances by differential absorption. This technique determines resin molecular distribution, which must be reproducible in order to maintain a variety of constant laminate electrical properties, including low hook.

Additionally, researchers at laminate manufacturers are using chromatographic processes to separate various fractions from the polymers. This activity will allow a better understanding of the hypothesis that molecular polarizability has a dominant effect on laminate dielectric properties such as hook.

The makers of printed-circuit boards primarily use epoxy-glass-supported laminates for most sophisticated applications, such as wide-band, high-speed, low-drift analog circuitry. Earlier, phenolic products chiefly were used, but the increasing need for electrical stability in the electronics industries is beyond the capabilities of the phenolics. There is some concern that as electronics design becomes more refined, the epoxy-glass system will also become inadequate. This is the main reason for continuing to look at other materials in the polymer world.

ments; however, the picture is not entirely clear. Some discrepancies in the results may be partly due to measuring surface resistance at 500 V dc while measuring hook using a 30-V square wave. It is not expected that surface resistance will depend on frequency or amplitude, but this deserves consideration in future inquiries.

More importantly, the laminate test results reinforce the notion that materials and the methods used for laminate construction are important in determining hook. The surface hook for the two experimental laminates, CEM and polyolefin, is especially sensitive to surface resistance changes.

In other words, moisture conditioning of these laminates caused only small changes in surface resistance (relative to most of the FR-4 laminates), while significant changes in surface hook were measured. It is clear that no simple mathematical relationship between laminate hook and resistance has yet been identified. While investigations into hook are well launched, there is a long voyage ahead until all the factors that produce hook are pinned down and a mathematical relationship relating these factors is derived.

Closing the loop

The authors will answer questions on this article. For telephone inquiries until Friday, Oct. 20, the Tektronix authors may be reached from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Pacific Standard Time at (503) 644-0160, and the Norplex authors may be reached from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Central Standard Time at (608) 784-6070. Direct written inquiries to: Tektronix, P.O. 500, Beaverton, Ore. 97077, or Norplex Division, UOP, 1300 Norplex Drive, LaCrosse, Wis. 54601
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Communications in orbit

Table summarizes important operating characteristics of present and soon-to-be-launched satellites


So rapidly is the satellite business expanding that even engineers responsible for the planning and usage of communications networks find it hard to keep up. Over 55 active satellites are in geostationary orbit today and more are under construction in a total of some 25 programs. The accompanying table summarizes the principal characteristics of current programs.

The service each program offers is indicated by means of International Telecommunications Union designations and the traditional band letters for frequency. These frequencies are approximate figures only, since the actual frequency assignment details are complicated and vary from region to region throughout the world. Anyone requiring this more specific information should consult the system operator or the Federal Communications Commission’s Radio Regulations.

All but one

With the exception of one system, all the satellites are in a circular orbit in the plane of the earth’s equator and about 19,323 nautical miles above it. Their rotation period is 23 hours, 56 minutes, and 4.09 seconds, or one sidereal day, so that, with minor adjustments for perturbations, they maintain a fixed, geostationary position relative to any point on the earth.

The Molniya System deployed by the Soviet Union several years ago is the exception. It has a highly elliptical orbit with a period of about 12 hours, an apogee of 40,000 kilometers, and, most important of all, a 62° inclination to the equator. In this alignment, the major axis of the ellipse does not rotate, but stays constant relative to the earth. Consequently, the apogee remains over the Northern Hemisphere, so that most of the time the individual satellites remain within view of the far northern reaches of the Soviet Union. Payloads can also be greater in this orbit than if they had to make the sharp turn into equatorial orbit that would be needed from a northern launch site. Tracking earth stations are required, however, as is periodic hand-over from one satellite to another.

The stabilization system for satellites is usually described as either spin or three-axis. But since spinning satellites with despun platforms are also stabilized along three axes so far as the antenna beams are concerned, it would be more accurate to describe the two types as drum-stabilized and wheel-stabilized. The mass in every case is the initial weight on final orbit, including station-keeping propellant.

The primary power figure shows the total number of watts available from the on-board solar array during equinox at the beginning of life. Typically, power requirements depend not only on the total radiated power but also on the receiver system, degree of redundancy, and the amount of service to be provided during eclipses of the sun. Variations in these elements from one program to another account for the differences in primary power in relation to the radiated radio-frequency power.

As for the kinds of transponders and antenna beams that are available, only an approximate picture can be given, because the system block diagrams for most of these satellites show a great variety in redundancy, switching possibilities, and bandwidths. The number of transponders is equal to the number of rf channels with the bandwidths as shown in the row below.

The satellite receiver figure of merit may have more than one value. These apply to different beams or transponders or bandwidths and this is evident from the rest of the chart. Similar considerations hold for certain other specifications.

Still more variety

A wide variety of modulation and multiple-access systems is available and their implementation is usually standard. For example, multiple voice channels start out by being multiplexed by terrestrial communications systems using single-sideband modulation. In this approach, voice channels are stacked up in groups of 12 each on a subcarrier. An alternative approach is to code the voice signals with either pulse-code or delta modulation and time-division-multiplex a collection of channels. These voice channels are synthesized into composite signals at high bit rates—typically 1.544 megabits per second.

It is important not to confuse the radio-frequency carrier modulation system with the multiple-access scheme for many earth stations using the same transponder. Note also that the single-channel-per-carrier technique is a special type of frequency-division multiple access.
A USER'S GUIDE TO COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES

### Transponder

**Antenna Beams**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass (kg)</th>
<th>731</th>
<th>790</th>
<th>1,012</th>
<th>1,000</th>
<th>1,250</th>
<th>272</th>
<th>440</th>
<th>522</th>
<th>461</th>
<th>297</th>
<th>2,132</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Modulation Bandwidth (MHz)**

- **EIRP (dBW)**
- **Coverage Service**

#### Carrier Frequencies
- **FDM/fm**
- **TDMA**

#### Launch Vehicles
- **Satellite Systems Engineering Inc.**
- **Hughes**
- **Ford**
- **RCA**

#### Figure of Merit
- **1**
- **2**
- **3**

#### Polarization

- **3.3 W**
- **30.8**

#### Frequency Reuse
- **-8.6**
- **-16.0**

#### TDMA/CDMA
- **17.2**

#### FDM/FM
- **26**
- **28**

#### Satellite Systems Engineering Inc.**
- **Genicom**
- **Techniques**

### Terms

- **FDM - Frequency Division Multiplexing**
- **FDM/FM - Frequency Division/Multiplexing**
- **PSK - Phase Shift Keying**
- **QPSK - Quadrature Phase Shift Keying**

### Footnotes

1. EIRP - Effective Isotropic Radiated Power
2. Mass
3. Launch Vehicles
4. Polarization
5. Frequency Reuse
6. Satellite Systems Engineering Inc.**

This chart was compiled by Satellite Systems Engineering Inc., Washington, D.C. 20014, and is the property of Comsat and Electronix, McGraw-Hill Inc.
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Diode-shunted op amp converts triangular input into sine wave

by Giovanni Righini and Franca Marsiglia
Florence, Italy

Finding applications in low-frequency function generators, linear voltage-controlled oscillators, and, in general, wherever it is necessary to have an output with a constant amplitude that is independent of frequency, this converter transforms a bipolar triangular wave into a sinusoidal output having a total harmonic distortion of less than 1%. The circuit uses a single operational amplifier and several diodes placed across its input and output ports to synthesize a transfer function that decreases the amplifier gain as output voltage increases. Thus it generates a piecewise-linear approximation of a sine wave for corresponding changes in triangular-signal amplitude.

The principle upon which the converter operates is simple, as shown in (a). If the input voltage to the op

Segmented sines. Diode and resistors (a) reduce op amp gain when output signal falls, placing point C at 0.6 volt. Circuit can be expanded to generate piecewise-linear approximation of half a sine wave (b) from triangle wave when other diode-resistor networks are added (c) to reduce gain further with increasing input voltage. Adding D₅ - D₆ networks permits generation of other half cycle of sine wave.
amp is such that the output voltage is positive, diode D₁ does not conduct and the amplifier gain will be \( R₁/R \). But when a positive input voltage from the triangular input is applied to the inverting port, the output will go negative and D₁ will conduct when point C reaches a threshold value of \(-0.6\) volt.

In effect, if the internal impedance of the diode is neglected so long as it is conducting, resistor \( R_b \) is in parallel with \( R_1 \), and the amplifier gain is reduced to \( R_1 R_b / (R_1 + R_b) R \). The change in gain occurs at point \( V_1 \) on the transfer function (b).

By placing additional resistor-diode networks that include D₂ and D₃ at the output of the op amp (c) and by selecting resistor values appropriately, the voltage at which conduction occurs for each diode can be set. So, for each progressive rise of the triangular voltage the transfer function can be extended to points \( V_2 \) and \( V_3 \). A good approximation to a half sinusoid can be obtained by using four segments for every quarter of a (sine wave) period, as shown.

Open-collector logic switches rf signals

by W. B. Warren
TRW Subsea Petroleum Systems Inc., Houston, Texas

The open-collector outputs of transistor-transistor logic can provide a simple way of switching low-level radio-frequency signals and thus digitally selecting signal sources in test equipment or filters in a communications receiver. With a 50-ohm source and load, the rf attenuation through the switch at 10 megahertz is only 1.3 decibels when the switch is active and greater than 40 db when it is open.

Shown in (a) is the basic rf switching element. When the logic control signal is low, the open collector output of the NAND gate is high. Thus diode D₁ is back-biased, D₂ conducts, and the switch is turned on. The capacitance of the open-collector output of the logic element will not affect circuit operation, since the reverse-biased D₁ prevents the element from shunting the rf path.

When the control signal is high, the open-collector output is low and D₁ conducts, forcing the dc voltage at

To process the negative-polarity portion of the triangular wave (which is required to generate the other half of the sine wave), resistor-diode networks including D₄, D₅, and D₆ are placed in the circuit. Note that the diodes will conduct in sequence as the op amp’s output voltage exceeds the predetermined positive values.

The component values have been selected to produce three segments corresponding to end-point values of \( |V₁| = 4.35, |V₂| = 7.7, |V₃| = 9.15 \). \( V_p \) is limited by the maximum voltage of the input signal. Only resistors having a tolerance of 5% or below should be used in this circuit, to keep distortion to a minimum.

The gain of the op amp is most conveniently controlled by varying \( R \) and can be selected to handle a wide range of input voltages—from a few tens of millivolts to tens of volts. \( R \) should be about 1.8 kilohms for input voltages of 1v peak to peak and should be trimmed to minimize sine-wave distortion at the output.

The frequency response of the circuit will exceed 30 kilohertz when the TL081 op amp is used.

Digital rf switch. Logic signal is capable of switching low-level radio-frequency signals without significant attenuation, if open-collector transistor-transistor-logic element is used (a). Basic idea can easily be extended to single-pole, double-throw rf switch (b).
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the junction of the diodes to a low value. The voltage across D₁ is therefore not sufficient to keep it conducting (that is, it is reverse-biased), and the rf signal cannot appear at the output.

The application of the basic element to a single-pole double-throw rf switch is shown in (b). Logic control for the SPDT switch is provided by two 7401 open-collector NAND gates.

Converters simplify design of frequency multiplier

by Michael K. McBeath
Burroughs Corp., Goleta, Calif.

By using a programmable digital-to-analog converter in combination with frequency-to-voltage and voltage-to-frequency converters, this circuit can multiply an input frequency by any number. Because it needs neither combinational logic nor a high-speed counter, it is more flexible than competing designs, uses fewer parts, and is simpler to build.

As shown in the figure, the V-f converter, a Teledyne 9400, transforms the input frequency into a corresponding voltage. An inexpensive device, the converter requires only a few external components for setting its upper operating frequency as high as 100 kilohertz.

Next the signal is applied to the reference port of the DAC-03 d-a converter, where it is amplified by the frequency-multiplying factor programmed into the converter by thumbwheel switches or a microprocessor. The d-a converter’s output is the product of the analog input voltage and the digital gain factor. R₃ sets the gain of the 741 op amp to any value, providing trim adjustment or a convenient way to scale the d-a converter’s output to a much higher or lower voltage for the final stage, a 9400 converter that operates in the voltage-to-frequency mode. The 741 and R₃ can also be used to set circuit gain to noninteger values. The V-f device then converts the input voltage into a proportionally higher or lower frequency.

Designer’s casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly the circuit’s operating principle and purpose. We’ll pay $50 for each item published.
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All numbers. Circuit uses frequency-to-voltage-to-frequency conversion, with intermediate stage of gain between conversions, for multiplying input frequency by any number. Digital-to-analog converter is programmed digitally, by thumbwheel switches or microprocessor, for coarse selection of frequency-multiplying factor. 741 provides fine gain, enables choice of non-integer multiplication values.
I²L gives codec superior ac performance

Device exceeds Bell System requirements to take into account future revisions

by Ronald Ruebusch and Enjeti Murthi, Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.

The new integrated-circuit encoder-decoders, like other products, must compete on the basis of performance as well as price. Requirements for these devices are given by the Bell System's D3 specifications for a pulse-code-modulated channel. But the designers of the ST100 codec have provided it with much higher performance and reliability.

To this end, the ST100 employs Signetics' integrated-injection-logic process. Because this process produces a thicker epitaxial layer than Schottky I²L, it can be used to fabricate high-performance I²L transistors as well as transistors with collector-to-emitter on-voltages greater than 12 volts, to accommodate the analog circuits.

Like all bipolar devices, I²L parts are inherently quieter than metal-oxide-semiconductor ones because they are less susceptible to 1/f noise. The ST100 is no exception. Over 0° to 70°C, the idle-channel noise is 13 dBncco worst case (that is, with continuous dual-channel signaling). Without signaling, the maximum idle-channel noise over the same temperature range is 10 dBncco, as compared with the almost 15 dBncco of similar MOS devices.

As the part is intended to be incorporated into the Bell Telephone system, ac performance is crucial. Moreover, the Bell System ac specifications will almost certainly be tightened in future revisions. For that reason, too, the ST100 was designed to exceed the current D3 specs.

The worst-case signal-to-quantizing-noise distortion ratio over temperature during signaling is at least 5 decibels better than the D3 requirement at all signal levels. When the I²L codec is looped back or connected end to end, the worst-case frequency response during signaling, over temperature, has less than ±0.1-dB ripple over the 300-to-3,400-hertz voice band.

This margin over the D3 specifications lowers manufacturing costs because it covers any variation in tolerances that can occur with high-volume production.

System design

Besides superior electrical performance, the ST100 offers the system designer a number of other advantages. For one, I²L can drive high currents. Therefore, the analog-output port on the receiving side of the device has a low output impedance of about 10 ohms and is capable of driving a full-scale signal across a 5-kilohm load. This capability greatly reduces the problem of interfacing with the receiving filter and eliminates the need for a buffer circuit to perform impedance conversion.

In addition, the codec's bipolar nature allows all the digital interfaces on the chip to be transistor-transistor-
Sharing. In the ST100 codec chip, the digital-to-analog converter is time-shared between both transmission directions, with the d-a conversion taking precedence over the a-d. The chip uses a separate voltage reference to guarantee proper channel operation in the PCM mode over time and temperature, thus minimizing drift with fluctuating temperatures and also exceeding current D3 specifications.

logic-compatible. A further advantage is that IFL allows many functions to be packed on the chip. Power dissipation is typically 375 milliwatts in the active and 50 mw maximum in the standby mode.

The only portion of the codec requiring the 1.544-megahertz receiving clock is the input and output shift registers. This speed is compatible with the needs of IFL circuits, since the maximum clock rates these circuits can handle are on the order of 2.1 MHz. By properly adjusting the source resistors, only those portions of the circuits operating at 1.544 MHz need to have high injection current; the remainder of the circuits may operate at significantly lower current levels.

All the chip's digital inputs and outputs have TTL-compatible buffers, which in turn drive the IFL circuitry. Buffers are also used within the IFL circuits to provide the drive necessary for high fan-out points, such as clock lines, thereby preventing delay problems from occurring when several IFL stages are cascaded.

The right architecture to cut system cost

Besides performance, the codec user must be acutely aware of system cost. The architecture of the ST100 is arranged so that, at the system level, per-channel costs can be minimized without sacrificing reliability. The analog input is capable of withstanding dc offsets from a ground of ±20 millivolts without affecting signal transmission when employing the auto-zero function. This means that the analog input may be dc-coupled to the transmitting filter, thus saving the cost of a large decoupling capacitor.

The ST100 operates off ±12 v for the analog signals

Required presence. The internal 512-kHz master clock is derived from the 1.544-MHz receiving clock, which must always be present for sequencing to occur. The a-d conversion is done by a successive-approximation register plus a μ-law d-a converter.
3. **8 + 8.** The decode command on the ST100 codec generates a request for digital-to-analog conversion. An interval of 8 microseconds allows the data to be shifted in and the converter to settle. Another interval of 8 microseconds is used for the conversion.

and + 5 V for the logic circuitry. A power-down feature is included for those applications, like private automatic branch exchanges and central-office switches, where continuous operation is unnecessary.

Time-slot assignment is carried out by a single TTL-compatible pulse to either the encoding or the decoding command port, thus eliminating the control circuitry needed to generate 8-bit time-slot assignment commands. The ST100 operates with data rates from 256 kilobits to 2.048 megabits per second and with sampling rates from 8 to 16 kilohertz. This flexibility gives the system designer the freedom to optimize his design when the D3 standard clocking and sampling rates do not apply.

**No need for reference**

Furthermore, the ST100 includes dual-channel signaling, as well as zero-code suppression for channel bank applications. Voltage reference for the digital-to-analog converter, however, is not included, and for a very good reason. The reference is keyed to the conversion process and, in the overall operation of the codec, it is imperative both that it not drift with age or temperature and that its initial value be very close to its nominal value. Otherwise, transmission quality deteriorates.

An external reference can be guaranteed to meet these requirements independently of the codec. That being the case, the question becomes one of system cost, and a savings results from improved yields for the codec when the reference is not included.

Signetics will introduce a high-performance, very low-cost reference called the ST135 along with the ST100.

4. **By the clock.** For asynchronous operation, external clock-recovery circuits have to be implemented to extrapolate the clocks from the data stream when decoding. In synchronous operation, the receiving and transmitting clocks are wired together. The encode and decode commands are also tied together and are controlled through the internal timing configuration.
Use of the two together will guarantee that the PCM channel will be fully operational over time and temperature. It will also afford a lower system cost, since yields can be optimized on each of the parts independently.

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the 24-pin device. It consists of analog-input and output sample-and-hold sections, a comparator, a d-a converter, shift registers, control circuitry, and buffers. The converter is time-shared between both transmission directions, with the digital-to-analog conversion taking precedence over the analog-to-digital conversion. Thus, if an encoding sequence is in process when a decode command is received, the encoding is halted, the decoding is performed, and then the encoding is resumed.

**System operations**

Circuitry is included on the chip that allows A and B signaling to be inserted into the data stream. To transmit these signals, the signal A input, signal B input, and A/B enable-encode ports (pins 17, 16, and 18, respectively) must be accessed. Recovery of the signals is accomplished through the signal A output, signal B output, and A/B enable-decode terminals.

Two frames after the positive edge of the A/B enable-encode command, the value at the signal A input replaces the least significant bit in the transmitted data stream. The same thing occurs for signal B two frames after the negative edge of the command. On the receiving side, the signal A value is latched at the signal A output terminal on the first decode command after the negative edge of the command. On the receiving side, the signal A value is latched at the signal A output terminal.

The decode command also generates a request to the output shift clock, which has the job of serially shifting the data encoded during the previous frame out of the digital-output terminal.

In the decoding portion of the system (Fig. 3), only a decode command and the receiving clock are required. The receiving clock, in the presence of a decode command, generates an eight-pulse shift clock that accepts the input data. This shift clock is 90° out of phase with the receiving clock, allowing the data to be shifted in at the center of a data bit.

The decode command also generates a request to the converter that begins d-a conversion. An internal timer allows 8 µs after the request for the data to be shifted in and for the converter to settle, and another 8 µs is used for the conversion. The digital data from the input shift register is applied in parallel form to the converter. The operational amplifier changes the current outputs to voltage outputs.

The ST100 may be operated synchronously or asynchronously. Figure 4 shows examples of both modes, and the table gives the typical performance data.

---

**HOW THE ST100 PERFORMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Test conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal-to-distortion ratio (input signal at 1 kHz)</td>
<td>37 dB</td>
<td>at +3 to −30 dBmO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking deviation from gain for 1-kHz input signal at 0 dBmO</td>
<td>±0.1 dB</td>
<td>from +3 to −37 dBmO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response (deviation from ideal (\sin x)/x curve with respect to 1 kHz)</td>
<td>±0.1 dB</td>
<td>180 — 3,400 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle-channel noise</td>
<td>13 dBmC0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiet-code noise</td>
<td>2 dBmC0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-frequency distortion (for 0-dBmO input-signal level)</td>
<td>44 dB</td>
<td>at 1 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32 dB</td>
<td>from 0 to 12 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: A and B signaling during all measurements; temperature range = 0° to 70°C; full-scale signal = ±3 V pp.

---

This article is the fourth in a series on the new integrated-circuit codecs. The first two articles appeared in the Sept. 14 issue, pp. 105-114; the third, in the Sept. 28 issue, pp. 141-144. A reprint of the entire series is available for $4.00. Write to Electronics Reprint Dept., P. O. Box 669, Hightstown, N. J. 08520. Copyright 1978, Electronics, a McGraw-Hill publication.
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Compressing test patterns to fit into LSI testers

By identifying repeated elements and manipulating them intelligently, technique shortens lengthy patterns needed to test complex devices

by Trent Cave, Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore.

As integrated circuits have evolved from small-scale into large-scale devices, the problems in testing them have increased exponentially. Not the least of these is the length of the test pattern required to check out a device thoroughly. Often it is too long to fit into the LSI tester's local memory, and then some means of compressing it becomes essential.

Most small-scale ICs have fewer than 100 functions and thus can be thoroughly tested with patterns of fewer than 100 vectors (see "Test pattern genesis"). However, testing the basic instruction set of an 8-bit microprocessor requires approximately 50,000 vectors—and this does not include testing for instruction sequence sensitivities. But the local memory of most large-scale-integration testers is typically limited to 4,096 bits per pin, and device pinouts are growing steadily.

The obvious solution to the problem is to simply expand the fast (emitter-coupled-logic) local memory, but this means expanding it for every one of the up to 64 pins at present available in testers. A quick calculation shows that such a solution is far too costly in terms not only of dollars but also of heat dissipation.

The alternative is test pattern compression, the technique for which involves both hardware and software. Hardware pattern compression is done by coupling an intelligent controller to the local memory. For example, the Tektronix S-3200 series tester's PRAM (programmable random-access memory) contains registers that have been programmed by microinstructions to control looping, subroutines, and error branching. This enables the tester to handle intermixed random and algorithmic sequences of pattern at the test rate of the device. Software pattern compression works together with these hardware features by identifying subroutines and loops.

Types of test patterns

Test patterns for LSI devices typically mix random sequences of vectors, sometimes with other sequences that can be algorithmically described. It is possible to distinguish four distinct types of vector sequences: a completely random or unique vector applied to the device only once in the test pattern; a single repeated vector, in which one vector is applied to the device a certain number of times before another one is applied; a sequence of vectors in the form of a looping pattern that is applied to the device repeatedly before the next test-pattern vector takes over; a randomly repeated sequence of vectors, applied to the device more than once during execution of the test pattern.

Usually considered separately from these four types of vector are memory algorithm patterns (walking 1s, walking 0s, galloping patterns, and so forth) since these are oriented around two-dimensional geometry algorithms. Tester manufacturers use special hardware generators to simplify this type of test pattern construction with user-definable memory algorithm instructions.

The LSI tester's local memory control can apply test patterns to a device in one of three ways—by means of shift registers or random-access memories or a dual memory configuration of both shift registers and RAMs. In the first method, the controller loads the pattern into the shift register at a relatively slow rate, then shifts the...
test pattern vectors out to the device under test much faster, at the device's test rate (Fig. 1). This method has two advantages. It allows rates of up to 20 MHz since only a shift pulse is required to apply a new test pattern vector to the device. Also, error data can be logged in real time by being routed into the other end of the shift register. The primary disadvantage is the lack of subroutine capability, which limits pattern size to the size of the shift register.

In the RAM method (Fig. 2), the RAM is loaded by the computer and applies test vectors to the device by selecting the appropriate address sequence. The RAM's address sequence is controlled at the test rate by a pattern controller that is usually microprogrammed. The capabilities of a test system's pattern controller vary from system to system. The use of subroutines and looping on an address are both possible with the RAM approach. But existing pattern controllers are slower than shift registers and are not capable of accessing argument data (variables) when executing a subroutine.

The dual-memory method (Fig. 3) involves loading both a shift-register memory and a random-access memory from the computer memory. A pattern controller is again used with the RAM to address pattern vectors. However, it is now possible both to execute a subroutine with the RAM and to have argument data applied to the device in a first-in, first-out manner by means of the shift register.

**Test pattern compression**

There are five steps to follow in fitting large sequential test patterns into a local memory under the control of a pattern controller:

- Run the test pattern through a data-reduction program.
- Identify all unique vectors.
- Identify all groupings of three or fewer unique vectors (not necessary in all cases).
- Identify subroutines.
- Identify subroutines that use argument data (useful only with the dual-memory approach).

The first step is software analysis of the test pattern. This is done by putting the pattern into the computer for processing through a data-reduction program that will recognize test pattern subroutines, loops, and algorithms. At this stage, repeated single vectors should be identi-
2. RAM setup. After the controller has loaded the test pattern into the RAM, a pattern controller (usually microprogrammable) selects the RAM's address sequence, thus applying the test pattern to the device. This method is more flexible but somewhat slower than the shift-register approach.

fied, for the size of the pattern storage required can be reduced by using hardware capable of single-vector looping. Such hardware is available with all three types of local memory. (A good example of a device with many single-vector loops is a universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter.) Pattern compression is achieved by loading a counter and applying pattern vectors to the single-vector looping hardware until the counter is decremented to 0.

The second step is to identify all unique vectors—the combinations of 1s and 0s that are never repeated in the test pattern. The number of these vectors will indicate how many memory locations will have to be reserved for them. If there are too many unique vectors to fit into the local memory, then subroutines or reloads will be required. If the pattern controller has subroutine overhead—that is, it needs to reserve locations in local memory to enter and exit the subroutine—then step three is necessary. Some pattern controllers can execute subroutines without overhead, however, so that local memory storage requirements are reduced and the third step can be skipped.

Otherwise, the third step is to identify all groupings of three or fewer unique vectors. Since two memory locations are required to store a subroutine and another one to call it, no savings result from converting these groups of three into subroutines. Again, if the number of memory locations for these groups is greater than local memory size, the test pattern will not directly fit into the local memory. Reloads will therefore be required, but it is possible to reduce their number through further compression steps.

The fourth step is to begin identifying subroutines. The larger the subroutine and the more identical subroutines there are, the greater the probability that the test pattern will prove compressible into the local storage. All the subroutine location sizes and the calls to the subroutines should be added to the grouping and unique vector storage requirements, and if the sum is greater than local memory size, then the test pattern will not directly fit into it and reloads are still indicated.

How dual memory helps

These steps represent the limits of most RAM-only LSI test systems. However, if the LSI tester has dual-memory architecture, a fifth step of compression is possible for those devices which perform repeatable functions but with different sets of data. An example is a microprocessor's fetch subroutine, which of necessity must be executed for all instructions but also fetches different data most of the time.

In such cases, subroutines can be developed to run from RAM storage using arguments supplied from shift-register memory. This hardware pattern-compression method can greatly reduce the size of pattern storage required. Software can be used to identify the pattern
**Test pattern genesis**

A test pattern may be defined as the series of machine-language statements, arranged sequentially in rows, that is needed to exercise all desired functions of a device under test. A test vector (see Fig. 4) is either a row of this test pattern or an algorithmically generated pattern and exercises a particular function of the device under test.

The large test patterns needed today are increasingly being generated by computers. In fact, some manufacturers of large-scale integrated circuits use large computers to model them and (they hope) to generate worst-case, or race, patterns for them. These patterns usually give the device user a good first-try approximation at a test pattern, with failures generating the feedback he needs to improve it.

Manufacturers of device testers, on the other hand, may not have the internal layout of the device to work from, so they offer software from which the user can build test patterns by simulating the device functions. For example, tester manufacturers have had software for generating test patterns for the 8080 microprocessor available for several years. The user merely types the 8080 mnemonics in the sequence desired for testing the part, and the test pattern is then automatically generated and stored on a disk file [Electronics, Feb. 17, 1977, p. 109].

The advantage of this approach is that it provides a test pattern that will be equally valid for all devices of a given numbered type, such as the 8080, regardless of the vendor. The combination of device functions can be used to build a test pattern capable of exercising any of these devices adequately.

There are two commonly used methods of applying pattern vectors to the device under test. In the first, a computer applies the pattern vectors as fast as it can to the device. But most semiconductor devices now require faster test cycle rates than the 1 megahertz typical of a computer-rate tester, although many home-brew testers being built still use this technique.

The other approach is faster and is preferred by most tester manufacturers. In it the test patterns are loaded into local memory in the LSI tester and the vectors are applied to the device at the test rate desired—around 10 to 20 MHz. Test patterns can be run sequentially on most testers. But reloading is required when the test pattern exceeds the size of local memory.

The drawbacks to this technique revolve about this reloading of local memory. For instance, if it takes longer than the device refresh time, testing of dynamic devices becomes a problem.

Also, reloading decreases throughput since disk or core access time will slow down test times. Finally, the testing of a device at its rated speed cannot continue during a local memory reload.

---

**3. Dual memory.** When the pattern controller can load both RAM and shift register with test data, it becomes possible to test subroutines using variable data. The necessary argument data from the shift register is called up along with the RAM's addressing sequence.

---

---
**EXAMPLE OF PATTERN COMPRESSION**

Uncompressed test patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locations</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1 0 1 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 0 1 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 0 1 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 1 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 0 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 1 1 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 0 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 0 1 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 0 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Single vector loop

Unique vector

Subroutine A

Unique vector

Subroutine A

Subroutine similar to A (use of dual memory allows it to be handled together with A)

Compressed test pattern (dual memory method)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>Pattern controller</th>
<th>Second memory (shift register)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 locations</td>
<td>1 0 1 1 0 0</td>
<td>Test, Loop 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 1 1 0 0</td>
<td>Test, Call Sub</td>
<td>Z Z O Z Z 1 2nd time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 1 1 0 0</td>
<td>Test, Call Sub</td>
<td>Z Z O Z Z 1 1st time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 1 1 0 0</td>
<td>Test, Call Sub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Halt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 X</td>
<td>Sub: Use secondary memory</td>
<td>Z Z I Z Z O 3rd time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 1 0</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Z Z O Z Z 1 2nd time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 1 0 0</td>
<td>Test, Return</td>
<td>Z Z O Z Z 1 1st time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents of</td>
<td>X locations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>supplied from</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>secondary memory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 1. The repeated single vector is 101100, and the number of repeats is 3. This reduced to one local memory location with a loop instruction.

Step 2. There are altogether eight different vectors in the uncompressed test pattern on Fig. 4 requiring RAM storage. If local memory size were 7, then a RAM hardware method of pattern compression would not work, even with a pattern controller that did not have any subroutine overhead. The number of distinctly different vectors represents the theoretical limit in a purely RAM-type system.

Step 3. This can be skipped because the pattern controller hardware has no subroutine overhead. If it did have overhead, no pattern compression would be possible for the example given because all the subroutines occupy three locations anyway.

Step 4. There are two identical subroutines and a third, similar one that can be handled as straight-line code without dual memory. A subroutine call, to the location Sub + 1, can be used to cut down on storage in a RAM-only system. This permits the use of only eight locations, the theoretical compression limit determined in the second step, and is programmed as:

1) Test, loop 3
2) Test, Call Sub
3) Test, Call Sub
4) Test, Call Sub + 1 Halt
5) Sub: Test
6) Test
7) Sub + 1
8) Test, Return

Step 5. A dual-memory configuration makes it useful to identify all subroutines, even those only with similarities, and to identify the pins (columns of the test pattern) that must be modified. In this case the third column and the last column must change, as indicated by the X in the RAM layout of Fig. 4. In the simplified example given, there is only a savings of one local memory location over the RAM-only method covered in step 4. In reality, however, such an operation might be repeated very often, so that the overall reduction in memory requirements could be quite large. Large test patterns typically show a 5-to-1 reduction in pattern storage requirements when a dual-memory architecture is used instead of a RAM-only architecture.

Closing the loop

The author of this article is willing to answer any questions readers may have. He can be reached between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Pacific Standard Time from Oct. 16 to 20 at (503) 645-6464, ext. 1203.
Amid all the static and distorted signals about Japan’s “closed market” and “non-tariff barriers”, one thing tends to be overlooked: the many foreign success stories in Japan.

To date, over 1,000 electronics-related companies have established branch or representative offices in Japan. And one doesn’t have to look far to see why they are attracted by Japan’s market potential. The electronics-related market in Japan for 1978 is predicted to amount to over ¥6.6 trillion.

One of the main reasons for these companies’ success is that they approached the market in the Japanese way. And a lot of them took the best route of all by advertising in Nikkei Electronics. Japan’s leading electronics magazine, Nikkei Electronics has the widest readership among Japanese corporations and individuals who are interested in hearing about your company’s products and services. A biweekly, it is delivered to more than 37,000 key decision makers in the electronics industry.

To ensure peak profits in Japan, let Nikkei Electronics do the troubleshooting for you.
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Processor’s PROM decoder extends addressing capabilities

by Robert S. Rodgers
Lehigh University, Chemistry Department, Bethlehem, Pa.

The idea of using a programmable read-only memory to replace logic that activates circuits in a microprocessor-based system ["PROM decoder replaces chip-enabling logic," Sept. 2, 1976, p. 100] can by extension be applied to controlling bus interfacing as well. In addition, system addressing capabilities can be increased by using the PROM to coordinate the operation of two peripheral interface adapters employed in a typical M6800 system.

Figure 1 shows how two 256-by-4-bit PROMs of the fusible-link variety (U₁ and U₂, the 74S287 or 74S387) can be used to meet both objectives. These devices, combined with one half of a 74LS00 quad NAND gate, U₃, and two DM8833 quad three-state transceivers, U₄ and U₅, make up the complete address-decoding and bus-interface logic. (Only one transceiver is shown.)

The signals on the system bus are a buffered (transistor-transistor-logic) version of the signals emanating from the MC6800's address, data, and control lines. However, one wiring change in the standard bus is made to facilitate direct-memory-access devices and to enhance the flexibility with which the PIAs may be addressed: the valid memory access line (VMA) is active low on the system bus. The signal VUA is also developed from VMA and is a delayed version of the original VMA signal. This modification means that a DMA signal, such as a control pulse emanating from the microprocessor's front panel, need only drag the VMA line low to show that it is placing a valid address on the bus, while VUA makes possible shadowing of memory locations.

For example, front-panel control can be used to bring VUA low after the system is reset, thereby disabling any

Flexible. Using PROM decoder for accessing peripheral interface adapters provides for a myriad of addressing schemes. All control lines of 6800 are buffered on a system bus. U₁ decodes address lines VUA, VMA, and seven highest address bits, A₀–A₁₂; U₂ decodes R/W and A₀–A₁₄; U₃ selects the PIAs and controls the data-bus transceivers, U₄ and U₅, as well.
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OEM Printers with value-added options and the quality your customers demand

We've built-in I/O compatibility and value-added features across our line
Control Data's OEM printers have value-added features that help you tailor better solutions to your customer's requirements. Built-in features include clear, crisp print quality, acoustically dampened cabinets and easy-operating controls. And we've built in common interface protocol across our line. So you don't have to redesign your interface for each application.

Choose one of our Bi-Directional Position-Seeking Matrix Printers
Our Matrix Printers print single to five part forms with sharp, clean 7 x 7 or 9 x 9 patterns. Standard 10 cpi, 6 lpi and 64 ASCII characters...full line 132-character buffer memories. Options include a paper-saving 16.5 cpi pitch and 8 lpi spacing, 96 and 128-character sets. Speeds range from 70 lpm for 132 columns to 200 lpm for 33 columns.

Cut your customer's paper costs with one of our Band Printers
Offer your customer reduced paper and total life cycle costs with a choice of 10 cpi or compressed pitch 15 cpi bands. Bands switch in seconds. At the 15 cpi density, a full 132-character line prints on letter-sized paper. Multiple options permit you to tailor the printer to your application. Eleven interchangeable bands, identical spare parts kit. Full solid-stroke characters top to bottom. Print speeds with 48 character set: 360, 720 and 1130 lpm.

High performance, high throughput Fastrain Printers
All Fastrain models accommodate any size character set from 16 to 128 with correspondence-grade print quality. Speeds with a 48-character set are 1200, 1600 and 2000 lpm.

Put quality behind your nameplate. Call us at 313/651-8810 or if in Europe, contact one of our European representatives. Or return coupon to:

Harrison Craig, Product Sales Manager
Control Data Corporation, 1480 N. Rochester Road, Rochester, Michigan 48063.

Please send literature and sample printout of your
□ Matrix Printers □ Band Printers □ Fastrain Printers

Name __________________________ Title __________________________
Company __________________________ Phone __________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________________ State __________________________ Zip __________________________

CONTROL DATA CORPORATION

More than a computer company
memory location enabled by VUA. The front-panel switches may then be used in place of the system's reset vector. In addition, any random-access-memory subsystem enabled by VUA may be write-protected by logic that drags that line low during a write cycle referencing that particular RAM. Individual memory locations or entire blocks of data may be guarded in this way.

The address decoding scheme used here allows the designer the option of enabling the PIAS with either VMA or VUA, depending on how the PROMs are programmed. VMA is used to enable U1, with VUA and A9–A15 selecting the location within the PROM. One output of U1 is used to generate a high-address select (1–f/U) command that is active low. The 74S287 was chosen for the PROM because unprogrammed locations will be at logic 1, equivalent to having placed VWA at logic 1 to deselect the chip. Only one link of the PROM need be fused to decode VMA, VUA, and A9–A15.

The HAS signal is used to enable a second PROM, U2, which decodes A2–A8 and R/W (the system read/write line). All four of this PROM's outputs are used. Two outputs enable the PIAS (U6, U7) directly through the use of an active-low chip-select on each adapter. A third output directly controls the receiver-enables of the DM8833's, used as the data-bus transceivers. The remaining output is gated with phase 2 of the buffered clock to enable the 8833's transmitter during a read cycle. Because the chip-enable lines of the PROMs are used in decoding pull-up resistors are needed.

A fringe benefit of this address decoding scheme is highly flexible addressing. The PIA board containing U6 and U1 may be assigned several addresses simply by fusing more links in the appropriate PROM; that is, each address may be used to refer to a different enabling scheme. For example, the board may be given two addresses, say, $10yz (where use of the $ sign represents a hexadecimal number), in which case it will respond only when $VMA = 0$ and $VUA = 1$ and $20yz$, in which case it will respond when $VMA = 0$ (the two links corresponding to $VUA = 0$ and $VUA = 1$ are both fused). Consequently, the board is protected against overwriting (shadowed) at address $10yz$, but not at address $20yz$.

One feature of the MC6820 peripheral interface adapter is that the CA2 or CB2 handshake lines (not shown) may be programmed to emit a low pulse for one cycle upon the receipt of a read or write command from the appropriate data register. In some applications, it may be desirable to program simultaneous pulses on two or more CA2 or CB2 lines, and this PROM addressing scheme does that without external hardware.

By properly fusing U2's links, both PIAS may be enabled by a reference to a particular address, say, $6830$, keeping in mind that this can only be done during a write cycle. The link at each select output of the PIAS corresponding to that address and R/W status must be fused. Each adapter may be given a second address to which it, and it alone, responds—say, $6810$ for one and $6820$ for the other. A write into address $6810$ will produce a CA2 pulse on PIA 1, a write into $6820$ will produce a CA2 pulse on PIA 2, and a write into $6830$ will make a pulse emanate from both adapters simultaneously. The table details the PROM programming. Also,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>VMA</th>
<th>VUA</th>
<th>A15</th>
<th>A14</th>
<th>A13</th>
<th>A12</th>
<th>A11</th>
<th>A10</th>
<th>A9</th>
<th>A8</th>
<th>HAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U1 pin</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$68yz$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All others</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S = indicates hexadecimal number
X = "don't care" state
*PROM is not enabled, but outputs are pulled up
t bits as required to access specific address
The new era in wafer inspection.

Introducing System 4000 Inspection Station.

It will automate your inspection process, operate stand-alone or in-line with other System 4000 wafer processing units, give you all the data you need for wafer lot control, and increase your throughput dramatically.

Uniplate System 4000 Wafer Inspection Station. So automatic and easy to use that operators seldom have to move their eyes from the microscope. They stay fresh, productivity increases, and you get better inspection results.

Whether you use it as a stand-alone station or integrate it into a Uniplate System 4000 wafer processing line, it will help you process more wafers, more accurately, than you have ever been able to do before.

Its smooth cassette-to-cassette water handling system is completely automatic from Load to any of three outputs—Accept, Rework, Reject. Wafer damage is a thing of the past.

It has automatic sampling with skip mode so you can inspect every n\textsuperscript{th} wafer without waiting for the in-between wafers. Automatic Reject which you can program to various thresholds. Automatic pre-align. Keyboard and learn mode programming in inches or metrics. Motorized fine focus. Smooth stage travel creating no discernible vibration. And many more advanced features to improve accuracy and increase throughput.

There's more. Its combination of keyboard, microprocessor, and digital display lets you record and summarize inspection data—for example, up to 32 categories of rework data—so you can have complete lot control.

Get full details now from your local Kasper office. Or write Kasper Instruments, 749 North Mary, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 733-9800.
a similar scheme may be used to read from several PIA's simultaneously, although care must be taken not to enable the 8833's transmitters during a multiple read instruction to prevent conflicts on the data bus. Otherwise, the system may read meaningless data during the read operation and the internal interrupt flag bits (CR6 and CR7, not shown) of the adapters may be cleared simultaneously with a single load instruction (LDAA).

Linear light polarizers sense angular position
by Yishay Netzer
Haifa, Israel

Two sets of light polarizers can be used to build an angular-position sensor that will find many uses in servo-setting applications and flexure measurements. The circuit suffers from none of the major drawbacks inherent in conventional sensors, notably the friction, bulkiness, and cost of electromechanical transducers.

The design of the circuit shown in the figure is based upon the principle that the amount of light passing through two linear light polarizers is a function of the angle separating their polarizing axes and can be detected by a photodiode. The index of transmission is equal to \((K_1 + K_2 \cos^2 \theta)\), where \(\theta\) is the angle between a stationary polarizer and one affixed to the rotating shaft whose position is to be determined; \(K_1\) is the transmission coefficient of light through the stationary polaroid when \(\theta = 90^\circ\); and \(K_2\) is the transmission coefficient through the stationary polarizer when \(\theta = 0^\circ\).

To eliminate the shortcomings of a circuit operating with one photodiode and a single pair of rotating-stationary polarizers (no reference zero position and poor stability), a second sensor and set of polarizers are used, as shown, along with differential and summing amplifiers. All components of the angular-position sensor act to normalize the output voltage for a given shaft angle and to generate bipolar output voltages, which do not vary with most operating parameters.

The second photodiode is covered with a polarizer whose axis is at right angles to that placed over the first sensor. These and a standard visible-light source mounted symmetrically above them comprise the static portion of the circuit. The defined zero shaft position is the polarizing axis of the rotating polaroid, which should be placed 45° to that of the stationary polarizers.

If the photocurrent at the sensors is \(I_1\) and \(I_2\), respectively, their difference, which is applied to \(A_1\), is:

\[
I_1 - I_2 \propto K_1 + K_2 \cos^2(45^\circ + \theta) = K_2 \sin \theta (1)
\]

This current is then converted into a corresponding output voltage by \(A_1\). The signal is symmetrical about zero and linear to within ±1% in the ±15° range, and to ±5% in the ±30° range. The linear range can be extended to ±45° by a nonlinear sine-wave converter or power-series linearizing circuit.

In any case, the output would still be sensitive to temperature-induced variations, were it not for the compensation provided in this circuit. To reduce these variations and to make the circuit immune to power instability, the two signals \(I_1\) and \(I_2\) are summed by \(A_2\), and this sum is held constant by an internal feedback loop that includes transistor \(Q_1\), the light source, and a 10-V reference provided by \(D_1\). The sum current is then given by:

\[
I_1 + I_2 \propto K_1 + K_2 \cos^2(45^\circ + \theta) + K_1 + K_2 + \cos^2(45^\circ - \theta) = 2(K_1 + K_2) (2)
\]

and thus it is independent of angular position.

The circuit is slightly sensitive to stray light. This problem can be avoided by substituting an infrared-light-emitting diode suitably modulated for the normal

On the beam. Amount of light reaching photodiode is a function of angle between polarizing axis of stationary and rotating polarizers. Shaft, affixed to rotating member, thereby modulates light beam, transmits its angular position to detector.
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ANY MORE SCOPE COULD BE A WASTE OF MONEY.

Why spend extra money on a 100 MHz scope when our 50 MHz, OS3300 or 30 MHz, OS1100 could easily have all the capability you need? Plus their portability makes them equally at home on the bench or in the field.

The hard-working OS3300B gives you all the bandwidth required of most commonly used logic such as MOS, ECL and T.T.L. and the latest low power Schottky. The 50 MHz bandwidth combined with a 7ns rise-time is more than enough for accurate analysis of pulse trains and other digital signals.


The OS1100 provides 1 mV sensitivity across its 30 MHz bandwidth with an 11 ns risetime. Its bright 10 kV CRT, delayed sweep and versatile triggering modes make it ideal for the measurement of a wide variety of complex wave forms. Non switching probes are standard.

Whatever model you choose, you' ll get prompt delivery, efficient service and a full two year limited warranty on all parts and labor excluding fuses, calibration and minor maintenance.

You can count on excellence in every scope we make. For more information on these oscilloscopes and our complete line contact Gould Inc., Instruments Division, 3631 Perkins Ave., Cleveland, OH 44114. Phone:(216) 361-3315.

In Europe contact Gould Instruments, Roebuck Road, Hainault, Essex, CB10 IEJ, England.

For brochure or demonstration call toll free: (800) 325-6400, ext 77. In Missouri: (800) 324-6600.
light source. The difference current \( I_1 - I_2 \) can then be detected by synchronous means. At these wavelengths, though, a standard polarizer will not be effective, and a type HR polarizer should be used.

Note that with visible light, \( K_1 \) in Eq.1 is almost zero and \( K_2 \) is about 0.4. If the light source is an incandescent lamp, a large portion of the energy detected will also be in the infrared region where the optical material is ineffective. Therefore, if standard polarizers are to be used, an appropriate filter would be employed to pass just the visible spectrum. The filter would serve to eliminate the \( K_1 \) term from Eq. 2, while holding factor \( K_2 \) almost constant.

---

11-byte program generates 2 billion pseudorandom bits

by Tomasz R. Tański
Warsaw, Poland

Making efficient use of the 8080A microprocessor for digital testing and simulation applications, this 11-byte program generates pseudorandom binary numbers anything from 31 to 2,147,483,687 bits long. Unlike many programs, this one does not use instructions to access the locations and contents of external random-access memories for each number to be generated, so that the fetch/store overhead is eliminated and execution time is consequently minimized.

The hardware circuit simulated by the routine is a 31-stage shift register and an exclusive-or gate, with the register’s serial input derived from stages 6 and 30 (a). These two stages were found to provide the most efficient operation, in terms of saving program steps.

In software (b), the shift register is simulated by four of the 8080A’s 8-bit registers: D, E, H, and L. One other register, A, is used for temporary storage.

In program operation (c), all registers are shifted before the value of a particular feedback bit is calculated. First, the contents of register L, the least significant bits in the hardware register, are shifted left and added to the contents of H. The higher bytes in E and D are then rotated one by one, with the aid of the accumulator and carry flag.

Now the feedback value can be computed by the simulated XOR gate, and the \( L_0 \) bit, which had been cleared earlier by the DAD H instruction, can be updated accordingly. Note the bits to be combined by the XOR gate are the most significant bits in registers A and L, so that no rotation to align the bits is needed.

On the return of the program to its starting point, a new 31-bit binary number is available for the calling program in registers D, E, H, and L. In most cases, the initializer, or calling program, will have to make provision somewhere in memory for saving the last number generated, because it must be reloaded into the registers each time a new call is made, to ensure that a completely random number sequence is generated. Storing the last number generated also ensures that D, E, H, and L will not be loaded by all zeros each time the system is initialized during a power up, but by the number previously stored.

---

Engineer’s notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for saving engineering time or cost. We’ll pay $50 for each item published.
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The **C3-B**

by Ohio Scientific

The world's most powerful microcomputer system is far more affordable than you may think:

**STANDARD FEATURES:**

- 74 million byte Winchester technology disk drive yields mainframe class file access speeds and capacity.
- High level data file software makes high performance file structures like multikey ISAM easy to use.
- Triple processor CPU with 6502A, 6800 and Z-80 gives the programmer the best of all worlds in performance and versatility.
- The included 6502A based extended disk BASIC by Microsoft out-benchmarks every micro available, including 4 MHz Z-80 and LSI-11 with extended arithmetic.
- 48K of high reliability static RAM is standard.
- High density 8" floppys provide program and data mobility from machine to machine.
- Completely integrated mechanical system with UL-recognized power supplies; continuous duty cycle cooling; modular construction and rack slide mounted subassemblies.
- Based on a 16 slot Bus-oriented architecture with only 7 slots used in the base machine.
- Directly expandable to 300 megabytes of disk, 768K of RAM in 16 partitions, 16 communication ports, plus console and three printers.
- C3-B's have been in production since February, 1978, and are available now on very reasonable delivery schedules.

The C3-B was designed by Ohio Scientific as the state of art in small business computing. The system places its power where it's needed in the small business environment; in the data files. The C3-B's advanced Winchester technology disk, coupled with its smart controller and dedicated high speed memory channel, gives the C3-B data file performance comparable with today's most powerful maxi-computers.

Yet, the C3-B costs only slightly more than many floppy only computers but offers at least a thousand times performance improvement over such machines (50 times storage capacity multiplied by 20 times access speed improvement).

But what if your business client cannot justify starting with a C3-B? Then start with Ohio Scientific's inexpensive C3-S1 floppy disk based system running OS-65U. When he is ready, add the CD-74 big disk and directly transfer programs and files from floppy to big disk with NO modifications.

That's upward expandability!

*Rack as shown above complete with 74 megabyte disk, dual floppys, 48K of static RAM, OS-65U operating system and one CRT terminal under $13,000.*

Multiple terminal systems with printers and applications software are priced in the mid-20's.

OHIO SCIENTIFIC

1333 S. Chillicothe Road • Aurora, Ohio 44202
(216) 562-3101
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Inverted chip-carrier keeps programmable chip programmable

Suppose you could program a custom digital chip 7,000 different ways simply by changing its external wiring, but that you also had to mount it on a thick-film hybrid with other chips. What would be the most cost-effective way of programming it? Engineers at Circuit Technology Corp. in Farmingdale, N. Y., faced this problem in a thick-film hybrid design for a secure communications link and came up with a novel use of a standard 3M leadless ceramic chip-carrier.

They simply placed the chip in the cavity of the carrier, die- and wire-bonded it in place, and then attached the carrier with its gold input/output pads facing up, rather than down against the substrate, as would be normal. That made it possible to run different wire-bonded connections from the substrate’s conductors to the carrier’s pads for each of the ic’s program variations. Thus only one substrate pattern is needed, instead of a different one for each program variation.

Watch those clock specs on microprocessors

Douglas Schmidt of Computer Automation Inc., Irvine, Calif., has noted some specsmanship in microprocessor manufacturers' claims of superlative performance due to enhanced clock speeds.

He points out that the Z80, for example, boasts of a 250-ns clock cycle. But close examination reveals that the Z80 memory cycle actually lasts 750 ns at that clock rate. Also, fetching the op code actually takes 1 ms, since it must include a "hidden" refresh cycle.

The Intel 4-MHz 8085 is billed as the “world’s fastest 8-bit microcomputer.” This translates into a memory cycle time of 600 ns. He notes, however, that the Rockwell 6502A and the Motorola 6800 microprocessors execute memory cycles in 500 ns with a 2-MHz clock.

Silicone cushions flat cable against breaks

Silicone rubber is normally thought of as either a conformal coating or encapsulant. But a flexible cushion of clear silicone rubber has stopped extremely fine wires from fracturing in computer transmission cables woven by Woven Electronics, a division of Southern Weaving Co., Mauldin, S. C. The flat cable is surrounded first by silicone, then by epoxy within the connector. With the silicone buffer (Dow Corning 3140 RTV), the cable can be flexed at least 270° in each direction at the point where it enters the shell of its connector assembly. Without the buffer, the sharp edge of the connector assembly’s rigid epoxy encapsulant cuts through the magnetic wires, some of which are only 5 mils in diameter.

Where to go to learn about solar cells fast

Do you need an intensive short course in solar cells? Then consider attending “Solar Cells—From Basics to Advanced Systems,” to be presented on Nov. 17 in San Francisco under the joint sponsorship of Continuing Education in Engineering and the College of Engineering, University of California, Berkeley. The course will cover the fundamentals of solar cells, the state of the art, and upcoming developments, including new approaches to increasing efficiency and lowering cost.

Sessions will be held in the Hilton Inn at the San Francisco International Airport. The registration fee is $150. For further details, write to Continuing Education in Engineering, University of California Extension, 2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, Calif. 94720.

Jerry Lyman
If you can't decide between an LSI & VLSI tester,

get them both.

You probably don't think you need a true 120-pin test system right now. Few companies do. But you will. Maybe sooner than you think. And, in the meantime, why spend all that money for a mere dedicated tester that won't meet your long term testing needs.

The Sentry VIII with its 120 fully programmable I/O pins will meet today's LSI requirements, and be ready to take on your VLSI testing later. But, let's take a look at some of the things the Sentry VIII can do for you right now.

Testing complex devices? The Sentry VIII will routinely perform precise characterization of microprocessors, peripheral chips, bit slices, RAMs, ROMs, shift registers, UART's and digital hybrids in technologies such as NMOS, PMOS, CMOS, SOS, ECL, TTL, and I^2L.

Multiple pass testing? Chances are, you're occasionally forced to do some multiple pass testing of complex multi-pin devices. Well, the Sentry VIII can eliminate that extra pass. It has the ability to change any pin or timing assignment (input, output or format) on the fly. That can represent a tremendous improvement in throughput and can save as much as 50% of your testing time.

Still testing devices one at a time? By multiplexing the 120 fully programmable I/O pins on the Sentry VIII you can test two, even three, LSI devices simultaneously. Another 50% to 60% savings in test time.

And you can save even more. To provide lower operating costs, the Sentry VIII features multi-task (foreground/background) software for simultaneous compiling, editing and testing; a CPU that provides 50 to 200% faster throughput; a sequence processor to handle high complexity devices; and a pattern processor to tackle the largest memories.

Still don't think you're ready for a true 120-pin tester? Maybe you'd better think again.

Fairchild Test Systems Group, Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp., 1725 Technology Dr., San Jose, CA 95110
(408) 998-0123
Our new AD590 IC Temperature Transducer is complete and self-contained. It offers you unparalleled absolute accuracy over a −55°C to +150°C sensing range. It’s only $1.95/100s in the TO-52 can. Where size is a major factor, a miniature ceramic flat pack is available at $3.50/100s.

The AD590 is the first two-terminal integrated circuit temperature sensor that’s laser trimmed at wafer level to produce an output of 298.2 µA at 298.2°K (25°C) and you get 1 µA/°K up and down the entire range. Nothing could be simpler. Or cost less when you’re all done.
SENSING. TWO BUCKS.

FORGET LINEARIZATION AND SUPPORT CIRCUITRY, THE AD590 IS ALL YOU NEED.

The hot news is that you can forget linearization, trimming and amplification circuitry. You know, the "extras" that always end up adding $7 or $8 to the cost of implementation with other devices. Costly transmitters, filters, lead wire compensation and support circuitry are all unnecessary.

Exclusive laser trimming and 100% final testing guarantee complete interchangeability without the need for circuit recalibration. In remote applications, the AD590's current output makes multiplexing easy.

AT THIS PRICE, IT'S IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

Thermistors, thermocouples or expensive RTD's just can't compete with the AD590. Price alone is the biggest factor, only $1.95 in 100s for the TO-52 can, $3.50 in 100s for the miniature ceramic flat pack. But when you consider the things you get like absolute accuracy, ±0.5°C maximum non-linearity, easy interchangeability, versatility, and the fact that those costly "extras" are not needed, there's no comparison. The AD590 is in a class by itself. For specs and information, call Doug Grant at (617) 935-5565. Analog Devices, Inc., P.O. Box 280, Norwood, MA 02062.
You Get Much More When You Rent Test Instruments From GE:

Quick-rental instruments®

Over 15,000 instruments available for rental by the week or month! . . . And more are being added every day. You get the test instruments you need for short-term projects or rush situations from General Electric because we stock in depth. Immediate shipment of the newest and most up-to-date equipment from all the top manufacturers like HP, Tektronix, Honeywell, Gould Brush, Fluke, and hundreds of others, all calibrated to manufacturers’ specs and thoroughly checked out.

General Electric has six stocking inventory centers and over 40 rental sales offices; you are never more than a phone call away from the instruments you need.

For your FREE RENTAL CATALOG Call Collect (518) 372-9900 or your nearest sales office listed below or write General Electric Company, Apparatus Service Division, Building 4, Room 210, Schenectady, N.Y. 12345.
In an unprecedented and welcome step, Western Digital Corp. has designed a microcomputer around a language, instead of the other way around. The language is Pascal.

One way to compile this high-level programming language is to do it in two steps. First, Pascal source code is compiled into its intermediate code, P-code. Then the P-code is executed interpretively on the host machine. This interpreter is actually an idealized stack machine and can be implemented in software. That is, with the proper routines, a processor can be turned into a pseudomachine whose native language is the P-code.

Western's four-chip set is a hardware realization of the pseudo P-machine, with the advantages of faster execution of Pascal and reduced memory requirements. The system is specifically suited to use the P-code generated by the version of Pascal developed by the University of California at San Diego.

Each of the four integrated circuits is contained in a 40-pin package. The first is an arithmetic chip, which contains a microinstruction decoder, an arithmetic and logic unit, and an internal register file. The second chip is a microsequencer. It contains a microinstruction decoder, portions of the control circuitry, the microinstruction counter, and input/output control logic. The set's other ICs, two 512-by-22-bit read-only memories, hold the microinstructions and microdiagnostics.

Together, the chips form a stack-oriented 16-bit computer. Some of the features include the ability to address 128 kilobytes (or 64 kilowords) of memory, four interrupt levels, and facilities for controlling direct memory access. Moreover, hardware floating-point arithmetic capabilities are included as part of the instruction set.

The system uses three supplies, of +5, +12, and −5 V, and runs off a 3-MHz clock signal that is subdivided into four nonoverlapping phases; users may generate these four signals as they wish or buy an IC that provides them from Western Digital. All I/O signals are three-state and compatible with transistor-transistor logic. Also, an expansion capability allows two more similar ROMs to be added for future enhancements, such as custom implementations for original-equipment manufacturers.

"The system can cover a majority of application areas from real-time controllers to dedicated processors, small-business systems, or virtually any of the application areas for which you'd use a minicomputer or any other product that requires software development based on a high-level language," says Joe DeVita, manager of systems engineering at Western Digital.

The manufacturer is also putting together a packaged system. The chip set is on an 8-by-16-in. board contained in a low-profile (5.25-in.) enclosure. Besides the four processor components, the board contains 32 kilobytes of random-access memory, two RS-232 asynchronous serial ports with switch-selectable baud rates from 110 to 19,200 bits/second, two 8-bit parallel ports, and a floppy-disk controller that is switch-selectable for single- or double-density minifloppy or 8-in. floppy disks. The floppy controller will also handle direct memory accesses and up to four drives of the same type.

The UCSD Pascal operating system is also supplied on floppy disk with the packaged unit. It contains a Pascal compiler, a Basic compiler, a file manager, a cathode-ray-tube-screen-oriented editor, as well as a debugging program and an interactive graphics package.

Need more? The system will also be sold with peripherals manufactured by a distributor of Western Digital products called Computer Interface Technology of Santa Ana, Calif. CIT will support the system with a variety of floppy-disk subsystems, printers, and terminals. "We are in the process of training their sales people, and they will make their announcement soon," says Larry Lotito, vice president of Western's Computer Products division.

Western Digital is not new to microcomputer technology. "We wouldn't have been able to do it so quickly without having the experience of both the LSI-11 and Alpha Microsystems' AMS100," admits Lotito. But the chip set does represent an entirely new product line for the company and it plans to introduce a series of related products during the next year.

The four-chip set sells for $195 in single quantities. For 1,000 plastic-packaged parts, the cost is $117 a set; and for 5,000, $83.90. For ceramic, add $8 for each set.

The chip set and packaged version will be available in the first quarter of 1979. Western Digital is aiming to have both product configurations ready by no later than January of that year.

Western Digital Corp., 3128 Red Hill Ave., Box 2180, Newport Beach, Calif. 92663. Phone (714) 557-3550 [336]
NEC introduces The College Board.

Our educational TK-80A—the first complete 8080A based single board computer.

Here's the perfect system for all levels of computer education—from basic computing to advanced programming techniques.

It's a complete 8080A based computer on a single board. With a 25-key pad, 8-digit display, 1-8K byte EEPROM monitor, 1-4K byte RAM, and three 8-bit programmable I/O ports.

And it's fully expandable. Memory can be increased off-board to a total of 64K bytes. And a standard Kansas City interface lets you hook up a cassette for additional storage. If you need a terminal, a TTY or RS 232 interface can be easily attached.

What's more, 2 or 3 TK-80A boards can be connected for instruction in sophisticated programming techniques—such as distributed processing, parallel processing, and peripheral control.

And once students have mastered the TK-80A, they can easily apply what they've learned to process control, energy control systems, and environmental control and monitoring.

The TK-80A is not only supported by our thorough documentation, it's backed by our 90-day warranty on the entire board and one year warranty on the components.

And the price is only $299.

At NEC Microcomputers, we've already built a reputation as one of the most reliable component suppliers in the industry. Now we're putting our reputation behind the first complete 8080A based computer on a board.

For more information on NEC's new college board, send in the coupon.

NEC Microcomputers, Inc.
Kansas City cassette interface at 300 or 1200 baud.

Bright ½", 8-digit LED display.

Keypad with 25 real keys you can feel and hear.

Send me more information on the TK-80A.

Name

Position

School/Other

Address

City State Zip

Send to: NEC Microcomputers, Inc.
173 Worcester Street, Wellesley, MA 02181 Tel. (617) 237-1910
New products

Semiconductors

**Triacs shed heat well**

25-A units use beryllia to keep thermal resistance down to 1.2°C/W maximum

When used as switches in appliances and industrial controls, a family of triacs does better than electro-mechanical relays—and they approach the relays' low price. The CSB20, 40, and 60 series from Unitrode Corp. have peak off-state voltages of 200, 400, and 600 V, respectively, and are housed in a package designed for good heat dissipation.

Joseph Papalardo, product marketing manager for thyristors, says the triacs are being evaluated by a number of potential users for application in motor controls for washers and dryers and in power and motor controls for microwave ovens, machine tools, and energy control and conservation systems.

The CSB family is designed in accordance with Underwriters Laboratories requirements, and Unitrode has applied for UL approval. On-state current is 25 A rms at 65°C, with voltage isolation of 2,500 V rms between any of the triac's three quick-disconnect terminals and its TO-3-type flange.

Peter Jenner, Unitrode's manager of product marketing, says the triac's lack of mechanical movement, combined with the package's thermal design, will mean longer life. This should appeal to appliance manufacturers because it will reduce their warranty costs. "And," Jenner adds, "we think reliability is an idea that can be sold to consumers."

In each of the packages, the chip is soldered to a one-piece copper lead frame that, in turn, is soldered to a beryllia substrate. The substrate isolates the triac electrically from the flange, but continues the low-thermal-resistance path to the nickel-plated copper flange. That path contributes to the low overall thermal resistance of these devices—a maximum steady-state level of 1.2°C/W. The series uses the same basic design and manufacturing techniques as the company's popular ChipStrate line of power devices.
Sol® The small computer that won't fence you in.

A lot of semantic nonsense is being tossed around by some of the makers of so-called "personal" computers. To hear them tell it, an investment of a few hundred dollars will give you a computer to run your small business, do financial planning, analyze data in the engineering or scientific lab — and when day is done play games by the hour.

Well, the game part is true. The rest of the claims should be taken with a grain of salt. Only a few personal computers have the capacity to grow and handle meaningful work in a very real sense. And they don't come for peanuts.

Remember, there's no free lunch.

So before you buy any personal computer, consider Sol®. It costs more at the start but less in the end. It can grow with your ability to use it. Sol is not cheap. But it's not a delusion either.

Sol small computers are at the very top of the microcomputer spectrum. They stand up to the capabilities of mini systems costing four times as much.

No wonder we call it the serious solution to the small computer question.

Sol is the small computer system to do the general ledger and the payroll. Solve engineering and scientific problems. Use it for word processing. Program it for computer aided instruction. Use it anywhere you want versatile computer power!

Build computer power with our software.

At Processor Technology we've tailored a group of high-level languages, an assembler and other packages to suit the wide capabilities of our hardware.

Our exclusive Extended BASIC is a fine example. This BASIC features complete matrix functions. It comes on cassette or in a disk version which has random as well as sequential files.

Processor Technology FORTRAN is similar to FORTRAN IV and has a full set of extensions designed for the "stand alone" computer environment.

Our PILOT is an excellent text oriented language for teachers.

Sold and serviced only by the best dealers.

Sol Systems are sold and serviced by an outstanding group of conveniently located computer stores throughout the U.S. and Canada.

For more information contact your nearest dealer in the adjacent list. Or write Department B, Processor Technology, 7100 Johnson Industrial Drive, Pleasanton, CA 94566. Phone (415) 829-2600.

In sum, all small computers are not created equal and Sol users know it to their everlasting satisfaction.
New products

of one competitive unit already introduced, but contend that the CSB series' lower price and beryllia substrate will make it more attractive. The competitive unit has an alumina substrate, and beryllia has better thermal conductance.

Sample quantities are available now, with production volumes to come in January. Prices in quantities of 1,000 to 9,999 for the CSB20, 40, and 60 are $2.60, $2.85, and $3.35 each, respectively, dropping to $1.98, $2.15, and $2.54 each, respectively, in lots of 10,000.

Unitrode Corp., 580 Pleasant St., Watertown, Mass. 02172. Phone Joseph Pappalardo at (617) 926-0404.

Analog detectors discriminate up to 100 discrete levels

The TL490 and 491 convert input signal levels to outputs consisting of 1 to 10 discrete signals. Similar to the five-output TL489 analog-level detector introduced earlier this year [Electronics, March 16, p. 39], these devices contain 10 comparators and an internal voltage reference network. But unlike the earlier version, the new devices have a threshold increment field-adjustable from 200 mV down to 50 mV, so that by placing at most 10 units in parallel it is possible to detect up to 100 analog levels.

The two new units differ in their output capabilities. The TL490 can sink up to 40 mA and withstand 32 V, so it drives light-emitting diodes, filament lamps, or transistor-transistor-logic or metal-oxide-semiconductor devices. The TL491, with its emitter pull-up outputs, offers 55 V and can source 25 mA for driving vacuum fluorescent displays.

Available now in 16-pin dual in-line plastic packages, both units operate in the 0° to 70°C range. The TL490 and TL491 are priced at $1.08 and $1.22, respectively, in quantities of 100 or more. Ceramic-package units are also available in sample quantities.

Texas Instruments Inc., Inquiry Answering Service, P. O. Box 225012, M/S 308 (Attn: TL490/491), Dallas, Texas 75265. Phone Dale Pippenger at (214) 238-5908.

24-bit multiplier heads

high-performance family

Because new applications for fast Fourier transforms and digital filtering are pushing the limits of device
Our solder terminals never die, never fade away.

They are made of the finest materials, by people who care about quality and durability. CAMBION offers 96 basic styles, more than 400 types — the widest selection of off-the-shelf solder terminals you can get anywhere. Terminals come in swage, press and thread mount types. Single, double or triple turrets, pin types without turrets, feed-thru, double-ended, hollow, flared and forked types. Close tolerances, precision threads, durable finishes, the best quality base materials — all are standard from CAMBION. Try us. You will return.

For a free catalog, write or call CAMBION. Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 445 Concord Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138. Phone: (617) 491-5400. In California, 2733 Pacific Coast Highway, Torrance, CA 90505. Phone: (213) 326-7822.

CAMBION
Guaranteed to be the right connection.

Circle 161 on reader service card

Only MFE makes this, that, and everything in between.

We make the widest range of inkless, thermal-writing OEM strip chart recorder modules in the industry. Twenty models in all. Everything from our new lightweight, miniature, single-channel, DC model to eight-channel modules that write on plastic or chemically coated paper.

We also offer the industry's widest range of recorder options — including single- or five-line alphanumeric thermal edge printing (on selected models), event markers, paper take-up, and rack-mounted or portable cases. All at very competitive prices.

MFE. We give you just what you want in OEM recorders. Everything.

For a brochure on our complete line of recorders, contact MFE Corporation, Keewaydin Drive, Salem, NH 03079. Tel: 603-893-1921. TWX 710-366-1887/TELEX 94-7477. In Europe: MFE Products SA, Vevey, Switzerland, Tel. 021 52 80, 40/TELEX 26238. (MFE has complete worldwide representation. Contact us for the rep nearest you.)

'MF in OEM Recorders.'
ELORG FERRITE DEVICES WILL NEVER LET YOU DOWN UNDER WIDE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS HIGH HUMIDITY VIBRATION SINGLE OR REPEATED IMPACTS

Ring magnets of "3.1 BA" Grade ferrite for moving-coil speakers:
- minimum residual induction 0.38 T (3,800 Gs)
- minimum induction coercive force 167 kA/m (2,100 Oe)
- minimum magnetizing coercive force 171 kA/m (2,100 Oe)
- maximum specific magnetic energy 12.3 kJ/m³ (3.1 MGs²Oe)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnet standard</th>
<th>Dimensions with tolerance, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td>Outside dia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 45 x 22 x 10.5</td>
<td>45 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 51 x 24 x 9</td>
<td>51 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 56 x 24 x 12</td>
<td>56 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 56 x 24 x 8</td>
<td>56 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 61 x 24 x 8</td>
<td>61 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 61 x 24 x 13</td>
<td>61 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 72 x 32 x 10</td>
<td>72 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 72 x 32 x 15</td>
<td>72 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 86 x 32 x 10</td>
<td>86 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Antenna cores
E-shaped, U-shaped, ring and pot cores
Yoke cores for deflection systems

Sole exporter —

ELORG
32/34 Smolenskaya-Sennaya
121200 Moscow, USSR
Telephone 251-39-46, Telex 7568
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TRW LSI Products, P. O. Box 1125, Redondo Beach, Calif. 90278. Phone Bill Koral at (213) 535-1831 [414]

Voltage regulator boasts thermal regulation spec

Not content to specify only line and load regulation for their latest integrated-circuit voltage regulator, designers of the LM150 have added a new specification: thermal regula-
INTRODUCING THE AUTOMATIC CARD TESTER YOU CAN'T OUTGROW.

EMULATION/SIMULATION OPTION: Allows you to generate your own test programs without buying an expensive stand-alone system.

ANALOG OPTION: Greatly simplifies the testing of both analog and hybrid boards.

HIGH-SPEED CLIP OPTION: Permits faster, more accurate testing of sensitive, high-speed boards by minimizing crosstalk and loading.

ADVANCED FAULT RESOLUTION (AFR) OPTION: Isolates and identifies any faulty component by part number and location.

REAL-TIME OPTION: Permits high-speed testing of microprocessor — and VLSI based boards.

One year on-site warranty on entire system.

You're looking at a CAPABLE™ Tester from ComputerAutomation. But what's more important, you're looking at an automatic card tester that's truly modular in design.

And that makes it totally different from any other brand of tester on the market today.

Designed-in modularity means no matter how complex your boards become, they can't outgrow a CAPABLE Tester. Designed-in modularity means the end of expensive overbuying, too. Because with a CAPABLE, you simply buy what you need — when you need it.

An Ample Example.
Take our CAPABLE Tester Model 4100. It's perfect for fast production-line testing and fault isolation. While keeping overall costs down.

What's more, you get all the basics. A powerful ComputerAutomation LSI-2 computer. 32K words of memory. A rugged floppy disk drive. A full-function CRT. Plus a comprehensive software package that includes computer Guided Fault Isolation (GFI), Fault Detection Verification (FDV) and Automatic Fault Isolation (AFI).

Where you grow from there, though, is entirely up to you. You can keep things small, relatively specialized. Or, you can build your CAPABLE up into a model like the 4400 (as shown) to test complex boards containing LSI, VLSI and microprocessor components.

No more growing pains. Ever.

The CAPABLE's designed-in modularity makes it remarkably easy to add-on whatever you need. More programmable pin modules. Real-time testing. Advanced Fault Resolution (AFR). Or an analog test option.

You can even expand your CAPABLE into a full-blown Logic Simulation System and develop your own test programs.

Best of all, no matter how far you grow, ComputerAutomation provides you with all the operating software you need — absolutely free — including enhancements, updates and new features.

So, before you buy an automatic card tester that will literally stunt your growth, look into the CAPABLE Family from ComputerAutomation.

We have a way of growing on you.

ComputerAutomation
Industrial Products Division

We're making history in ATS.

2181 Dupont Drive, Irvine, California 92713. (714) 833-8830. Or, call one of the following regional offices in: Bloomfield, NJ, (201) 338-8870. Des Plaines, Ill, (312) 297-3606. Santa Clara, CA, (408) 988-0800. District offices located in Dallas, TX; Waltham, MA; Falls Church, VA; Santa Ana, CA; Kettering, OH and Toronto, Canada. In Europe: CAI Ltd., 44/2701440. CAI, G.m.b.H. 49/403/34731.
When it comes to Interdata interface, MDB has it:

- General Purpose Interfaces
  - GP Interface Board, full wirewrap board with 197 socket positions
  - Universal Logic Module provides handshake plus 32 wirewrap positions for any DIP configuration; handles two independent device controllers with I/O register options

- Device Controllers for most major manufacturers
  - Printers
  - Card equipment

- Communications/Terminal Modules
  - Programmable Asynchronous Single Line Adapter (PASLA) Crystal controlled baud rate; all addressing and speeds DIP switch selectable
  - Current Loop/RS232 Interface for TTY device, multiple baud rate selection from 50 to 19.2K baud

- Systems Modules
  - IEEE488 Instrumentation Bus Controller
  - Universal Clock Module, includes line frequency clock
  - Line Frequency Clock only

MDB interface products always equal or exceed the host manufacturer's specifications and performance for a similar interface. MDB interfaces are completely software transparent to the host computer. MDB products are competitively priced, delivery is 14 days ARO or sooner. MDB places an unconditional one year warranty on its controllers and tested products. Replacement boards are shipped by air within twenty-four hours of notification. Our service policy is exchange and return.

MDB also supplies interface modules for PDP*-11, LSI-11, IBM Series/1 and Interdata Computers. Product literature kits are complete with pricing.

Signal transistor raises voltage rating to 450 V

Designed for applications where voltage swings of over 400 V are encountered, the DTN9000 is an

*TM Digital Equipment Corp.
The quarter billion keyboard. Our unique "Golden Touch" capacitive keyswitch is rated at 250,000,000 MCBF per keyswitch. That's at least double anybody else's rating.

New patented features make the "Golden Touch" exceptionally resistant to moisture, dust and electrical noise. We guarantee a 1% AQL and give a two-year warranty. Every "Golden Touch" we produce is designed precisely to your specifications...because we sell only to volume OEM manufacturers. So you name whatever options, circuitry, configuration and legends you want. All this at competition-beating prices.
When you discover A P Products, you've got it made.

To electronics engineers, A P Products are a "find" every time. You'll see.
You'll find yourself building and testing your circuits faster and easier than you've been able to before. And with optimum electronic integrity.

Part of it is the practical, sensible, useful design of our solderless, reusable breadboards and interconnectors and testing devices.

The other part is quality. Superior materials. Superior manufacture. Everything pretested. You can truly depend on A P Products.

Item: Our connectors are molded onto the cable, not just crimped on. They just don't pull loose. Try one and see.

It's easy to arrange. Call (toll-free) 800-321-9668 for the name of your local distributor. And ask for our complete A P catalog, The Faster and Easier Book.

Faster and Easier is what we're all about.

---

New products

npn transistor that has a $V_{CEO}$ rating of 450 v — a considerable increase over the 300 to 350 v ratings of similar signal transistors. Its high rating should make it particularly attractive for application in electrostatic printers and ignition systems, as well as in cathode-ray-tube discharge, and electroluminescent displays.

A planar transistor, the DTN9000 has protected junctions that reduce collector-to-base leakage current to only 50 na. Maximum collector current is 500 ma.

Versions of the transistor designated with a T suffix have a heat sink tab and thermal resistances of 150°C/w in free air and 35°C/w with an infinite heat sink. Those without the tab have a thermal resistance of 200°C/w.

The transistors can replace 2N5830, 2N6218, 2N6515, and similar units. In quantities of 100 or more, the DTN9000 is priced at 64 cents, the DTN9000T at 73 cents.

Dionics Inc., 65 Rushmore St., Westbury, N.Y. 11590. Phone Manny Sussman at (516) 997-7474

General-purpose rectifier

rates up to 2,200 A at 3,000 V

Offered in forward-current ratings of 1,300, 1,800, and 2,200 A and accommodating voltages of 100 to 3,000 V, the R9G0 is a general-purpose rectifier that handles as much as 20% more current than the R920, which it replaces, and similar size rectifiers. The device can be used in battery charger power supplies and controls for dc resistance welders and motors.

Disk packaging allows the device to be cooled from one or two sides. The R9G0 is available in factory air- or water-cooled heat exchangers; matched units are available for series or parallel operation. A 2,200-A, 1,200-v rectifier is priced at $167 in quantities of 100 to 999; four to six weeks is required for delivery.

Semiconductor Division, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Youngwood, Pa. 15697. Phone (412) 924-7272
When you need rockers & toggles or more than rockers & toggles...

Come to the people who've always been specialists in having more good ways to solve problems: Dialight. What we've done in indicator lights, illuminated switches, readouts and LEDs, we're doing now in miniature rockers and toggles.

This new Dialight family of switches, which comes in a full range of sizes, is, we're proud to point out, all-American made.

When you consider all the configurations of styles, sizes, life and safety ratings, colors and mountings, you'll find there are literally hundreds of thousands of design combinations. Such a number of possibilities can in itself be a problem, except that the new Dialight catalog is specifically designed to prevent confusion and help you quickly and easily find the most advantageous combination of features for your applications.

If you'd like to see what Dialight quality rockers and toggles can do for the looks, durability and economics of your products, contact us today for the Dialight "Meets Your Need" Book. Your free copy will include a list of stocking distributors in the U.S. and Canada.

Made in the U.S.A. by DIALIGHT

Dialight meets your needs.

Eastern Canada: Munro Electronics Comp. Ltd., Mississauga, phone: (416) 676-1042
Western Canada: Arwin Technical Sales, N. Vancouver B.C., (604) 980-4346

Circle 167 on reader service card
variable capacitors

...made by Johanson. Quality without compromise is our target in the design and manufacture of capacitors in sizes, mounting configurations and capacitance values to meet every application. Perhaps that’s why—for more than three decades—superior variable capacitors have been synonymous with the name Johanson, where standards of excellence always come first.

The heart of this trimmer consists of a one piece integral contact drive mechanism press fitted to concentric rotor tubes (U.S. Patent No. 3,469,160).

The standard of excellence!

New products

Microcomputers & systems

Analyzers talk to each other

Communications board lets a home-office µSA control a similar unit in the field

A communications option for the MicroSystem Analyzer fault-isolation and diagnosis tool allows two µSAs to collaborate through a serial link to solve problems together. The communications board fits into the field serviceman’s portable µSA unit. If, while using the µSA’s in-circuit-emulation and signature-analysis capabilities to troubleshoot a microprocessor-based system, a serviceman finds himself in trouble, he can easily get help. With the new feature, along with a modem and an acoustic coupler, a service specialist miles away from the trouble site can acquire full diagnostic control of the system under analysis over standard telephone lines.

The serial interface expedites fault diagnosis because a home office specialist may have greater familiarity with the particular system under test than the technician at the site. Moreover, a home-office data base may include many more test programs than the field technician has on hand at the service location. This option thereby reduces the inventory of test programmable read-only memories that the field service personnel must keep with them. Updating a test program in a central data location effectively updates it for everyone who must use it and eliminates uncertainty in the field regarding which revision level of the test is most recent.

The communications feature also enables the downloading of test routines into the µSA. An additional 8 kilobytes of random-access memory included with the option enables the transfer of diagnostic programs from a central data source, such as a disk-oriented controller or computer, to one or more µSAs. Conversely, the µSAs can return statistical information to the host controller or computer.

The serial interface permits two µSAs to be connected either directly or through a standard 103 modem. Available transmission rates are 110, 300, 600, 1,200, 2,400, 4,800, and 9,600 bits/second. When telephone lines form the communications link, an acoustic coupler is used—this provides transmission rates up to
The race is to the swift in LSI testing. And on this test track, you can really perform—at speeds of up to 20 MHz. Tektronix announces the high performance test tracks on the new S-3270 and S-3250 Automated Test Systems.

This team of test systems doesn't have a speed limit that keeps you in obsolescence. As microprocessors move faster—and we've already tested several that operate at 12 MHz and more—you'll be able to test them. That's a proven claim that not everyone in this business can make.

While the S-3270 handles device characterization, the S-3250 takes care of production testing or incoming inspection. Both give you uninterrupted error logging at 20 MHz. Both feature dual memory architecture, 8K of memory behind each pin, and high-performance drivers for set-up and hold measurements in one pass, and fast I/O bus testing.

The systems work together to solve the test problems of the faster, more complex devices. The S-3270 starts the race in characterization, delivering data in concise, readable form. Both systems use TEKTEST III, a device-oriented, English-like language. The S-3250 interfaces with popular handlers and probers, for optimum throughput. Together, the S-3270 and S-3250 take you from the start of the race through the checkered flag.

Don't get stuck on a track that will soon be obsolete. Call us at Tektronix to find out more about winning the LSI testing race with the S-3270 and S-3250.

See the S-3250 and S-3270 at work at the IEEE Cherry Hill Symposium, Oct. 31-Nov. 2, Cherry Hill, N.J.

For a fast response to your information needs, call our toll free Automatic Answering Service—1-800-547-1512 (Oregon residents, call collect, 644-9051)—or call your nearest Tektronix field office.

Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97005.
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300 b/s. Alternatively, if a dedicated serial link is used, the system will run at any of the available transmission rates.

Although the keyboard of the slave µSA is normally locked out, identical diagnostic information is displayed on both the local and remote system analyzers.

The basic µSA, including one emulator, sells for $2,750. The communications option adds $1,250 to that price. Delivery time for a µSA, complete with interface board, is 30 days.

Millennium Systems Inc., 19020 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino, Calif. 95014. Phone Dave West at (408) 996-9109 [371]

Graphic display system offers higher resolution

With 1,280 by 1,024 picture elements, the System 3400 graphic display offers 25% greater pixel resolution than other available systems. Both color and black-and-white graphics can be generated using the system's 12-bit, 80-ns-cycle-time microprocessor and 1,280-by-1,024-bit memory. Multiple planes of graphics may be shown separately or in combination.

Full-resolution displays have a 30-Hz interlaced refresh rate; for a 60-Hz refresh rate, a scrollable, zoomable window of 604-by-512 pixels may be displayed from the full buffer. Full memory can be refreshed, even if the displayed picture is only a subset of full memory.

Single units sell for $10,130.

Lexidata Corp., 215 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, Mass. 01803. Phone (617) 273-2700 [376]

Simulator set readies users for 16-bit microprocessor

Designers who have been anxiously awaiting the introduction of Motorola's 16-bit microprocessor, the MC6809 [Electronics, Feb. 2, p. 95], can usefully expend some of their anticipatory energy by experimenting with a simulator module and macroinstruction assembler. The MEX6809SIM set is used in conjunction with Motorola's Exorciser, Exorciser IA, or Exorterm 200. (Also required are Exordisk II, an editor, 24-k memory and terminal.)

The simulator module has on-
On March 18, 1931, H. Livingston Shaw started a new trend at the club.

On March 18, 1931, the first electric razor buzzed into being and if you used one that year, you knew the man in the mirror was right in style. But trends and styles change.

So do Bud enclosures. They’re designed to set trends. Designed for today. Designed to mirror your image of quality.

Bud’s business is helping you in yours. Whatever the product, environment or installation, Bud enclosures, over 2,500 types and sizes, will add to the value, the function, the marketability of your product.

That’s the way it’s always been at Bud. In fact, it goes back to three years before the first electric shaver was plugged into the market. Bud Industries, Inc., 4605 East 355th Street, Willoughby, Ohio 44094. Bud West, Inc., 3638 North 36th Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85019.

For information, phone toll free: (800) 321-1764; in Ohio, (800) 362-2265.

For complete information, circle number 171 To have salesman call, circle number 251

The Commander work station, the Concorde cabinet rack and the AVS-500 video tape system cabinet are the newest additions to the Bud line. The line that reflects the times.
South Dakota
A very surprising state.

The only way to get rid of a few misconceptions about life in South Dakota is to take a look. You'll be surprised at our many outstanding educational facilities, our growing urban centers, our unbelievable beauty and recreational opportunities, our vibrant people.
Even more surprising are the financial incentives we offer you to give South Dakota a try.
Send for a few surprises.

South Dakota
A very surprising state.
Belden Fiber Optic Cable has high tensile strength. Offers good impact/crush resistant properties. Its “ruggedized” cabling protects against fiber breakage, minimizes micro-bending losses and keeps heat, cold and moisture from attacking cable performance.

Yet, it's easy to work with! You'll find Belden Fiber Optic Cable has small, workable cable diameters. It's light in weight. Tough. Flexible. Strips easily.

It's available now off-the-shelf: In 1, 2, 6, 12 and 18-fiber cable constructions. Choose from two core diameters in step-index, plastic-clad silica fibers, and one graded index fiber for long distance/high bandwidth applications.

Our Fiber Optics Group is at your disposal. You won't find a better source for technical assistance. If one of our standard products won't fit your application, they can help “customize” a design that will.

FOR “RIGHT NOW” ANSWERS
Send for your free copy of our Fiber Optic Cable Catalog/Application Guide. Or call Jack McCarthy at 312-232-8900 or write Belden Corporation, Fiber Optics Group, 2000 S. Batavia Ave., Geneva, Illinois 60134.
IN A CLASS BY ITSELF!...

The most complete, comprehensive, up-to-date and pertinent compilation of analyzed data on hybrid circuits anywhere available!

That's RAC Databook

HYBRID CIRCUIT DATA, 1978

- Failure rates, screens, stresses, failure modes and mechanisms
- Malfunction distributions
- More than 200 million part-hours
- Recorded failure rates vs Mil-HDBK-217B predictions
- Ordering No. MDR-9. $50 per copy ($60 non-U.S.)

When are you going to get yours?

When are you going to get your very own, personal subscription to Electronics? It could be very important to you. And we're not just referring to your status in the office hierarchy. You (and we) are in a quick-moving business. News breaks frequently. Change is the name of the game. Awareness is the way to win. You've got to follow what's going on beyond your specialty. Your career may have to last longer than your specialty.

Electronics Magazine. The one worth paying for.

New products

fering, character-set translation, and overstrike recognition and generation. It transmits completed code strings to the interpreter and receives formatted values from it for display. The supervisor also handles disk input/output, allocates workspaces, and copies objects to and from active workspaces.

The interpreter module also consists of two parts. The first part interfaces with the supervisor, accepts code strings, transforms them into tokenized form, and prepares an appropriate workspace entry. In the second part, the entry is either evaluated or, in the definition mode, linked together with other lines of a defined function. Syntax analysis is done by decision-table techniques that provide high-speed and modular construction.

Licenses are available to original-equipment manufacturers for object and source code.

Vanguard Systems Corp., 6812 San Pedro, San Antonio, Texas 78216. Phone (512) 828-0553 [373]

AMD-Siemens announces single-board computer

Nine months after the technological wedding of Advanced Micro Devices and Siemens [Electronics, Jan. 5, p. 62], the union—Advanced Micro Computers—has produced the AMC 95/4000 single-board computer. The fast-paced device offers computational speeds as much as twice that of similar units.

The AMC 95/4000 is configured with 48 programmable input/output lines, 4 kilobytes of static random-access memory, sockets for as much as 12 kilobytes of programmable read-only memory or erasable PROM, four independent direct-memory-access channels, and eight fully programmable vector-interrupt channels. Controlling all these features is either an Am9080A or an Am9080A-4 microprocessor, depending on whether the purchaser needs a clock rate of 2 or 4 MHz, respectively.

Also on board is AMD's propri-
What's TRW up to now?

Metal film with muscle.

Our Metal Glaze™ resistors are rated 2 to 4 times mil spec power, yet retain precision resistor characteristics.

Now, with both strength and precision, you can take advantage of these thick film resistors and standardize on one size. Or benefit from an improved safety factor. For example, our 1/8W 1% device will handle 1/2W @ 70°C, or up to 40W pulse.

What's more, we've added a new 2W standard. It takes 50% of the board space of the old 2W, yet is rated 3W @ 25°C. We're also in the process of substantially increasing resistance well into the megohms.

TRW metal films with muscle are available from 1/8W to 5W, 200 V to 15 KV, with 1, 2 and 5% tolerance. For standards in all types of resistors, contact your local TRW distributor. Or TRW/IRC Resistors, 401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. (215) 922-8900, Dept. G.

TRW IRC RESISTORS

ANOTHER PRODUCT OF A COMPANY CALLED TRW

** Metal Glaze is the TRW trademark for its thick metal film resistors.
Only One Computer Power Conditioner Eliminates All Noise Problems. Noise on a computer power line causes data and memory loss as well as mysterious crashes and errors. This noise can pass through voltage regulators and dedicated power lines.

Deltec DLC Series computer power conditioners eliminate noise and regulation problems. Unique shielding provides 120 dB (1,000,000:1) reduction for: Transients—Voltage Spikes—Ground Loops—Line Noise caused by RFI or EMI (radiated noise).

The DLC regulates voltage within 3% over a 30% input voltage range.

RANGES: 1200VA - 30KVA 3Ω; 9KVA - 90KVA 3Ω

AC POWER HANDBOOK gives you hard answers on how to solve AC Power problems. Now available at our cost of $3.00. Write or call for a copy.
AQ Microprocessor Analyzers won’t give your chip the bends.

Our clip-on probe connection is fast and safe. Your microprocessor chip remains in its own socket, or can be soldered in. There is no possibility of static damage or bent pins, and no risk of degrading socket reliability by insertion of damaged test plugs.

AQ Microprocessor Analyzers are the cost effective alternative to in-circuit emulators and CRT analyzers. Their powerful features include the ability to examine or modify the contents of all memory, I/O ports, and internal registers, including the program counter and stack register.

Use its inter-active features to quickly diagnose your 6800 or 8080 family systems from breadboard and software development to production testing, training, and field service.

Write or call today for a free brochure with full engineering details.

AQ SYSTEMS, INC.
1736 FRONT STREET, YORKTOWN HEIGHTS, NY 10598
(914) 962-4264

Circle 181 on reader service card

Having Problems?
Microprocessor Software is our specialty

XENER Corporation provides microprocessor consulting services to several of the world’s largest (and smallest) corporations.

Xener Corporation is composed of a small group of highly talented individuals. Our lab has the latest and most sophisticated microprocessor development tools available.

Our experience includes various device emulations, communications protocols, digital servo control, word processing applications, and many other fields.

Some of our past and present clients are:

- 3M Corporation
- AES Data Limited of Canada
- Intel Corporation
- OMI Corporation of Italy
- Delta Data Corporation
- Datagraphix, Inc.
- Zeta Corporation
- Scott Paper Company

If your microprocessor is installed or cannot get off the ground because of software problems, then you should give us a call.

8 miles from the Nation’s Capital.

XENER CORPORATION
6641 Backlick Road
Suite 211
Springfield, VA 22150
(703) 569-5050

Circle 260 on reader service card

When nobody's got just what you need in Ferrites

PERMAG’S Got It!

In stock. Off-the-shelf. 24-hour delivery. Grinding to your prints. Engineering assistance. Fabricating facilities. In addition, PERMAG has exotic, exclusive hard-to-get items. Complete facilities for measuring, testing, and producing special materials. 8 modern plants stocked, staffed, and equipped to meet your every requirement.

Write for new catalog.

IN THE MAGNETIC FIELD PERMAG IS NO.1.

Your No. 1 Source for Magnetic Materials

ALL ACROSS THE COUNTRY

Consult your Yellow Pages for address and telephone number of Permag near you.

Circle 261 on reader service card
No Frills Color. Just the basics. If you're a black and white terminal manufacturer, the Intecolor 813 is all you need to upgrade your terminals to color. It consists of an 8-color, 13" CRT, plus a special Analog Module System with all the circuitry necessary to perform deflection and video drive functions for the CRT. The completely self-contained circuitry is on a single printed wiring board which also generates the low voltage, high voltage and CRT bias, mounted on a sturdy aluminum frame for heat sinking the power transistors needed for the circuitry.

With our Nine Sector Convergence System, perfect color registration takes only three to five minutes. And this convenient control panel can be located anywhere for easy access.

Available in standard 262 Raster line or 400 Raster line high scan versions. If you're ready to upgrade to a color line, call 800/241-9888 toll-free for a demonstration.

Intelligent Systems Corp.
5965 Peachtree Corners East, Norcross, Georgia 30071
Ph. 800/241-9888 TWX: 810-766-1581
Circle 182 on reader service card

SUPER MINIATURE
Neon Glow Lamps
Circuit Volts.............. AC 105-125
Series Resistance...... 1.5KΩ
Nominal Current...... 0.3mA
Total Flux............... 20mlm MIN.
Average Life Hours ... 30,000

CLEAR-GREEN
Fluorescent Glow Lamps
Circuit Volts.............. AC cr DC 105-125
Series Resistance...... 33KΩ
Nominal Current...... 1.6mA
Total Flux (MIN) ...... AC: 120mlm, DC: 130mlm
Avg. Life Hours ....... AC: 30,000 DC: 40,000

Circuit Volts.............. AC 105-125
Series Resistance...... 27KΩ
Nominal Current...... 1.5mA
Total Flux............... 90mlm MIN.
Avg. Life Hours ....... 20,000

MAIN PRODUCT
NEON GLOW LAMP, XENON FLASH LAMP,
RARE GAS, DISCHARGE LAMP,
MINIATURE: BLACK-LIGHT, UV-LIGHT,
FLUORESCENT COLOR-LIGHT.

ELEVAM ELECTRONIC TUBE CO., LTD.

New products

ogy, Am6080 and Am6081 are 8-bit digital-to-analog converters containing data bus input latches as well as address and encoding circuitry.

Both devices have a minimum data-hold time of 10 ns, operate from supply voltages in the range from $\pm 5$ to $\pm 15$ V, and come in models with maximum nonlinearities of either 0.1% or 0.19% of full scale. The Am6080 delivers a differential analog output and has four control lines: most-significant-bit select, data enable, write, and chip select. In addition to these features, the Am6081 offers a second pair of differential outputs as well as status-enable and output-select control lines.

In 100-piece quantities, the 20-pin Am6080 and 24-pin Am6081 are priced at $5; they are available now from distributors. Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thompson Pl., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Phone (408) 732-2400 [385]

12-bit d-a converter settles quickly and accurately

Using a precision ladder network driven by fast, equal-value current sources, the 12-bit DAC-681 digital-to-analog converter achieves a maximum differential nonlinearity of $\pm 1.5$ least significant bit and a maximum output settling time of 400 ns for a full-scale change. Typical values for these same parameters are $\pm 1.5$ LSB and 200 ns, respectively.

Included in the converter is a matched thin-film feedback resistor for use with an external operational amplifier and a matched resistor for bipolar offsetting. With these resistors, the maximum gain temperature instability is 5 ppm/°C.

The converter requires 9 mA from a 5- to 15-V supply and 28 mA from a −15-V supply. The military and commercial versions are priced at $145 and $39.50 each, respectively, in quantities from 1 to 25. Delivery time is four weeks.

Datel Systems Inc., 1020 Turnpike St., Canton, Mass. 02021. Phone (617) 828-8000 [386]
Fit for land, sea and air.

For over 15 years Abbott power supplies have seen service with every branch of the military...from the XM-1 tank to the Trident submarine to NASA's SKYLAB. Proven performance in these and other critical military and aerospace applications is the result of Abbott's unique capabilities and experience in power supply design.

The Model "W" family, for example, because of its unique combination of laboratory-type performance and aerospace size, has become a standard throughout the world. Over 10,000 units are in service, featuring output voltages from 5 to 100 VDC, with current levels from 0.3 to 20 amps...in packages as small as $\frac{2}{8}'\times\frac{3}{4}'\times\frac{3}{4}'$.

Today, Abbott offers a choice of over 1500 versions of high efficiency, hermetically sealed, single or dual output power supplies and switcher modules. They include 60 and 400Hz to DC modules, DC to DC converters, and DC to AC inverters, with outputs from 3 VDC to 740 VDC, 1 to 250 watts. And prices are as low as $174 for 2-4 units.

So, for quality, reliability, performance and low cost, call Abbott. As for delivery, we can probably ship from stock. For additional information, see your EEM or GOLD BOOK power supply sections, or write us for a free catalog.
Packaging & production

Fiber links need little room

Low-profile plastic-packaged assemblies fit on boards mounted on 0.5-in. centers

They're not exactly cheap now, but Texas Instruments' latest plastic-packaged fiber-optic source and detector assemblies, introduced at the Laser 78 Show in Boston, point the way toward TI's ultimate objective—a complete data link for $10. Basically, the new assemblies differ from earlier metal-can units in two important ways: the fiber pigtail exits its low-profile package parallel to the printed-circuit board on which the package is mounted instead of perpendicular to it, and the detector assembly uses a new low-voltage, high-speed silicon p-i-n photodiode. Furthermore, the entire plastic assembly has been designed for easy, inexpensive, large-scale production.

The devices are not designed for long-distance telecommunications. Rather, they are expected to be used for short runs in systems that require the particular advantages—such as noise immunity—of optical cable. As their prices drop, however, they may become competitive with flat cable and edge connectors for board-to-board wiring. But that is not likely to happen very soon.

The new assemblies are housed in six-pin plastic dual in-line packages that measure 0.35 by 0.42 by 0.60 in. Because the fibers run parallel to the boards, the units can be used in systems with boards mounted on half-inch centers.

The TXES478 through TXES481 source assemblies consist of an infrared light-emitting diode mounted in a six-pin DIP, a length of fiber-optic cable, and a connector. The cable, which is made of Du Pont PFXPIR140 plastic fiber, is available in lengths from 5 to 100 cm. Two connector options are provided: the Amp Optimate single-position unit, or a ferrule for use with the Amp Optimate multiple-position connector.

The TXED455 and 456 detector assemblies are mechanically similar to the source units. However, instead of an LED, they contain a newly developed high-resistivity p-i-n photodiode that operates in the reverse-bias mode. Unlike many devices currently on the market, which require as much as 100 v for full depletion, the new diode uses an extremely thin silicon structure that allows it to be fully depleted at 5 v. With its rise time of 8 ns at 5 v, the detector, like the LED source, is compatible with transistor-transistor logic. If greater speed is required, it can be obtained by increasing the supply voltage. For example, at 25 v, the rise time drops to 3 ns.

In quantities of 100 or more units, the source assemblies sell for $39.29, the detector assemblies for $33.99. In both cases, the prices are for units with 25-cm fibers.

Texas Instruments Inc., Electro-Optical Components Group, P. O. Box 225012, M/S 12, Dallas, Texas 75265 (391)

LED mounting cube lights way to bar-graph takeover

A simple ¾-in. plastic cube has joined ranks with those devices aimed at making vu meters obsolete. Dubbed Cubelite, the device can house a standard, round T ⅞ light-emitting diode and mount it on a front panel; several units in a row can form a bar-graph display.

Recognizing that if such displays are to replace standard vu meters,
There's one fully programmable
LSI test system
priced under $200,000

The MX-17, at $37,750

The MX-17 is an automatic, fully programmable LSI test system. At $37,750, base price, it is by far the most affordable software-programmable system on the market.

MX-17 performance is equally impressive. The MX-17, in fact, is the only small system that can deliver every one of these large-system capabilities:

**A powerful production/engineering tool**

A true general purpose system, the MX-17 permits completely valid electrical and logical testing of microprocessors, support chips, RAMs, ROMs, and custom LSI devices. It can be used for manual test or with automatic handling or probing equipment.

As an engineering tool, the MX-17 provides error diagnostics, full reporting capabilities, data logging of all test variables, and "joy-stick" slewing of parameters.

**Software programmable**

Unlike other low-cost testers, the MX-17 is fully programmable. Logic sequences, strobe placement, phase widths and relationships, and data and address formats are all under program control. Test variables can be changed as required, allowing the device under test to be stressed and margined for worst-case conditions.

**Faster test times**

No laggard, the MX-17. All pins are tested simultaneously for continuity. Rigorous tristate testing is done at speed during functional testing. And DC parametric tests can be made on a pin-by-pin basis, or in parallel.

The result? Higher throughput than any other LSI test system, regardless of price.

**Field expandable**

The MX-17 is completely field-expandable by simple card plug-in. The expanded system can include 69 timing edges, 21 voltage levels, 56 drive/sense channels, a 32K controller memory, and storage for truth tables up to 65K.

**Available now**

The MX-17 is fully operational — the only high-performance "low-cost" LSI test system available today. It is backed by a complete package of training, programming and field support services.

For information, call or write us direct; or use this magazine's reply card for free literature.

Adair ASSOCIATES, INC.
11B North Avenue
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803
(617) 273-1850
TWX 710 332-6878
Suddenly your last year’s Electronics Buyers’ Guide is as outdated as last year’s phone book

Completely new listings of catalogs, new phone numbers, new addresses, new manufacturers, sales reps, and distributors! The total market in a book—four directories in one!

The only book of its kind in the field.

If you haven’t got it, you’re not in the market.

To insure prompt delivery enclose your check with the coupon now.

Electronics Buyers’ Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020

Yes, please send me ___ copy(ies) of 1978 EBG.

[ ] I’ve enclosed $25 per copy delivered in the USA or Canada.
[ ] I’ve enclosed $35 per copy for delivery elsewhere ($47 if shipped by A.F.). Full money-back guarantee if returned in 10 days.

Name

Company

Street

City State Zip
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New products

they will have to benefit instrument designers as well as users. Cubelite’s manufacturers have provided a product that eases LED mounting and yields a bright, attractive display. Ganges of lights can be mounted on a ¼- to ½-in.-thick panel by simply pushing the Cubelite into a ¼-in.-high slot from the front and slipping the LEDs into the mounts from the rear. Striated lines on the unit’s sides and fresnel rings on its viewing front increase its brightness when viewed from angles of up to 90° from normal.

The LED mount is made from Butyrate plastic and comes in a clear version as well as in four transparent colors: red, amber, green, and yellow. Cubelites costs 15¢ apiece when ordered in 1,000-piece quantities, and deliveries are from stock to two weeks.

Visual Communications Co., P. O. Box 986, El Segundo, Calif. 90245. Phone (213) 822-4727 [393]

Low-profile LSI sockets carry 64-pin DIP and QUIP devices

Designed for the newer large-scale integrated circuits, the LSI socket series accepts dual in-line and quad in-line packages with up to 64 pins on 0.900-in. centers. The low-profile sockets have a two-piece, tapered socket terminal with a four-leaved, machined inner sleeve that permits them to double as carriers for the large-scale devices.

Closed-end construction of the socket’s contacts prevents problems with solder or flux wicking. The 1,000-piece prices for the series begin at $2.94 for 32-pin units and range to $5.38 for 64-pin sockets.

Interconnection Products Division, Augat Inc., 33 Perry Ave., Attleboro, Mass. 02703. Phone (617) 222-2202 [394]

Plastic pc board spacers install quickly with no tools

Models 6044 and 6045 printed-circuit-board supports are plastic spacers that can be quickly installed without tools. One end of the support is pushed into a 0.187-in.-diameter hole in a chassis while the other is inserted in a 0.156-in.-diameter hole in the pc board.

The model 6045 (shown) is a self-locking style that retains the board with a 25-lb force, while the model 6044 is a tension-retaining device that can be used in applications that require frequent board changes. Both types are available in 12 lengths providing board clearances of 0.187 to 1.375 in.

Purchasers may choose between supports made of standard or fire-retardant nylon. Depending on style and length, prices range from $14.50 to $62.00 per 1,000 in 25,000-piece lots. Free samples are available upon request.

Grayhill Inc., 561 Hillgrove Ave., La Grange, Ill. 60525. Phone Jim Heil at (312) 354-1040 [397]

Connector terminates cables in 15 s without stripping

For use with either flat cables or flexible circuitry, the Clincher connector simultaneously mates with all conductors in the cable and is ready for use within 15 seconds. Mating is performed with a pneumatic applicator that presses the “teeth” of the
This plain brown box keeps things under control.

It may not look like much, but our new VDP-410, a general purpose minicomputer, is one intelligent building block for system development.

It gives OEMs the flexibility to configure a wide variety of systems.

**A CORNERSTONE THAT FITS IN A LOT OF PLACES.**

The VDP-410 is a low-cost, 16-bit CPU with enough speed and ports to support a variety of peripherals. From communications controllers without external storage capabilities, to sophisticated time-sharing systems with a string of terminals, printers and disks—the VDP-410 feels right at home in any and all of them.

The 410's DMA channel provides easy expansion. You can get a cable and an expansion chassis with five slots for 15” cards and a hefty power supply.

HERE'S WHAT'S INSIDE THE BOX.

The basic system consists of a CPU with 600 nanosecond cycle time, and 16-bit, 32K word memory, and I/O capabilities for communication with three external devices. The CPU also includes an expansion port with serial/parallel I/O capabilities.

The VDP-410's instruction set, memory organization, and I/O architecture are compatible with hardware made by Data General and other manufacturers. Operating systems, file management systems, and programming utilities are available from leading software houses as standard packages, so it doesn't take any custom configuring to please the VDP-410.

THE VDP-410.
SIMPLE, INTELLIGENT, AND POWERFUL.

The 410's instruction set is Nova* compatible, and provides memory access, arithmetic, logical, and I/O functions. And it's augmented with load/store-byte, inclusive/exclusive OR, exchange accumulators, multiply/divide, and block move. So OEMs get an incredibly powerful instruction set for tasking and data management.

If you're looking for a way to keep your system under control, call or write to us. We'll be happy to tell you all about our new VDP-410.

And how it can become as big a brainstorm for you as it was for us.

**VDP 410**
The intelligent building block.
MOLDED CONNECTORS

Our specialty is meeting your special molded connector requirements. We manufacture to your specifications, or assist you in design. Standard or non-standard contact spacings; state-of-the-art thermosetting and thermoplastic materials; innovative terminal options like our rolled/formed contact, box, crimp, blade and tuning fork plus the typical standards. Most options available in full or selective plating. Complete in-house design, engineering, manufacturing, quality control. We’ve been satisfying the needs of the computer, military hardware, telecommunications, and instrumentation industries for twenty years. Bring us your problem — today.

FABRI-TEK INC.
NATIONAL CONNECTOR DIVISION
9210 Science Ctr. Drive / Minneapolis, MN 55428 / (612) 533-3533

☐ Send molded connector literature
☐ Call me - immediate requirement

Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Company _________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______

Phone __________________________

NEW PRODUCTS

Machine "stitches" wires at 125-per-hour rate

Intended for low-profile wiring of printed-circuit boards, backplanes, and packaging panels, a stitch-wire machine from Interconnection Technology wires at a rate of 125 wires per hour on manually positioned boards. Activated by hand or foot-pedal, the machine can accomplish point-to-point, routed, or twisted-pair wiring on planar or pin-loaded boards.

The wirer has an overvoltage protection circuit, in addition to an internal bond monitor that meets the requirements of Navy stitch-wire specification WS-14783. The machine is priced at $995 in its basic configuration.

Interconnection Technology Inc., 1310 Logan Ave., Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626. Phone (714) 540-2424 [400]
How to build your own custom power supplies for less than you’re buying them on the outside.

INTRODUCING LAMBDA SUB-MODULES

You provide the AC input. The sub-modules do the rest.

Typical triple output custom supply using Lambda’s new sub-modules—total cost of three modules, only $65.00*

*Mixed 1000 quantity price.

LAMBDA ELECTRONICS
Before you buy custom power supplies . . .

Weigh all the advantages of building your own with Lambda's Sub-Modules.

- Reduced inventory
- Packaging flexibility
- Purchasing flexibility
- Minimal cost for design changes
- No outside engineering cost.
- No charge for transformer design data
- Shorter mean time for repair
- Production flexibility
- Increased control of quality
- Design change reaction time reduced
- No charge for thermal design data
Sprague electrolytic capacitors.

Only 8 to 12 parts for maximum reliability and minimum repair.

Advanced design Lambda monolithic and hybrid semiconductors provide superior performance and simplify design.

Thick 1/8" aluminum sheet-metal chassis

CC4® printed circuit board with plated thru-holes, fungus inert, flame retardant
## RATINGS AND PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;o&lt;/sub&gt; VOLTS</th>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>MAX I&lt;sub&gt;o&lt;/sub&gt; AMPS</th>
<th>COMPLETE ELEC &amp; MECH SPEC. PG.</th>
<th>UNIT PRICES*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 Pc. MIX</td>
<td>500 Pc. MIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5 VOLTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5±2% FIXED</td>
<td>LSS-50-5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>$21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5±5% ADJ</td>
<td>LSS-80-5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>$53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5-6 VOLTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6 ADJ</td>
<td>LSS-50-01</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>$23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSS-60-01</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>$26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSS-70-01</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6 VOLTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6±5% ADJ</td>
<td>LSS-80-6</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>$53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9-15 VOLTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-15 ADJ</td>
<td>LSS-50-02</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>$23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSS-60-02</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>$26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSS-70-02</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12 VOLTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12±2% FIXED</td>
<td>LSS-50-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>$21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12±5% ADJ</td>
<td>LSS-80-12</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>$53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15 VOLTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15±2% FIXED</td>
<td>LSS-50-15</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>$21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15±5% ADJ</td>
<td>LSS-80-15</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>$53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20-28 VOLTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-28 ADJ</td>
<td>LSS-50-03</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>$23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSS-60-03</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>$26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSS-70-03</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>24 VOLTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24±5% ADJ</td>
<td>LSS-80-24</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>$53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>28 VOLTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28±5% ADJ</td>
<td>LSS-80-28</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>$53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*PRICES ARE FOR MIX QUANTITIES. A MIX CAN CONSIST OF 100 OF THE SAME UNIT AS WELL AS 100 DIFFERENT MODELS.
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>TEST CONDITIONS</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INPUT VOLTAGE</td>
<td>V_{INDC}</td>
<td>I_o = 1.5A</td>
<td>V_o + 3.4V</td>
<td>SEE TABLE I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT VOLTAGE</td>
<td>V_o</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT CURRENT</td>
<td>I_o</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5A</td>
<td>28V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURRENT LIMIT KNEE</td>
<td>I_K</td>
<td>V_{IN} = V_o + 5V</td>
<td>2.8A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT</td>
<td>I_{SC}</td>
<td>V_{IN} = 20V</td>
<td>1.8A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANDBY CURRENT</td>
<td>I_Q</td>
<td>V_{IN} = V_o + 5V</td>
<td>10mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORAGE TEMPERATURE</td>
<td>T_s</td>
<td></td>
<td>-40°C</td>
<td>+85°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBIENT OPERATING TEMPERATURE</td>
<td>T_A</td>
<td></td>
<td>0°C</td>
<td>65°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD REGULATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6% V_o</td>
<td>1.0% V_o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE REGULATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>200Ω/V</td>
<td>1V/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAMMING RESISTANCE</td>
<td>R_p</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.03% V_o°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAMMING VOLTAGE</td>
<td>V_p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT</td>
<td>T.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPPLE AND NOISE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SEE FIGURE 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(T) ASSUMES 60Hz INPUT LINE FREQUENCY AND A RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY (VCF AVG/VPEAK) = 85%

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODELS</th>
<th>V_{INDC MAX}</th>
<th>V_{INPKAC MAX} (NO LD.)</th>
<th>INPUT CAP (µF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSS-50-01</td>
<td>16.5V</td>
<td>18.5V</td>
<td>3.9K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-50-5</td>
<td>16.5V</td>
<td>18.5V</td>
<td>3.9K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-50-02</td>
<td>25.5V</td>
<td>29V</td>
<td>2.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-50-12,15</td>
<td>25.5V</td>
<td>29V</td>
<td>2.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-50-03</td>
<td>40V</td>
<td>40V</td>
<td>1.5K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DESIGN EXAMPLE

Requirements:  
V_o = 12V @ 0.5A  
TA = 60°C  
Input Line Voltage = 117VRMS ±10%, 60 Hz

1. For 12 volts at 0.5 AMP choose LSS-50-12. (or LSS-50-02)
2. From specification table, V_{IN} peak minimum =  
V_o + 3.9V = 12 + 3.9V = 18.7V  
(Note that this assumes a rectification efficiency (V_{AVG}/V_{PEAK}) of 85%)
3. From the transformer design, calculate V_{IN} peak maximum at high line. For this example, assume that V_{IN} peak maximum is 25.0 volts. Therefore V_{AVG MAX} = 25V x 0.85 = 21.25V.
4. Compute the voltage differential (V_D) across the module as follows:  
V_D = V_{AVG MAX} - V_o  
V_D = 21.25 - 12 = 9.25V
5. From Design Curve (Fig. 1) at V_D = 9.25V, I_o = 0.5A and T_A=60°C, power dissipation (P_D) = V_{D} x I_o = 4.625W and the thermal impedance of the required heat sink (θ_{RAD}) is 10.75°C/W. This corresponds to an absolute heat sink temperature of 107.5°C.

Note: For DC input in the above example, V_{IN} minimum would be V_o + 3.4V (from specification table) and V_{AVG MAX} would be V_{IN MAX} - 1.
LSS-60 SERIES

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>TEST CONDITIONS</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INPUT VOLTAGE</td>
<td>$V_{\text{IN}DC}$</td>
<td>$I_o = 3.0A$</td>
<td>$V_o + 3.3V$</td>
<td>SEE TABLE I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_{\text{IN}PKAC}$</td>
<td>$I_o = 3.0A$</td>
<td>$V_o + 3.8V(1)$</td>
<td>SEE TABLE I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT VOLTAGE</td>
<td>$V_o$</td>
<td></td>
<td>5V</td>
<td>28V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT CURRENT</td>
<td>$I_o$</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0A</td>
<td>4.5A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURRENT LIMIT KNEE</td>
<td>$I_K$</td>
<td>$V_{\text{IN}} = V_o + 5V$</td>
<td>2.0A</td>
<td>25mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT</td>
<td>$I_S$</td>
<td>$V_{\text{IN}} = 25V$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANDBY CURRENT</td>
<td>$I_Q$</td>
<td>$V_{\text{IN}} = V_o + 5V$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORAGE TEMPERATURE</td>
<td>$T_s$</td>
<td>$V_{\text{IN}} = 0^\circ$C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBIENT OPERATING TEMPERATURE</td>
<td>$T_A$</td>
<td>$V_{\text{IN}} = V_o + 5VDC$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD REGULATION</td>
<td></td>
<td>$I_o = 3.0A$</td>
<td>0.6% $V_o$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE REGULATION</td>
<td></td>
<td>$I_o = 2A$</td>
<td>1.0% $V_o$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAMMING RESISTANCE</td>
<td>$R_p$</td>
<td></td>
<td>200Ω/V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAMMING VOLTAGE</td>
<td>$V_p$</td>
<td></td>
<td>1Ω/V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT</td>
<td>$T.C.$</td>
<td>$V_{\text{IN}} = V_o + 5V$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPPLE AND NOISE</td>
<td></td>
<td>$I_o = 5mA$</td>
<td>0.03% $V_o^\circ$C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) ASSUMES 60Hz INPUT LINE FREQUENCY AND A RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY ($V_{\text{CF AVG/V SEC}}$) = 85%

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODELS</th>
<th>$V_{\text{IN}DC}$ MAX</th>
<th>$V_{\text{IN}PKAC}$ MAX (NO LD.)</th>
<th>INPUT CAP. (μF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSS-60-01</td>
<td>16.5V</td>
<td>18.5V</td>
<td>6.6K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-60-02</td>
<td>25.5V</td>
<td>29V</td>
<td>4.4K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-60-03</td>
<td>40V</td>
<td>40V</td>
<td>2.8K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DESIGN EXAMPLE

Requirements: $V_o = 15V @ 1.0A$
$T_A = 40^\circ$C
Input Line Voltage = 117VRMS ±10%, 60 Hz

1. For 15 volts at 1 AMP choose LSS-60-02.
2. From specification table, $V_{\text{IN}}$ peak minimum = $V_o + 3.8 = 15 + 3.8 = 22.1V$
   [Note that this assumes a rectification efficiency ($V_{AVG}$) of 85%]
3. From the transformer design, calculate $V_{\text{IN}}$ peak maximum at high line. For this example, assume that $V_{\text{IN}}$ peak maximum is 29.0 volts. Therefore $V_{AVG\text{MAX}} = 29.0 \times .85 = 24.7V$.
4. Compute the voltage differential ($V_D$) across the module as follows: $V_D = V_{AVG\text{MAX}} - V_o$
   $V_D = 24.7 - 15 = 9.7V$
5. From design curve (Fig. 1) at $V_D = 9.7V$, $I_o = 1.0A$ and $T_A=40^\circ$C, power dissipation ($P_D$) = $V_D \times I_o = 9.7W$ and the thermal impedance of the required heat sink ($\theta RAD$) is 6.5°C/W. This corresponds to an absolute heat sink temperature of 105°C.

Note: For DC input in the above example, $V_{\text{IN}}$ minimum would be $V_o + 3.3V$ (from specification table) and $V_{AVG\text{MAX}}$ would be $V_{\text{IN MAX}} - 1$. 

![Schematic Diagram]

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
FIG. 1 POWER DISSIPATION VS. INPUT-OUTPUT DIFFERENTIAL
POWER DISSIPATION VS. RADIATOR THERMAL
IMPEDANCE FOR VARIOUS OUTPUT CURRENTS

ABSOLUTE RATINGS:
1. $2.3V < V_D < 25V$
2. $I_{i,n,\text{MAX}} = 40V$
3. $5V < V_o < 28V$
4. $I_o,\text{MAX} = 3.0A$

FIG. 2 POWER DERATING CURVE AS A FUNCTION OF HEAT SINK TEMPERATURE

FIG. 3 OUTPUT RIPPLE AS A FUNCTION OF OUTPUT VOLTAGE WITH 3V
PK-PK INPUT RIPPLE @ 120 Hz

FIG. 4 DC SAFE OPERATING AREA AS A FUNCTION OF HEAT SINK THERMAL IMPEDANCE TO AIR AT
40°C AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

FIG. 5 DC SAFE OPERATING AREA AS A FUNCTION OF HEAT SINK TEMPERATURE
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PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>TEST CONDITIONS</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INPUT VOLTAGE</td>
<td>$V_{\text{INDC}}$</td>
<td>$I_o = 5.0A$</td>
<td>$V_o + 3.6V$</td>
<td>SEE TABLE I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_{\text{INPKAC}}$</td>
<td>$I_o = 5.0A$</td>
<td>$V_o + 4.1V$</td>
<td>SEE TABLE I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT VOLTAGE</td>
<td>$V_o$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT CURRENT</td>
<td>$I_o$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURRENT LIMIT KNEE</td>
<td>$I_k$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT</td>
<td>$I_{\text{SC}}$</td>
<td>$V_{\text{IN}} = V_o + 5V$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANDBY CURRENT</td>
<td>$I_q$</td>
<td>$V_{\text{IN}} = V_o + 3V$</td>
<td>+85°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORAGE TEMPERATURE</td>
<td>$T_s$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBIENT OPERATING TEMPERATURE</td>
<td>$T_a$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD REGULATION</td>
<td></td>
<td>$V_{\text{IN}} = V_o + 5V_{\text{DC}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta I_o = 4.95A$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$I_o = 5.0A$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta V_{\text{IN}} = 4.5V_{\text{DC}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE REGULATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAMMING RESISTANCE</td>
<td>$R_p$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAMMING VOLTAGE</td>
<td>$V_p$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT</td>
<td>$T.C.$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPPLE AND NOISE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) ASSUMES 60Hz INPUT LINE FREQUENCY AND A RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY $(V_{\text{CF AVG/V Sec}}) = 85\%$

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODELS</th>
<th>$V_{\text{INDC MAX}}$</th>
<th>$V_{\text{INPKAC MAX}}$ (NO LD.)</th>
<th>INPUT CAP ($\mu F$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSS-70-01</td>
<td>16.5V</td>
<td>18.5V</td>
<td>15K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-70-02</td>
<td>25.5V</td>
<td>29V</td>
<td>10K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-70-03</td>
<td>35V</td>
<td>35V</td>
<td>5.2K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DESIGN EXAMPLE

Requirements: $V_o = 9V \pm 2.0A$
$T_a = 60\^\circ C$
Input Line Voltage = 117V RMS ±10%, 60 Hz

1. For 9 volts at 2.0 AMPs, choose LSS-70-02.

2. From specification table, $V_{\text{IN}}$ peak minimum = $V_o + 4.1V + 9 + 4.1 = 15.5V$
   [Note that this assumes a rectification efficiency $(V_{\text{AVG}}/V_{\text{PEAK}})$ of 85%]

3. From the transformer design, calculate $V_{\text{IN}}$ peak maximum at high line. For this example, assume that $V_{\text{IN}}$ peak maximum is 21.0 volts. Therefore $V_{\text{AVG MAX}} = 21.0 \times 0.85 = 17.85V$.

4. Compute the voltage differential ($V_D$) across the module as follows: $V_D = V_{\text{AVG MAX}} - V_o$
   $V_D = 17.85 - 9 = 8.85V$

5. From design curve (Fig. 1) at $V_D = 8.85V$, $I_o = 2.0A$ and $T_a = 60\^\circ C$, power dissipation (PD) = $V_D \times I_o = 17.85W$ and the thermal impedance of the required heat sink ($\theta_{\text{RAD}}$) is 2.35° C/W. This corresponds to an absolute heat sink temperature of 100.5°C.

Note: For DC input in the above example, $V_{\text{IN}}$ minimum would be $V_o + 3.6V$ (from specification table) and $V_{\text{AVG MAX}}$ would be $V_{\text{IN MAX}} - 1$. 

![OUTLINE DRAWING](image-url)
FIG. 1 POWER DISSIPATION VS INPUT-OUTPUT DIFFERENTIAL
POWER DISSIPATION VS RADIATOR THERMAL IMPEDANCE FOR VARIOUS OUTPUT CURRENTS

ABSOLUTE RATINGS:
1. $2.6V < V_D < 25V$
2. $V_{IN} \text{ MAX} = 35V$
3. $5V < V_o < 28V$
4. $I_o \text{ MAX} = 5.0A$

FIG. 2 POWER DERATING CURVE AS A FUNCTION OF HEAT SINK TEMPERATURE

FIG. 3 OUTPUT RIPPLE AS A FUNCTION OF OUTPUT VOLTAGE WITH 3V PK-PK INPUT RIPPLE @ 120 Hz

FIG. 4 DC SAFE OPERATING AREA AS A FUNCTION OF HEAT SINK THERMAL IMPEDANCE TO AIR AT 40°C AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

FIG. 5 DC SAFE OPERATING AREA AS A FUNCTION OF HEAT SINK TEMPERATURE
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>TEST CONDITIONS</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INPUT VOLTAGE</td>
<td>( V_{INDC} )</td>
<td>( V_o + 6.2V )</td>
<td>SEE TABLE I</td>
<td>SEE TABLE I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT VOLTAGE</td>
<td>( V_o )</td>
<td>4.75V</td>
<td>29.4V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT CURRENT</td>
<td>( I_o )</td>
<td>10.0A</td>
<td>13.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURRENT LIMIT KNEE ((4))</td>
<td>( I_k )</td>
<td>2.1A</td>
<td>3.0A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT ((4))</td>
<td>( I_{SC} )</td>
<td>31mA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT</td>
<td>( I_{SC} )</td>
<td>-40°C</td>
<td>+85°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANDBY CURRENT</td>
<td></td>
<td>0°C</td>
<td>65°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORAGE TEMPERATURE</td>
<td>( T_s )</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBIENT OPERATING TEMPERATURE</td>
<td>( T_a )</td>
<td>0.01% ( V_o/\Delta V_{IN} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD REGULATION</td>
<td>( V_{IN} = \text{constant} )</td>
<td>( \Delta I_o = 10A )</td>
<td>( \Delta V_{IN} = V_{INMAX} - V_{INMIN} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE REGULATION</td>
<td>( V_{INPKAC} )</td>
<td>( V_{INPK} = \frac{V_o + 6.7V}{0.85} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAMMING RESISTANCE</td>
<td>( R_p )</td>
<td>( V_{INPKAC} )</td>
<td>200Ω/V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAMMING VOLTAGE</td>
<td>( V_p )</td>
<td>( V_{INPKAC} )</td>
<td>1V/V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT</td>
<td>( T.C. )</td>
<td>( V_{INPKAC} )</td>
<td>0.015% ( V_o/\text{°C} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPPLE AND NOISE</td>
<td>( V_{INPKACMIN} )</td>
<td>( V_{INPKACMIN} )</td>
<td>60dB ((1))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\((1)\) 54dB MINIMUM FOR 24V AND 28V MODELS

\((2)\) ASSUMES 60Hz INPUT LINE FREQUENCY AND A RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY \( (V_{PEAK} - V_{AVG})/V_{AVG} \) = 85%

\((3)\) MAX VALUE APPLIES TO LSS-80-5; MIN VALUE APPLIES TO LSS-80-28

\((4)\) ASSUMES 60Hz INPUT LINE FREQUENCY AND A RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY \( (V_{PEAK} - V_{AVG})/V_{AVG} \) = 85%

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODELS</th>
<th>( V_{INPKAC} ) MAX (NO LD.)</th>
<th>INPUT CAP (µF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSS-80-5</td>
<td>16.5V</td>
<td>20K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-80-6</td>
<td>16.5V</td>
<td>20K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-80-12</td>
<td>25.5V</td>
<td>14K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-80-15</td>
<td>25.5V</td>
<td>14K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-80-24</td>
<td>40V</td>
<td>10K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS-80-28</td>
<td>40V</td>
<td>10K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(*\) MAX VALUE APPLIES TO LSS-80-5; MIN VALUE APPLIES TO LSS-80-28

### DESIGN EXAMPLE

Requirements: \( V_o = 24V \) @ 4.0A
\( T_a = 40°C \)
Input Line Voltage = 117V RMS ±10%, 60 Hz

1. For 24 volts at 4 AMPS, choose LSS-80-24.
2. From specification table, \( V_{IN} \) peak minimum = \( V_o + 6.7V \) = 34.0V
   \( \frac{V_o + 6.7V}{0.85} = 36.1V \)
   [Note that this assumes a rectification efficiency \( V_{AVG}/V_{PEAK} \) of 85%]
3. From the transformer design, calculate \( V_{IN} \) peak maximum at high line. For this example, assume that \( V_{IN} \) peak maximum is 40.0* volts. Therefore \( V_{AVG} = 40 \times 0.85 = 34V \).
   [Note that the maximum input voltage is 40V]
4. Compute the voltage differential (\( V_D \)) across the module as follows:
   \( V_D = V_{AVG} - V_o \)
   \( V_D = 34 - 24 = 10V \)
5. From design curve (Fig. 1) at \( V_D = 10V, I_o = 4A \) and \( T_A = 40°C \), power dissipation \( (P_D) = V_D \times I_o = 40W \) and the thermal impedance of the required heat sink \( (\theta_{RAD}) = 1.8°C/W \). This corresponds to an absolute heat sink temperature of 150°C.

Note: For DC input in the above example, \( V_{IN} \) minimum would be \( V_o + 6.2V \) (from specification table) and \( V_{AVG} \) would be \( V_{INMAX} \).

*Note that this value of peak input voltage requires restricted line swing
**LSS-80 SERIES**

**OPERATIONAL DATA**

**FIG. 1 POWER DISSIPATION VS INPUT-OUTPUT DIFFERENTIAL**

**POWER DISSIPATION VS RADIATOR THERMAL IMPEDANCE**

FOR VARIOUS OUTPUT CURRENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POWER DISSIPATION (W)</th>
<th>TEMP. (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 2 POWER DERATING CURVE AS A FUNCTION OF HEAT SINK TEMPERATURE**

MAXIMUM POWER DISSIPATED (WATTS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABSOLUTE HEAT SINK TEMPERATURE (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 3 DC SAFE OPERATING AREA AS A FUNCTION OF HEAT SINK THERMAL RESISTANCE TO AIR AT 40°C AMBIENT TEMPERATURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CURVE</th>
<th>OHS-A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4.0°C/ww</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2.0°C/ww</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.0°C/ww</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.3°C/ww</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.0°C/ww</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 4 DC SAFE OPERATING AREA AS A FUNCTION OF HEAT SINK THERMAL RESISTANCE TO AIR AT 40°C AMBIENT TEMPERATURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CURVE</th>
<th>θHS-A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>28.6V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Instruments

100-MHz analyzer dedicates keys to ease operation

Logic-state analyzers, while not the most expensive of instruments, are far from cheap. So it behooves would-be purchasers to shop for one that will not become obsolete as microprocessor clock rates double over the next few years. Perhaps that is why so many window shoppers at last month's Wesccon could be found eyeing the K100-D. Not only does the instrument offer both time- and data-domain analysis techniques in a single package, but it accepts 16 inputs at rates up to 100 MHz.

Besides providing for the future with fast clock rates and data analysis capabilities of up to 32 bits, the designers of the MC6800-based K100-D have kept the measurement realities of the present in mind and paid particular attention to the configuration of the unit's front panel. While it is always tempting with a microprocessor-based instrument to let the chip handle everything, leaving the operator with a few front-panel pushbuttons and months of operating-manual study, this route was avoided. Instead, the unit has many keys that each handle a few functions at most. These functions are displayed on a simple menu after the unit has been powered up and has performed self-diagnostics.

Entering the appropriate data on the menu allows the operator to record selectively the various strings of data he wishes to examine in the analyzer's 16-by-1,024-bit memory. Through proper selection of arm mode, enable and trigger words and qualifiers, and trigger delay (which may be specified in terms of events or clock cycles), users can enter nested sequences at the point of interest. The information recorded may then be displayed in, say, the time domain and thoroughly examined with cursors and scale expanders controlled by keys. Once captured, the information can be shifted to a second 16-by-1,024-bit memory, tests repeated, and the two sets of data compared manually or automatically.

In the data domain, information can be displayed in hexadecimal, octal, binary, or even ASCII format. The K100-D also can identify the number of times the same address occurs within a loop, indicating the first and last occurrence and the number of events stored in memory.

The unit's probe has also been carefully designed, since reflection, ringing, changing input capacitance, and crosstalk can become major problems at 100 MHz. The unit comes with individual active probes, allowing users freedom in placing them while preserving signal information integrity in the same manner as active probe pods.

The entire K100-D, including two 10-probe sets and an operating and maintenance manual, is priced at $8,800.

Biomation Corp., 4600 Old Ironsites Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050. Phone Dave Blecki at (408) 988-6800 [353]

Pulse-function generators are microprocessor-based

In addition to creating totally new markets in the electronics industry, microprocessors are rejuvenating product areas that have been considered fully matured. Eyeing one such area, Interstate Electronics Corp. hopes to leapfrog competitors with its microprocessor-based programmable pulse and function generators.

Unveiled at last month's Wesccon, the first three members of the family...
offer extended performance features and lower prices than comparable competing models, according to test equipment products marketing manager Donald O. Leach. All three models operate on the IEEE-488 bus at state-of-the-art rates, he notes, citing an average handshaking time of 1.25 ms. The instruments can also work directly in ASCII format.

At the line’s low end is the $2,295, 14-MHz model 820, a programmable generator offering sine-wave, square-wave, ramp, triangle, and dc functions, as well as trigger and offset capabilities. For $700 more, the model 845 additionally provides true pulse and crystal-referenced clock frequencies together with programmability of pulse delay, width, offset, amplitude, and mode.

Topping the line is the 0.01-Hz-to-20-MHz model 860, which sells for $3,995. Noting that it has all the features of the other models and higher frequency, Leach characterizes the unit as “particularly valuable to high-speed testing of digital hybrid circuits.” Microprocessor control provides store, recall, and learn modes for up to 20 sets of programmed parameters. The store and recall capability of the model 860 makes it convenient for such repetitive operations as incoming inspection testing. Furthermore, its battery-supported complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor memory retains stored information for more than a month when power is off.

All units are available from stock. Interstate Electronics Corp., 707 E. Vermont Ave., P. O. Box 3117, Anaheim, Calif. 92803. Phone (714) 772-2811 [354]

3½-digit phasemeter tends to its own needs

The ultimate solution to simplifying the design of front-panel controls is offered by the model 6200A phasemeter. The 3½-digit instrument is fully automatic, needing no adjustment by the operator. Measuring differences in phase angle for both sine and square waveforms in the frequency range of 10 Hz to 1 MHz, the unit is accurate to within 0.5° and can resolve 0.1°.

The unit will accept reference and measurement inputs having voltages between 0.1 and 120 V rms. In addition to its display, the unit has an analog output and, optionally, a binary-coded-decimal output. The self-sufficient 6200A is priced at only $795.


Logic generator tests multichannel devices

Designed for functional testing of multichannel hardware, the model 8170A programmable data generator works with 512-by-16-bit and 1,024-by-8-bit systems and is optionally expandable for systems twice as large. The instrument can be programmed to produce output data in binary, octal, or hexadecimal format; data, memory address, and operating modes may be entered using one or more of these formats at
New voltage options for key Rotron fans help simplify design of original equipment for both domestic and overseas markets, provide valuable new flexibility of application.

They can save you money. Time. Trouble. And they can give you a more widely acceptable product.

Low voltage versions of Muffin®, Whisper®, and Sprite® fans help you cope with international electrical codes... give added safety for special applications...avoid need for special wiring...maintain full volume/pressure performance.

Dual voltage fans operate on either 115 or 230 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz... fit switching power supplies without special wiring or transformer taps.

Extended Voltage Range (EVR) Fans meet varying national and international line voltages... have 50% greater tolerance to off-nominal voltages than standard fans.

See why the company that invented the precision airmover business is still inventing it, meeting new, world-wide needs of electronic equipment manufacturers. Get all the facts on Rotron's "Revolting Developments" today.

Rotron has a way with air
A-d converter mates with microprocessors

Interfacing microprocessors with the analog world keeps getting easier. The latest evidence of this fact is the AD574 analog-to-digital converter from Analog Devices Inc., Norwood, Mass. The 12-bit device, which is contained in a 28-pin ceramic DIP, offers three-state output buffer circuitry for direct coupling to 8-, 12-, or 16-bit buses. The converter comprises two chips—the AD565 d-a converter, which includes a voltage reference, and a control chip that includes an integrated-injection-logic successive-approximation register, the system clock, a latching comparator, and the bus interface. The d-a chip also includes high-speed current switches, a thin-film resistor network, a buried zener reference, and input-scaling and bipolar offset resistors. It settles to within $1/2$ least significant bit in 200 ns.

Low-noise generator stores 10 setups

Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif., is readying a 1.28-GHz synthesized signal generator that allows the operator to preprogram 10 complete front-panel setups and recall them as needed. The low-noise, microprocessor-based model 8662A can perform precision digital sweeps and has a maximum amplitude error of $\pm 1$ dB.

Bright LEDs may show up in many places

Plessey Ltd.'s Optoelectronics and Microwave Group, Towcester, England, plans to try to find major new applications for its special avionics light-emitting diodes. The gallium-phosphide devices are visible in the 100,000-lux light levels typically encountered by airplane pilots flying in direct sunlight above the clouds. The company is committing $2.4 million to a production and marketing program that includes an automated line for the assembly of standard and custom displays. To its family of standard displays, the company is adding its first alphanumeric unit—a five-by-seven-dot matrix with a 6.5-mm bright-yellow character housed in a stackable ceramic package. The high-reliability unit will sell in the U.K. for $33.64 each in quantities of 100 and more. Plessey says custom designs are undergoing tests in automobiles, heavy vehicles, and factories.

NEC makes Intel's one-chippers

NEC Microcomputers Inc. is offering immediate delivery of its fully compatible versions of Intel 8035 and 8048 single-chip 8-bit microcomputers. The µPD8048 has 1,024 bytes of read-only memory and 64 bytes of random-access memory, 27 input/output lines, an 8-bit counter-timer, and oscillator and clock circuitry. The µPD8035 is the same except that it has no on-board ROM. The Wellesley, Mass., subsidiary of Nippon Electric Corp. plans to offer its µPD8748 equivalent of Intel's 8748 erasable programmable ROM before the year's end.

V-f converter spans 100 dB

Raytheon's Semiconductor division in Mountain View, Calif., is introducing a voltage-to-frequency converter chip, which includes an ion-implanted, buried zener diode reference and a high-gain operational amplifier. Called the RC 4153, the converter has a dynamic range in excess of 100 dB, a top frequency of 250 kHz, and a 100-piece price of $3.25.

Sorry, wrong number

In our write-up of the meta assembler offered by Step Engineering Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., on p. 238 of our Aug. 31 issue, the telephone number appeared incorrectly. The correct number is (408) 733-7837.
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**ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL ENGINEERS’ BOOK CLUB**

saves you both time and money!

Here is a professional book club designed to meet your on-the-job engineering needs by providing practical books in your field on a regular basis at below publisher prices. If you’re missing out on important technical literature—if today’s high cost of reading curbs the growth of your library—here’s the solution to your problem.

The **Electronics and Control Engineers’ Book Club** was organized for you, to provide an economical reading program that cannot fail to be of value. Administered by the McGraw-Hill Book Company, all books are chosen by qualified editors and consultants. Their understanding of the standards and values of the literature in your field guarantees the appropriateness of the selections.

**How the club operates:** Thirteen times a year you receive free of charge The Electronics and Control Engineers’ Book Bulletin. This announces and describes the Club’s featured book of the month as well as alternate selections available at special members’ prices. If you want to examine the Club’s feature of the month, you do nothing. If you prefer one of the alternate selections—or if you want no book at all—you notify the Club by returning the card enclosed with each Bulletin.

As a Club member, you agree only to the purchase of four books (including your first selection) over a two-year period. Considering the many books published annually, there will surely be at least four you would want to own anyway. By joining the Club, you save both money and the trouble of searching for the best books.
A protective coating, for application to printed-circuit boards after soldering, will prevent atmospheric oxidation and contamination from affecting the circuit and soldered joints. Multicore PC 52 will also isolate and protect the metallic surfaces from humidity changes that can cause current leakage. The material meets the climatic require-
ments of MIL-S-6872A and has low oxygen absorption and high humidity resistance. It can be sprayed or brushed on and, when applied properly, will not discolor or crack. Storage life at room temperature is indefinite. Multicore PC 52 sells for $7 for 1 qt or for a 16-oz spray.

Multicore Solders, South Service Road, Westbury, N.Y. [476]

An aluminum finish can be applied to electrical and electronic components such as connectors, switches, and lamp sockets. It has good corrosion resistance and will not insulate the device as anodizing does. Besides these properties, Decoral has good lubricity and heat resistance. Products can be immersed in the aluminum paint at room temperature with no need for electroplating. It comes in a wide range of colors, making it useful as a coding material.

The Lea Manufacturing Co., Chemical Finishes Division, 55 Commercial St., Medford, Mass. 02155 [477]

Ceramic-coated steel substrates, ranging in size from 1 by 2 in. to 4 by 4 in., are packaged in evaluation kits of 100 samples. The kits will introduce engineering and production personnel to Alphamet's use in the design and manufacture of both printed-circuit boards and hybrid circuits. The material can be drilled, punched, coined, and put through any other metalworking process before ceramic coating. Alphamet has the wave-soldering capability of conventional resin-glass laminates, yet can be economically printed with thick-film components. With the use of insulating glass and crossover circuits, the substrate can also provide the equivalent circuit density of multilayer constructions. The kit includes data sheets, applications bulletins, and a sample of the firm's resistor test pattern.

Alpha Metals Inc., 57 Freeman St., Newark, N.J. 07105 [478]

Air-shrinkable hypalon sleeving can withstand a temperature range from -35° to +150°C, making it useful for a variety of applications. The tubing is first diluted by use of a chemical agent, Hypasol, and is then packaged. Once removed, Hyp-150 tubing shrinks due to evaporation of the solvent to no more than 101% and no less than 90% of its specified length. While the material is recovering, it can be stretched to 3 times its recovered size for 15 minutes; at 20 to 30 minutes, flexibility varies. The material has a minimum tensile strength of 2,000 lb/in² and a minimum elongation of 400%. It exhibits good electrical properties as well, with a dielectric strength of 500 V/mil and a volume resistivity of 10¹⁴ ohm-cm. The recovered sleeve retains most of its original properties, even after long-term exposure to various types of chemicals including acids, alkalis, hydraulic fluid, and gasoline.

Insulation Systems Inc., 1233 Reamwood Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [479]
Solid state electronic MICRO-BUZZER from CITIZEN: High reliability, competitively priced with immediate delivery.

A complete range:
- SMB 1.5, 6, 12, 24, VDC
- RMB 3, 6, 12, 24, VDC
- IMB (intermittent) 6, 12, VDC

CITIZEN
CITIZEN AMERICA CORPORATION
1710 - 22nd St.
Santa Monica,
CA 90404

Toll Free (800) 421-6516
In Calif. (213) 829-3541
TWX: (910) 343-6450

Save space . . .
Plug in 14 amplifiers in one 19” rackmountable case.

Plugging versatility and compatibility . . . That’s what you get as an added attraction with CEC’s new family of differential and strain gage bridge conditioning amplifiers.

Plug in the gain you need — We cover from 0.02 attenuation to 1000 amplification for full scale output. Drive a tape recorder? An oscillograph? A high level A to D? Just plug it in!

Let us “plug” you into our information bank, Contact us at 360 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, CA 91109. (213) 796-9381.
Now you can sound off right from your printed circuit boards.

The Mallory Sonalert Signal.

This new Sonalert design gives you a choice of three medium loud sounds — continuous, fast pulse, or slow pulse at 2900 Hz. It will even give you pulsing or continuous sound in the same package. You can spec it into just about anything in which you need sound. And its pin mounting makes it easy to insert and solder into printed circuit boards. Units may be hand or wave soldered.

Mallory Sonalert Electronic Signals are available direct, or through authorized Mallory distributors in U.S., Canada and overseas. Give us a hearing. Write or call.

P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc.,
Box 1284, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46206.
(317) 856-3731.

The New Product Book

New Product Trends in Electronics, Number One
333 pages, $14.95

More than 700 state-of-the-art products, arranged by function, are easy to find in this addition to the Electronics Book Series. This valuable reference presents up-to-date, usable information on products from 500 vendors listed in a cross-referenced company index. Compiled from recent issues of Electronics, all product information was carefully researched by the editors.

Order today, and don’t forget the other valuable books listed on the coupon below.

Electronics Book Series P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
1. Send me ______ copies of "Microprocessors" at $8.95 per copy.
2. Send me ______ copies of "Applying Microprocessors" at $9.95 per copy.
3. Send me ______ copies of "Large Scale Integration" at $9.95 per copy.
4. Send me ______ copies of "Basics of Data Communications" at $12.95 per copy.
5. Send me ______ copies of "Circuits for Electronics Engineers" at $15.95 per copy.
6. Send me ______ copies of "Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers" at $15.95 per copy.
7. Send me ______ copies of "Memory Design: Microprocessors to Mainframes" at $12.95 per copy.
8. Send me ______ copies of "New Product Trends in Electronics" at $14.95 per copy.

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book.
I must be fully satisfied or you will refund full payment if the book is returned after ten-day trial examination.

Payment enclosed Bill to this credit card:
Charge to my credit card:
American Express Diners Club
BankAmericard/Visa Master Charge

Acc'n No. Date exp.

On Master Charge only, first numbers above name.

Name Title
Company
Street
City State Zip

Signature

World Radio History
New literature

Communications. Descriptions and specifications are provided for a line of broadband signal-processing components that cover the frequency range from 10 kilohertz to 2,000 megahertz. Among devices dealt with by the 70-page catalog are power dividers, mixers, and phase shifters. Werlatone Inc., P. O. Box 258, Brewster, N. Y. 10509. Circle reader service number 421.

Rentals. "Telecommunications Test Equipment" will interest those who need equipment for microwave transmission, mobile radio, carrier, computer protocol, data communications, and cable fault applications. The catalog points out the advantages of renting telecommunications equipment and describes numerous rental and leasing plans. United States Instrumental Rentals Inc., 951 Industrial Rd., San Carlos, Calif. 94070 [423]

Filtration and separation. "Basics of Filtration and Separation" explains fluid-flow principles to those whose knowledge of them is limited. The 70-page handbook discusses centrifugal separation and filtration and various types of filter media and filter aids. It compares depth filters with microfiltration membranes. How to perform membrane separation through dialysis, electrodialysis, reverse osmosis, and ultrafiltration is also covered. The throughput and flow-rate factors in microfiltration...
Suddenly your last year’s Electronics Buyers' Guide is as outdated as last year's phone book

Just published; 1978 Electronics Buyers' Guide. Completely new listings of catalogs, new phone numbers, new addresses, new manufacturers, sales reps, and distributors! The total market in a book—four directories in one!

1. Directory of products. Over 4,000 products, over 5,000 manufacturers.


3. Directory of manufacturers. Local sales offices, reps, and distributors, with phone numbers. Number of employees and engineers, dollar volume, name of company contact.

4. Directory of trade names of products and their manufacturers. You can trace a product by its trade name only.

The only book of its kind in the field.

If you haven’t got it, you’re not in the market.

To insure prompt delivery enclose your check with the coupon now.

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020

Yes, please send me ___ copy(ies) of 1978 EBG.
☐ I've enclosed $25 per copy delivered in the USA or Canada.
☐ I've enclosed $35 per copy for delivery elsewhere ($47 if shipped by Air). Full money-back guarantee if returned in 10 days.

Name

Company

Street

City State Zip
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New literature

are discussed in detail. A glossary of terms is included. Copies of the handbook are available from Nuclepore Corp., 7035 Commerce Circle, Pleasanton, Calif. 94566 [422].

Flashtubes and coils. Designed for use by original-equipment manufacturers, this 12-page catalog offers specifications and detailed information on several types of tubes and coils. The major factors affecting the performance and life of a flashtube are discussed, including light intensity, light spectrum, pulse duration, operating voltage, and operation in total darkness. Flashtube and trigger-coil drawings and data for each device are also given. Mura Corp., 177 Cantiague Rock Rd., Westbury, N. Y. 11590 [424]

Accelerometers. "Piezoelectric Accelerometers With Internal Electronics," an eight-page catalog, contains information and specifications on seven types of accelerometers, with particular emphasis on the ones with built-in preamplifiers. Four types of power supplies that provide a general-purpose interface between the accelerometers and other devices are discussed as well. BBN Instruments Co., 50 Moulton St., Cambridge, Mass. 02138 [425]

Optical-fiber evaluation. "Keeping Pace With Changing Needs In Optical Fiber Evaluation" explains

Waiting for an outbreak of HOPE
Give to:

Department A, Washington, D.C. 20007

World Radio History
"Get 3, 4, 5 or more people together on the phone. Get everyone informed. That's a teleconference."

— Dick Wahl, Bell System Account Supervisor

"Sure, there are times you need a complex teleconference. But most of the time two phones and an extension can do the trick."

"A speakerphone will handle a lot of conference situations. Very often three or four people can receive needed information, be involved in an exchange of views, or come to a quick decision."

"You can have a teleconference from a lot of different locations. It's easy to set up."

"The teleconference adapts to a variety of situations with ease and flexibility. You can use a Portable Conference Telephone, visual aids, whatever's needed."

There's a lot of talk in government about the teleconference as an alternative to the face-to-face conference. And the reasons for government interest are clear. By reducing travel, the teleconference saves time, expense, and energy—your energy, and the energy needed for the drive or flight. It also increases the productivity of the department or agency. And a teleconference doesn't have to be complicated. Three people with an extension phone can do it. Even a speakerphone is no big deal. You might even find it useful to have a teleconference at a pre-set time each week. One such application would be a weekly staff meeting. If you're interested, get together with your Bell Account Executive. And get the details about a teleconference get-together.

The system is the solution.
New literature

how to obtain performance parameters with the Digital Processing Oscilloscope system, which consists of a digitizing oscilloscope, a controller, and Basic software. The concept note describes how to measure numerical aperture and spectral attenuation and how to obtain data for determining pulse spreading, frequency response, and impulse response. Tektronix Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Ore. 97077 [426]

Bus bars. More than 60 different bus-bar designs for ground and power- and signal-distribution systems are presented in a 48-page design guide. Specifications are listed for printed-circuit, solderless-wrap, telecommunications, power-distribution, jumper, and flexible bus bars. Dimensional tolerance guidelines are also supplied. Methode Electronics Inc., Interconnect Products Division, 1700 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008 [427]

Wire and cable. "Product & Technical Handbook," a 235-page book, contains information about the high-temperature wire and cable industry. Various products are listed, wire- and cable-engineering data and other technical information given, and charts and tables provided, as well as specification references. The book costs $3 plus shipping charges. Order from Department T of Tensolite Co., Division of Carlisle Corp., Old Post Road-Route 9A, Buchanan, N. Y. 10511
SECURE YOUR FUTURE!
EXPLORE OUR CAREER OPPORTUNITIES.

The Woodward Governor Company, manufacturer of prime mover controls exclusively since 1870, produces controls for virtually every type of prime mover in use today. Controls for diesel and gas engines, steam and industrial gas turbines are manufactured at the Engine and Turbine Controls Division plant at Fort Collins, Colorado. Our business is growing and we are in need of qualified Electronic and Mechanical people.

ELECTRONIC
Electronic Technicians
Printed Circuit Board Designer
Electronic Drafting Checker
Electronic Drafters
Technical Writers
(electronic products)

MECHANICAL
Mechanical Designer
Mechanical Drafters

If you know where you are going, you've got a good start...but that's all you've got. Become a member of our well established, stable organization which offers an outstanding profit sharing plan, benefit program and excellent working conditions. Please send your resume to: The Woodward Governor Company, Dept. KD, 1000 East Drake, Fort Collins, Colorado 80525. We are an equal opportunity employer m/f.
People join TI for love of technology. They stay for a lot of reasons.

Texas Instruments is viewed by many people as a technological leader in only one area. To the electronics industry, we’re producers of semiconductor materials and components. To the oil industry, we’re seismic data gatherers and processors who help them find petroleum-bearing formations. To growing millions of consumers, we’re the people who make calculators and digital watches. To manufacturers of automobiles, TV yoke coils, battery cables and electromagnets, we are producers of clad metals. The list of our major product and service areas is a long one. We’ve included it below.

The point is, all this diversity means extraordinary breadth of opportunity for you. Not just initially, but for as long as you’re with TI. We’ve got a move-up environment that also lets you move laterally when you want to. Find out how open-ended your opportunities can be. And how TI has created an environment where you can prove your potential fast.

See what we’re doing in:
- Microcomputers and microprocessors
- Semiconductor memories
- Linear semiconductor devices
- Microelectronic digital watches
- Calculators
- Minicomputers: hardware, software and systems featuring software compatibility with microprocessors
- Distributed computing systems for business and industry
- Electronic data terminals
- Programmable control systems
- Data exchange systems
- Advanced Scientific Computers
- Digital seismic data systems
- Air traffic control radar and Discrete Address Beacon Systems
- Microwave landing systems
- Radar and infrared systems
- Guidance and controls for tactical missiles
- Worldwide geophysical services
- Clad metals for automotive trim, thermostats and electrical contacts
- Interconnection products for electronic telephone switching systems
- Temperature-sensitive controls for automobiles and appliances
- Keyboards for calculators and for many other products.

Send for the 34-page picture story of TI people, places, and opportunities. And send us your resume in confidence to George Berryman, P. O. Box 225474, Dept. CA2, MS 67, Dallas, TX 75265.
At TASC we usually have more than 50 active projects. About all they have in common is extreme complexity, use of advanced technical and computer-based techniques, and important government or commercial applications. Immediate openings in our Boston office provide growth potential in the following areas:

**Avionics**
Evaluate performance, reliability, life cycle cost of advanced avionics. Utilize cost models and test data to validate competing design alternatives.

**Inertial Navigation Systems**
Refine error models for advanced inertial sensors and systems. Define improved techniques for system calibration and testing. Investigate alternative concepts for inertial system aiding.

**Electronic Navigation**
Perform empirical and theoretical studies for a variety of electronic navigation systems, including Loran, Omega, satellite and sonar systems. Identify operational impacts in airborne and marine applications.

**Guidance Sensors**
Develop mathematical models for microwave, millimeter wave, laser, and IR hardware components and seeker configurations. Define test programs to validate models and assess guidance system performance.

**Weapon Effectiveness**
Develop models for various weapon/sensor system components, such as guns, missiles, laser, radar, and fire control software; appropriate for evaluating system performance. Also, investigate topics, such as cost, survivability, ECM susceptibility and lethality to recommend preferred development actions.

**Radar System Analysis**
Develop mathematical models to characterize evolving sensor configurations, such as conical scan and monopulse trackers, as well as synthetic aperture imaging devices.

Salaries and benefits are excellent. Facilities are well suited for creative thinking and are located in a highly attractive setting.

For immediate response, please send resume and salary history, in confidence, to:

R.F. Taskey
TASC
The Analytic Sciences Corporation
6 Jacob Way, Reading, Mass. 01867

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
US Citizenship required
WE'RE A COMPUTER COMPANY,

That's why we're at the leading edge of semiconductor technology.

Burroughs is one of the world's leading computer manufacturers. So we can't afford to depend on semiconductors that were designed and produced for the mass market. For Burroughs products, only the best, most advanced semiconductors are acceptable.

That's why in 1971 we established our Micro-Components Organization (MCO) in San Diego. Today, MCO consists of three main groups: MOS, bipolar and R&D. Together, these groups provide Burroughs with its own advanced IC design, process development and manufacturing.

If you join MCO in San Diego, you'll become involved in state-of-the-art programs including:

- Product engineering
- Manufacturing engineering
- IC packaging development (plastic, ceramic, multi-chip)
- Advanced device technology (high performance MOS, VLSI, and high performance bipolar devices)
- Advanced interconnect structures (including unique dielectric materials and multilayer structures)
- Amorphous semiconductor process development

And your environment will be different. There will be much more engineering and scientific emphasis than at a semiconductor house. You will have a broader, more visible role to play as a generalist rather than a specialist.

Of course you'll have more responsibility, with the accompanying rewards.

And as part of a $2 billion company whose profits are ranked in the top 50 nationally, you'll have a feeling of security that you may never have felt before.

So if you have a technical degree, a record of accomplishment in your field, and a desire to work at the leading edge of semiconductor technology, send your resume to Professional Staffing, Burroughs Corporation, 16701 West Bernardo Drive, San Diego, California 92127. We are an equal opportunity employer m/f.

Come work with us in San Diego.

Burroughs

NOT A SEMICONDUCTOR HOUSE.
Instrumentation and Controls

Project Engineer

To coordinate selection, procurement and contractor supply/installation of I & C systems for large PROCESS PLANTS.

Experience must include 10 years I & C design, specification and procurement responsibilities.

This position offers an excellent salary plus comprehensive benefits including relocation.

Submit detailed historical resume including current salary to:

H. Hautau

The Heyward-Robinson Co., Inc.
A Member of Swiss Aluminum Ltd. (Alusuisse) Group
100 Church St., New York, N.Y. 10007

An equal opportunity employer, m/f
All replies handled in confidence

Physicist or Electronics Engineer

(Electro-optical Specialist)
GS-12, $21,883—$28,444 Per Annum
Plus 5.5% due 1 October 1978
(Salary dependent upon experience and present salary)

Develops performance models and analytical tools for use in evaluating signal processing concepts and effectiveness of current and projected electro-optical systems. Prime emphasis is on automatic target acquisition utilizing techniques such as pattern recognition, spatial/spectral discrimination, advance focal plane arrays and miniature real time digital processors. Conducts extensive experimental research including design and calibration of complex, special-purpose electro-optical instrumentation devices.

NOTE: Candidates with less than 3 years experience in the areas of signal processing, pattern recognition, digital electronics, systems analysis optics and solid state electronic components are invited to apply and will be considered for the grade level for which qualified.

This is a career Civil Service position with all the normal fringe benefits. Travel and transportation expenses, including shipping of household goods, will be paid for the selected applicant.

Interested applicant should submit Standard Form 171, Personal Qualifications Statement, or detailed resume to:

Naval Research Laboratory
Civilian Personnel Office
Attn: Code 1813/55-034
4555 Overlook Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20375
(202) 767-3030

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Electronic Engineer
RF Equipment Design

Grumman Aerospace Corporation has an immediate opening for an Electronic Engineer with a B.S./M.S. in Electrical Engineering, Physics or Electro-physics. Two to five years experience in the design, development, test and integration of various types of antenna and related microwave components into aircraft and space vehicles is also required.

In addition to an excellent facility with mathematics and computer programming, ability and experience should include the theoretical analysis of diffraction and scattering of electromagnetic waves from metal or non-metallic objects.

Qualified applicants should send their resume in strictest confidence to: Mr. Dan R.F. Nettuno, Manager, Professional Employment.

GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION
BETHPAGE, NEW YORK 11714

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F U.S. Citizenship Required
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Collins Telecommunications Systems Division of Rockwell International needs professional engineers to work on Airborne, Tactical, and Ground and Transportable Systems. Excellent growth potential in immediate career openings at all levels.

COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS
Will be engaged in the design and integration of large scale Communications Systems. Must be familiar with developing preliminary system concepts and architecture. Knowledge of military specifications, support systems and simulation techniques preferred. Experience required in any of the following:

- RF Subsystems - Fixed & Transportable
- Audio/Control Subsystems
- Antenna Development
- Spread Spectrum Techniques
- Digital Data Transmission
- High Power VLF/LF Transmitter
- Tactical Systems
- RF Signal Processing
- Maintenance/Safety
- HF Receivers, Power Amplifiers and Logic Circuits
- HF Circuit Design/Analysis
- Shipboard Systems

MECHANICAL DESIGN EXPERIENCE
- Aerodynamic Flow Analysis
- Mechanical Interface between Electronic Systems and Aircraft Structures.
- Aircraft Structural Modification.
- Systems Integration.
- System Hardware and Packaging Design.

AIRBORNE SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
- Analog and Digital Circuit Design
- Military Hardware Development.
- Airborne Instrumentation and Automatic Test.
- EMI/EMC/EMP Considerations
- Microprocessor Applications.
- System Planning and Proposal Writing.

ELECTRICAL DESIGN EXPERIENCE
- HF Circuit Design/Analysis
- Audio/Control Subsystems
- Spread Spectrum Techniques
- HF Receivers, Power Amplifiers and Logic Circuits
- Shipboard Systems

LOGISTICS ENGINEERS
Experience In:
- Linear and Stochastic Analysis
- Error-Correcting Codes
- Transmission Link Analysis

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
- Communications Links and Networks.
- Circuit/Message Switching
- Modeling and Simulation

DATA MANAGERS
Experience In:
- Military Customer Data Requirements.
- Data Analysis and Preparation.
- Design to Life Cycle Casting.
- Management of Technical Data.

PROGRAM MANAGERS
- Responsible for providing engineering lead for major programs/proposals with Profit and Loss accountability. Positions involve preparation of proposals and customer presentations, negotiation, fiscal planning and scheduling. At least five years industrial or military experience required.
- Systems Design; Hardware/Software Implementation; and/or Project Management.

NUMEROUS OTHER OPENINGS EXIST FOR DEGREED EE's, ME's AND IE's. Benefits and compensation are highly competitive. Most important, however, is the opportunity to progress in the stimulating environment that only a world leader in Technology can provide. Please submit resume, including salary history and requirements to:

Bill Buckley
Professional Staffing — 1949
Rockwell International
Electronic Systems Group
P.O. Box 10462
Dallas, Texas 75207

Rockwell International
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
Senior Electronics Engineers

This is a rare opportunity for innovative Design Engineers to join the world’s leading innovator in instant still and motion picture photography, Polaroid. The people we select must have proven track records of creative conceptual design in analog or digital circuitry as they apply to small, electro-mechanical devices. The successful candidates will become members of an interdisciplinary team and be responsible for finding ways to apply electronic circuits and systems to the development of unique, new cameras and camera accessories. For those with an interest in the complete development spectrum, there are also opportunities to guide the development of our electronic devices from the design stage right through to production. A demonstrated ability to interface with others and communicate effectively both orally and in writing is mandatory in both areas.

Polaroid is a dynamic, people-oriented company headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Our continued growth and leadership in instant photography depends, to a great degree, on the bright, innovative ideas contributed by engineers in jobs such as these.

If you have a BS or MS in Electrical Engineering and at least four years of experience as described above, please forward your resume to Ed Connelley, Polaroid Corp., 565 Technology Square, Dept. 24, Cambridge, MA 02139.

An equal opportunity employer M/F.

PROJECT ENGINEERS
$18-28,000

Blue chip growth client company needs numerous EE’s for their Corporate Engineering function:

SR. SYSTEMS ENGINEERS to provide leadership in systems control and instrumentation technology for complex manufacturing processes.

SR. ENGINEER—EQUIPMENT to install, debug and run equipment for the production of thin film SIP and DIP resistor networks.

PROCESS ENGINEER—NETWORKS to develop process and control systems for production of resistor networks, select subordinate engineers.

Clearly demonstrated professional and or academic achievement required. Location: small Northeast city.

WETERRINGS & AGNEW PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT CONSULTANTS
425 MIDTOWN TOWER
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14604 • 716-754-3068

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
LIGHT-MEASURING INSTRUMENTATION

Requires B.S. in Electronic Engineering and work experience in low signal-level Analog Circuit Design, Experience with Photodetectors, IC’s and F. C. Layout is highly desirable. Experience with Digital Circuitry, TV Systems and/or Microprocessors is an asset.

Rush complete resume, including salary history, to Engineering Manager, Photo Research 3000 N. Hollywood Way Burbank, CA 91505

We are looking for qualified REPRESENTATIVES for extensive line of high quality bimetallic and solid state THERMOSTATS

We have manufacturing facilities in Canada and West Germany. Territory: all U.S. (except CT, DE, IL, MA, ME, NH, NJ, NY, RI, VT, WI) and Canada (except Quebec). Please contact: C. P. BECKMANN, VP CANADIAN THERMOSTATS & CONTROL DEVICES 2255 DANDURAND MONTREAL H2G 1Z6 Telephone: (514) 270-7135 Tele: 05-25227

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
LIGHT-MEASURING INSTRUMENTATION

If you are looking for a chance to be innovative and an opportunity for individual and career growth you will be interested in this position.

Excellent opportunity for EE with 2-3 years experience in digital design and microprocessor applications in our Corporate Research facility.

Please write giving complete resume and salary history in confidence to:

CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc.
4201 N. 27th St.
Milwaukee, WI 53216

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

RESUMES
Resumes—Complete instructions and examples; $4, Consultants, Box 567—J. Bergenfield, N.J. 07621.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
**PROJECT ENGINEERS**

Eaton’s Corporate Engineering & Research Center is working on exciting, challenging projects to keep pace with the Company’s rapid growth. This growth has created solid career opportunities in these areas:

**ELECTRONICS PACKAGING** — Project responsibility for packaging of electronic products for vehicular and industrial environments. Problem solving expertise in electronics manufacturing and packaging plus BSEE required.

**ELECTROMAGNETICS** — Experience in design and development of rotating machinery and electromagnetic components a must. This is a specialist position requiring an advanced degree plus a minimum of 10 years applicable experience.

If you enjoy working in an unstructured environment where you are given an opportunity to develop your technical skills, you owe it to yourself to investigate these opportunities. We offer a suburban location, comprehensive company-paid fringe benefits and competitive salaries. Send your resume in confidence to:

**EATON CORPORATION**
Dept. E101278
Engineering & Research Center
P.O. BOX 766
26201 Northwestern Highway
Southfield, Michigan 48037

We are an equal opportunity employer M/F.

---

**RESEARCH ENGINEER**

(DEVICE DESIGN)

Challenge and opportunity for individual contribution for EE with 5 yrs. experience in digital communication and industrial design. Must have strong background in digital and analog communication techniques and mathematics, plus knowledge of telephone communications standards and protocol standards, i.e., RS422, 423, C.C.I.T.T., IEEE.

This position will have project management responsibility in the Corporate Research Department of a Fortune 500 company the group provides technical expertise to the development functions of all of our Divisions.

Please write giving complete resume and salary history in confidence to:

**CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc.**

4201 No. 27th St.
Milwaukee, WI 53216

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

---

**Engineers**

Our Hunt Valley complex, located in the northern suburb of Baltimore, has immediate openings in two engineering departments.

**The Nuclear Instrumentation Control Department** has requirements for engineers with experience in analog and digital circuit design. Responsibilities include the development and design of instrumentation and control equipment and systems for commercial and naval nuclear programs.

**Requirements:**
- BSEE with minimum of 2 years design experience.
- Ability to analyze designs and present results.
- Desire to apply innovative solutions to complex engineering problems.

The Integrated Logistics Support Engineering Department is involved in a variety of long-term automated test projects and has needs in the following areas:

**Software**
- Applicants should have BSEE and major specialization in computers or with BS in Computer Science and a knowledge of digital and analog circuit design and at least 2 years experience in one or more of the following areas:
  - Design and generation of analog/digital test application software
  - Design and generation of ATE executive and support software

**Logistics and Maintenance**
- Applicants should have BSEE with advanced statistics and/or numerical analysis courses with a minimum of 2 years experience in one or more of the following: logistics models, simulation models, logistic support analysis, support equipment requirements, maintenance planning.

**Digital Hardware Design**
- Responsibilities include systems specifications and design utilizing advanced microprocessors and microcomputers as applied to sophisticated electronic test problems. Minimum of 2 years experience and BSEE degree.

**Electronic Design**
- Requires capability in solid state electronic design. Should have at least 2 years experience in analog and digital testing of military avionics sub-assemblies. BSEE required.

For consideration, please send resume, stating present salary, and indicating department of interest, to:

R.A. Richmond, Dept. 518
Westinghouse
P.O. Box 1693
Baltimore, MD 21203

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Westinghouse
National is committed to the development of new products and innovative methods of producing them. We offer the below stimulating positions located at our modern Santa Clara headquarters. These positions have been created through positive commitments to achieve technical leadership.

**ADVANCED WAFER TECHNOLOGY**

Advanced Passivation  
Small Geometry Patterns  
Shallow MOS Diffusion  
Process Control

National is currently establishing a team to develop the IC technology required to produce new VLSI circuits. This technology will have broad application throughout the Corporation.

We have openings for qualified individuals in IC processing (technical and equipment), devise physics and its relation to processing and process control. Potential candidates must have advanced degrees in engineering or physical sciences, three to six years experience in IC development or manufacturing along with some experience in the projects listed. Must have demonstrated creative ability.

**ADVANCED PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY/ BUBBLE MEMORIES**

National seeks a key contributor to develop very high resolution lithography using electron beam generated masks and direct step on the wafer optical projection aligning in support of our Bubble Memory Program. Qualified candidates will have an advanced technical degree and four or more years of photoresist engineering and development experience. Familiarity with plasma etching, ion milling, and reactive ion etching is a big plus.

Your expertise will be recognized and rewarded with an excellent compensation program, including generous relocation allowance and unparalleled advancement opportunities.

Please call Bob Hasselbrink COLLECT, (408) 737-5640, or send your letter of inquiry or resume to his attention at National Semiconductor, 2900 Semiconductor Drive, Santa Clara, California 95051. We are an equal opportunity employer m/f/h.

**SUPERVISORY ELECTRONICS ENGINEER**

GS—855-15  
Salary—$36,171—$47,025 per annum

This is a career Civil Service position. Serves as Manager, Communication Command and Control Division, responsible for the management, planning and coordination of personnel engaged in analytical studies, engineering, research, development and technical evaluation of information exchange systems which involve communications, command and control as well as those airborne radio systems interrelated with communication theory, antenna design, transmitter-receiver development, communications signal processing and signal distribution techniques. A degree in Electrical or Electronics engineering and extensive experience (5-8 years) in communications techniques or equivalent is preferred.

If you are interested in applying please forward a SF-171 or resume postmarked no later than 31 October, 1978 to:

**NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER**

Warminster, PA 18974  
Attention: Civilian Personnel Dept.  
Code 0342

If you are interested in more information on this position, please call (collect)  
Dennis Stile at (215) 441-2395

An Equal Opportunity Employer

**LYNN EVANS ASSOCIATES**  
One Buckminster Place, P.O. Box 2099  
Framingham, Mass. 01701  
(617) 233-3663 or (617) 872-3577

Confidential professional placement and search, specializing in the electronics industry.

We serve companies and candidates nationally. Client companies assume all expenses and fees.
If you’re not enjoying your career, Hughes Missile Systems Group has a proposition for you.

Join us in the beautiful, suburban community of Canoga Park. Here we can offer you the casual lifestyle many people seek, plus the challenge of exciting research and development projects.

Advancement opportunities are plentiful for ambitious and bright engineers, and our stimulating state-of-the-art programs will keep you interested year after year.

Why not look into our opportunities today?

MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYSTS

Company-funded programs plus exciting long-range contracts have created several truly fine career opportunities, at both entry and veteran levels, in our Advanced Programs Laboratory for systems analysts to engage in the conceptual design and development of advanced Radar and Electro-optical Missile guidance systems. Tasks involve definition of requirements, functional design, analysis and operational software development/integration. Our experience suggests that incumbents most comfortable on the job are those with BS, MS, PhD degrees in EE, ME, Aerospace, Computer Science or Physics, combined with a background in one or more of the following disciplines:

- Detection/estimation theory
- Advanced signal processing techniques
- Classical or modern control theory
- Target signature analysis
- Optical design/analysis
- Pattern recognition
- Real time software design
- Waveform analysis
- Kalman filter and estimation theory

RF ENGINEERS

Experienced in micro-wave circuit design. Duties will involve Circuit Analysis/Design for automatic test station and writing programs for automatic test units and circuit subassemblies. A background on equipment operating at frequencies up to 16 GHz desirable.

COMPUTERIZED TEST EQUIPMENT ENGINEERS

- Experience in digital/logic and analog circuit design. To perform digital and analog circuit analysis/design for an automatic test circuit cards. Power supply design/analysis experience desired for some positions.
- To design software/hardware for minicomputer-based automatic test equipment. Requires experience on digital systems. H.F. 21M/KRT experience highly desirable.

SYSTEMS TEST & EVALUATION ENGINEERS

To perform developmental test of missiles at systems/subsystems level; plan tests and evaluate results. Experience desired in guided missiles, avionics, or airborne radar technology. Digital hard-ware and software helpful. BSEE desired.

CIRCUITS DESIGN ENGINEERS

With recent relevant experience in the design and development of RF/IF, digital, or analog circuits for missile guidance systems. MSEE, software/hardware integration experience also desirable. Must be familiar with applicable state-of-the-art components—phase and frequency-locked loops, wide and narrow receivers, use of microprocessors.

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS

These positions require system engineering for missile systems using radar and electrooptical technologies. This includes defining design characteristics, interfaces, test requirements, and performing trade studies. Weapon experience not required, but previous systems engineering, servo analysis, or circuit or logic design experience in the above technologies is desirable.

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS

To perform design and analysis for state-of-the-art electro-optical missile seekers. Job assignments require ability to develop mathematical models for missile guidance systems performance evaluation. Proficiency in advanced one and two-dimensional signal processing techniques desired.

DIGITAL SYSTEMS DESIGN ENGINEER

To participate in digital systems analysis and designer tradeoffs on RF components, subsystems and systems. Write design requirements, specifications and test requirements. Do RF modeling, hybrid missile flight simulation. Knowledge of Machine Languages, Basic and FORTRAN. Familiarity with microprocessor use in analytical and control systems. Interface equipment to systems.

AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT (ATE) SYSTEMS ENGINEERS

Several openings in our ROLAND Division for system test engineers with a background or interest in computer based automatic test equipment, for testing L band and K_s band radar units. Must be familiar with BIL or Atlas programming. Will be responsible for unit application soft-ware development, maintenance, and tasks related to production test stations.

PRODUCT ENGINEERS

Experienced in CAD, including interactive graphics, ability to do product design for high-ration production and knowledge of hybrid microelectronics and circuit partitioning required. Design experience in hybrids and electronic subassemblies desirable.

MICROWAVE ENGINEERS

Growth in microwave product development requirements for radar missiles has created immediate openings in:
- Microwave Antennas
- Solid State Transmitter
- Microwave Sources and Receivers
- Missile Radomes
- RF/Microwave Mechanical Systems Engineering

LSI/DESIGN AUTOMATION FOR THE 80's

- LSI Design Engineers needed for analog and digital circuit design for MOS/CMOS and bipolar custom LSI. Positions require complete design responsibility including partitioning, establishing design requirements and directing layout and evaluation testing.
- IC Manufacturing Support Engineers to interface between LSI design group and IC production facilities. Positions require knowledge of IC production and assembly techniques and the ability to schedule and monitor IC adpotype and production manufacturing.

Our offers include an excellent salary and benefits package. For immediate and confidential consideration, please send your resume and salary history to: Employment Manager, Hughes Missile Systems Group, Fallbrook at Roscoe, Canoga Park, CA 91304.

U.S. citizenship required. Equal opportunity M/F/HC employer.

Hughes Aircraft Company
W.L. McAmis

The SYSTEMS division of Litton has DOUBLED its size in the past four years, and TRIPLED volume in SALES creating one of the more STABLE environments in industry.

Positions of uncommon potential are now available in Defense and non-Defense contracts. Ask us about them!

ANALOG OR DIGITAL PROCESSING
- LSI application
- High speed data conversion
- Power supplies

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DESIGN
- Advanced digital subsystems including TDM
- RF and analog subsystems including frequency synthesis and FDM techniques
- Microprocessors and related real-time operating systems software
- Voice switching systems

ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS
- State-of-the-Art, ESM/ECM
- Signal processing

ELECTRONIC WARFARE PROCESSING — HARDWARE
- Microwave subsystem design
- Circuit design — RF, video, analog, high speed A/D converters
- EW digital subsystem design — signal sorting, microprocessors/microcontroller design, computer interfacing

RF
- Microwave communications and receiving systems
- High Sensitivity DF Receivers
- Solid state microwave component design

We are located in a pleasant college town in Maryland with rolling hills, and the Chesapeake Bay and nation's capital less than an hour away. If this sounds like the opportunity you seek, please send your resume including salary history in confidence to:

W. L. McAmis

Amecom Division
LITTON SYSTEMS, INC.

Litton

5115 Calvert Rd., College Park, MD 20740
An equal opportunity employer M/F/H

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS
Microcomputer System Engineers

Rockwell International is the world's leading supplier of heavy duty axles, brakes and driveline components. Located near the heart of Michigan's vacationland of lakes, skiing, and rolling hills, we are one of Fortune's Top 50 Companies and view Engineering as one of the most critical functions in meeting our business objectives.

Our rapid growth in the Automotive Electronics field has created a need for the following engineers.

HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
Requires individual with a Bachelor's Degree, microprocessor hardware experience and a minimum of four (4) years digital, logic, or analog circuit/systems design. Primary activities include both system and subsystem development and testing. Will develop and apply microprocessor based vehicle information and control systems.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
Candidate should possess a Bachelor's Degree. Will be responsible for organization and technical direction of microprocessor program development activities. Minimum of three (3) years of microcomputer program development and M-6500 or equivalent experience required.

FIELD APPLICATIONS ENGINEER
Engineers with a BS degree for field applications of advanced microcomputer systems. Primary activities include configuring the system hardware and software to meet customer requirements and train user personnel in the field. Minimum of four (4) years electronic experience required.

FIELD TECHNICIAN
Candidate will have a minimum of three (3) years of trouble-shooting expertise in electronics. Responsibilities include vehicle installation, trouble-shooting, and training of user personnel in the field. Additional background in vehicle mechanics and/or microprocessors preferred.

These engineering positions offer exceptional career potential, competitive salaries and an excellent benefit portfolio. For confidential consideration, please forward your resume, including salary history, to:

Professional Staffing Administrator
AUTOMOTIVE OPERATIONS
2135 W. Maple Rd ● Troy, MI 48084

Rockwell International
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Compugraphic.
The Unique Alternative.

COMPUGRAPHIC offers a truly unique alternative for successful professionals who want to utilize their talents in new and different ways... impact the decision-making process... and receive the reward and recognition to which they are entitled.

COMPUGRAPHIC has taken a page from the computer industry, another from electronics, and still another from manufacturing to write the book on computerized phototypesetting. Our advanced technology in creative application has made us the world leader in the field.

COMPUGRAPHIC is just the right size. Small, but not too small. Growing, but not overgrown. With $130 million in annual sales and over 3,000 employees, we will recognize--and reward--your efforts.

COMPUGRAPHIC prides itself in its innovative products and state-of-the-art technology, and provides the challenges waiting where you may have never looked before.

Test Engineers
Experienced test engineers will have the opportunity to work with special purpose computers using TTL logic and microprocessor experience. Immediate involvement includes production test problems from a product as well as a test equipment standpoint. Heavy emphasis will be placed on test engineering design, writing test procedures for systems and subassemblies, and interfacing with test technicians. You should have 3 years of systems and subassembly experience and a knowledge of software/hardware relationships in machine control. A BSEE is desirable.

Manufacturing Engineers
Your responsibilities in this high visibility position will include design review, product introduction, assembly and vendor tooling, and labor estimates. You should be a take-charge individual, and have a BSIE, BSME, or equivalent, as well as 5-10 years experience in a high volume electronics manufacturing environment. Familiarity with plastic fabrication techniques is desirable.

Hardware Engineers
Our hardware development group has several openings for talented professionals with solid industrial computer or related hardware experience. Initial assignments are available in the following areas: disc controller and interface logic design microprocessing, bit-slice design, and communications hardware design -- all aimed at the design, development, and improvement of our sophisticated typesetting equipment. These positions offer to creative, qualified individuals the opportunity to grow in a highly visible engineering organization.

Diagnostics Engineer
You will be responsible for the specification and implementation of hardware/software diagnostics in our advanced phototypesetting systems. A BS in CIS or EE with 4-5 years experience in Disk and Communications diagnostics and microprocessors is required.

Software Engineers
We have several new openings for talented professionals with industrial microcomputer experience to grow in our engineering organization. Your initial assignments will center on file management, text processing, and communications systems development. Directly related experience in intelligent terminal and communications software development is preferable, and you should be familiar with assembly language or PLM.

Power Supply Design Engineer
We seek an engineer who is capable of innovative concept design. A self-motivated individual with 3-5 years of original design experience in power supplies and motor controls. Specific power supply knowledge should include expertise in switching regulators and a familiarity with DC-DC converters and high voltage applications. In the area of motor control circuitry, experience with high current stepping and Servo and AC motors is required. Additional knowledge of digital logic and photo flash circuits is desirable.

Analog Design Engineer
You should be experienced in the design of deflection circuits, video amplifiers, and CRT circuits. A BSEE with 3-5 years of hands-on experience is required.

Please send your resume, including salary requirements, to John A. Regan.

Compugraphic offers excellent starting salaries, pension plan, a full range of company benefits, promotions from within, excellent profit sharing, and is conveniently located in Wilmington, Massachusetts.

Compugraphic
80 Industrial Way
Wilmington, MA 01887
(617) 944-6555

Listed: New York Stock Exchange, An Equal Opportunity Employer
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbott Transistor Labs</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAR Associates</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Micro Devices</td>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFCA Gevaert NV</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC Electronic Products (Sub. of Augat)</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen-Bradley</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Microsystems, Inc.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Telephone &amp; Telegraph Co. Long Lines</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>202-203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMF Potter &amp; Brumfield</td>
<td>94-95</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amp, Inc.</td>
<td>20-21</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier Research</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog Devices</td>
<td>152-153</td>
<td>2.7,87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP Products</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>10E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicon Inc</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG Systems</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell Display Division</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belden Corporation</td>
<td>215,217,219</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belden Corporation, Fiber-Optics Group</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.W. Bell, Inc. Division of Arnold Eng. &amp; Allegheny Ludum</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEC Division / Bell &amp; Howell Co.</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berg Electronics Division of Dupont</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; K Precision, Division Dyanascop Corporation</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>3rd c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Bosch</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bourne, Inc.</td>
<td>4th c</td>
<td>18-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bud Industries, Inc.</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>28-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burr Brown Research Corporation</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge Thermionic Corporation</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlo Eriba SA</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>65,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizen America Corporation</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>6E-7E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Itoh &amp; Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>8E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Automation, Inc. Industrial Products Division</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental Connector Corporation</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental Specialties</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Data Corporation</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Precision</td>
<td>76-77</td>
<td>189-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deltec Corporation</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialight</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Articles
R-B15 Higher power ratings extend V- 
MOS FETs' dominion 8 pp $2.00

R-B13 Data-link control chips: bringing 
order to data protocols 10 pp $3.00

R-811 Multiplexing liquid-crystal dis- 
plays 10 pp $3.00

R-809 New methods and materials stir 
up printed wiring 10 pp $3.00

R-801 World market report 1978 24 pp 
$4.00

R-734 Microcomputer families expand 
20 pp $4.00

R-730 Special report—Automotive 
electronics gets the green light 10 pp $3.00

R-728 Flexible circuits bend to design- 
ers’ will 10 pp $3.00

R-724 Special report—Technologies 
squeeze more performance from 
LSI 22 pp $3.00

R-722 Demands of LSI are turning chip 
makers towards automation 12 pp $3.00

Books
R-803 New product trends in electronics— 
Electronics Book Series 333 pp $14.95

R-732 Memory design—Microcom- 
puters to mainframes—Electronics 
Book Series 180 pp $12.95

R-726 Design Techniques for Elec- 
tronics Engineers: 293 time-saving 
ideas in 48 chapters—Electronics 
Book Series 370 pp $15.95

R-711 Circuits for electronics engi- 
ners: 306 circuits in 51 func- 
tional groups—Electronics Book 
Series 396 pp $15.95

R-701 Applying microprocessors— 
Electronics Book Series 191 pp 
$9.95

R-608 Basics of Data Communica- 
tions—Electronics Book Series 
303 pp $12.95

R-602 Large Scale Integration—Elec- 
tronics Book Series 208 pp 
$9.95

R-520 Microprocessors—Electronics 
Book Series 154 pp $8.95

Payment must accompany your order

Make check or money order payable to Elec- 
tronics Reprints. All orders are shipped 
prepaid by parcel post. Allow two to three 
weeks for delivery. For additional information 
call (609) 448-1700 ext. 5494.

Mail your order to:
Janice Austin, 
electronics reprints
P.O. Box 669 
Hightstown, N.J. 08520
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$24.95 PROBE?

You bet! Meet CSC's Multi-family Logic Probe 2.

Wherever you need fast, safe, accurate digital testing—you need CSC's new LP-2. It's a compact, enormously versatile circuit-powered unit that's become indispensable. As a level detector. Pulse detector. And pulse stretcher.

**Easier to use.** Set LP-2's switch to the proper logic family, connect two clip-leads to the circuit's supply, touch the probe to the node under test—and you get an instant picture of circuit conditions. Separate LED's indicate logic "1", logic "0", and all pulse transitions. And a 300K-plus input impedance insures minimum circuit loading.

At just $24.95*, you don't have to think twice about owning the LP-2. Especially when you see how it simplifies testing, debugging and servicing all types of digital circuits.

**Order today.** Call 203-624-3103 (East Coast) or 415-421-8872 (West Coast): 9 a.m.-5 p.m. local time. Major credit cards accepted. Or see your CSC dealer. Prices slightly higher outside USA.

---

**Specifications**

- **Input impedance** better than 300KΩ.
- **Thresholds (switch selectable)**
  - DTL/TTL: logic 1 (HI-LED) 2.25V ± 10V, logic 0 (LO-LED) 0.80V ± 0.5V
  - HTL/CMOS: logic 1 (HI-LED) 70% Vcc ± 10%, logic 0 (LO-LED) 30% Vcc ± 10%
- **Min. detectable pulse width** 300nsec.
- **Pulse detector (PULSE LED)** 1μsec pulse stretcher makes high-speed pulse train or single events (± or − transitions) visible.
- **Input protection** overload, ± 25V continuous; 117VAC for less than 10 sec.; reverse-polarity, 50V
- **Power requirements** 5-15 volts Vcc; 30mA max.
- **Operating temperature** 0-50°C
- **Physical size** (l x w x d) 5.8 x 1.0 x 0.7" (147 x 25.4 x 17.8mm)
- **Weight** 3oz. (0.085 Kg)
- **Power leads** detachable 24" (610 mm) with color-coded insulated clips; others available.

---

**Continental Specialties Corporation**

© 1978 Continental Specialties Corporation

73 Fulton Terrace, Box 1492, New Haven, Ct 06509
203-624-3103 TWX 710-465-1227
WEST COAST: 351 California St., San Francisco, CA 94104, 415-421-8872 TWX 510-372-7992
GREAT BRITAIN: CSC UK LTD., Spur Road, North Feltham Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex, England, 01-590-0782 Int'l Telex 851-881-3669

*Manufacturer's Recommended Resale

© 1978 Continental Specialties Corporation

Circle 234 on reader service card
HONEYWELL'S 5600E.
ITS MONITOR METERS ASSURE THAT YOU WON'T COME BACK EMPTY-HANDED.

When you take the versatile 5600E to the field you have the best possible chance of getting the data you need. Because built-in meters let you monitor your record and reproduce signals right on the spot. In fact, you can view two inputs or outputs or simultaneously monitor the input and output of any channel.

Conventional recorders require that you set up, calibrate and then carry along a reproduce amplifier for every channel to be monitored. But with the 5600E, a single reproduce amplifier can be used to monitor all channels.

So if you need up to 32 channels of laboratory-quality record or reproduce capability in a single compact unit, call Darrell Petersen at (303) 771-4700. He can help you choose the wideband or intermediateband configuration that best meets your requirements.

Or write for technical data sheets on the 5600E and a free illustrated brochure that describes all of Honeywell's magnetic tape systems, oscillographic recorders and signal conditioning modules.

Honeywell Test Instruments Division, Box 5227, Denver, CO 80217.

WE'LL SHOW YOU A BETTER WAY.

Honeywell

Circle 901 on reader service card
You can't find a better resistor network


**Inside:** The Bourns exclusive KRIMP-JOINT lead frame termination design provides both a mechanical and electrical bond that lap or butt joint construction just can't deliver. The lead is crimped onto the network element and a high-temp, reflow resistant solder is used to prevent failure during wave soldering and in-circuit thermal cycling and vibration.

**Outside:** Revolutionary transfer molding technique developed by Bourns eliminates the mold gate which results in a perfectly formed molded thermoset plastic package. No rough edges and accurate dimensions make stacking and automatic machine insertion virtually trouble-free. Improves moisture performance, too.

**The Result:** The best designed, highest quality SIP resistor networks available. Superior load life, better thermal shock performance and lower, more uniform tempco.

Bourns low profile S1Ps are compatible with DIP sockets and are only .190 inches high. That's standard for all 6, 8, and 10 pin configurations with:
- 5, 7, or 9 resistors and one common pin
- 3, 4, or 5 isolated resistors
- 12 resistors, dual terminator — now available in all pin configurations

Added features — compatible with auto insertion and auto test equipment, competitive pricing, distributor availability, and the best delivery in the business.

We also have a broad line of DIPs with equally high quality design and performance. Get in on the inside track with Bourns Resistor Networks... Write today for new catalog.

TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION, BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507. Phone: 714 781-5415. TWX: 910 332-1252.